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Executive Summary 

Introduction 

The Economic Development Strategy (EDS) endorsed by Township 
of Langley Council in May 2002 has been implemented and is in 
need of updating.  The Township has therefore commissioned a 
new Strategy to ensure that it is able to expand and develop a 
diverse economy in harmony with its rural and urban 
communities.  The Strategy process, started in early 2011, was 
guided by the following directives: 

• Articulate a mission statement 
• Create realizable objectives 
• Devise a supporting Action Plan 
• Identify resources necessary for implementation 
• Include a monitoring and evaluation framework so the 

community is able to track progress 

This report consists of the strategic plan, including vision, mission 
and goal statements, an action plan designed to deliver on those 
goals, and a monitoring and evaluation framework for helping the 
community track plan progress.  Also included are three appendices 
which provide the research data required for a project such as this. 

The primary inputs into the study included literature review, data 
gathering, current situation analysis, employment land analysis, 
community survey, focus group sessions, key informant interviews 
and a planning workshop.  A draft Strategy was submitted to the 
Township for review in July, 2011 and the final Strategy was 
delivered in December, 2011. 
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Vision 

The Township of Langley is the premier place to live, work, and invest.  
Diverse communities thrive in a harmonized urban-rural setting, 
where balanced land use recognizes our heritage while meeting the 
needs of a growing employment base.  The Langley economy generates 
more jobs than required by our working residents by leveraging our 
traditional industries and diversifying into emerging sectors.  
Increased development densities have created a major town centre, 
fostered by quality transit and transportation infrastructure, high 
quality community amenities, and exceptional recreation features. 
 

Mission 

The Economic Development Department helps to attract, retain, and 
grow industry, investment, and jobs in the Township of Langley.  As 
the central voice of economic development, we directly serve Township 
Council and assist residents, taxpayers, local businesses, and those 
from outside the community who are interested in visiting or 
investing.  Our major roles are researching economic issues and 
opportunities, encouraging the development of existing and potential 
businesses, promoting the community, and attracting new sources of 
investment and economic activity. 
 

Goals 

1.  Help create additional jobs so that there are more jobs than 
working residents to maintain employment opportunities for 
local workers 

2.  Maintain the diversity of the local economy by helping existing 
companies to expand and by attracting new industries 

3.  Facilitate infrastructure improvement that contributes to 
economic development 

4.  Contribute to town centre development 

5.  Help create a learning community 

6.  Enhance quality of life for Langley residents 
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Strategic Initiatives 

The three strategic themes of the plan, business, people and place, 
are built upon the existing organizational and policy framework of 
the Township’s Economic Development Department.  A summary 
of strategies by theme is shown in Table 1, while a schedule 
appears in Table 2. 

Table 1: Strategy Summary  
    

Bu
si

ne
ss

 

• Website development 
• Dedicated domain 
• Online IEDC community profile 
• Economic research 
• Economic development news 
• Outreach – EDS progress 
• Newsletter 
• Social media delivery 
• Business visitation program 
• Networking event 
• Business support services 
• Target sectors 
• Marketing partnerships 
• LinxBC  
• Asia-Pacific Initiative  
• Metro Vancouver Commerce program  
• Event attendance 
• Shared marketing tools  
• Business In Vancouver advertising  
• Site selection advertising 

Pe
op

le
 

• International student attraction 
• International student family marketing 
• Co-op student graduates retention 
• Graduating international students 

retention 
• Entrepreneurs week 
• Young/mid-career professionals 

recruitment 
• Immigrant entrepreneurs attraction 

Pl
ac

e 

• Community brand 
• Brand proposition 
• Communicating with private sector 
• Bylaw amendments 
• Development approval estimates 
• Development guide 
• Development of downtown core 
• Densification of developable lands 
• Agriculture uses on ALR lands 
• Use of Fraser River lands 
• Employment land trends 
• US border crossing 
• Transit and transportation services 
• Research on affordable housing 
• Research and planning assistance  
• Sports and leisure amenities 
• Biotech research park 
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Table 2: Strategy Schedule Summary 
 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3-Year 7 

In
iti

at
iv

es
 

• Online IEDC community profile 
• Economic research 
• Economic development news 
• Outreach – EDS progress 
• Social media delivery 
• LinxBC  
• Asia-Pacific Initiative  
• Metro Vancouver Commerce 
• Event attendance 

• Research and planning assistance 
• Community brand 
• Brand proposition 
• Business visitation program 
• Comm. with private sector 
• Research on affordable housing 
• Densify developable lands 
• Target sectors 
• Sports and leisure amenities 
• Business in Vancouver supplement 
• Site Selection advertising 

• Networking event 
• Business support services 
• Co-op student graduates retention 
• International students attraction 
• Inter.  student family marketing 
• Graduating inter. students retention 
• Marketing partnerships 
• Shared marketing tools 
• Entrepreneurs week 
• Professionals recruitment 
• Immigrant entrepreneurs  
• Bylaw amendments 
• Development guide 
• Biotech research park 
• US border crossing 
• Downtown core 
• Employment land trends 
• Development approval estimates 
• Website development 
• Dedicated domain 
• Transit and transportation services 
•  Use of Fraser River lands 
• Agriculture uses on ALR lands 

R
es

ou
rc

es
 

$20,000 $20,000 $60,000 
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Implementation  

Implementation of the initiatives is expected to commence during 
2012 and continue for a seven-year period.  Most of the strategies 
will be led by the Economic Development Department, although 
several others call for a secondary role in support of partner 
organizations.  Lead roles for the Economic Development 
Department are only suggested where there is policy support, 
authority, and capacity to do so. 

The Plan will be monitored and the results used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of implementation and the achievement of expected 
outcomes.  A set of indicators, data sources and benchmarks for 
each of the main goals is identified in the main report. 

The implementation effort for the plan would be undertaken by the 
Economic Development Department, which currently has a core 
operating budget with approximately $38,000 annually in 
discretionary, project spending.  This will not be enough to 
implement initiatives that require incremental budgeting.  Funding 
will therefore be an important factor in how and when the plan is 
implemented.  Even if contributions from senior governments and 
industry partners are expected to support new initiatives, leverage 
funding from the municipality will be required.  The budget 
estimate of $100,000 to implement the new initiatives is in addition 
to the Township’s current commitment to the economic 
development function. 
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Abbreviations 

ALR  .............................................................  Agricultural Land Reserve 
BRE  .................................................  Business Retention and Expansion 
CMEA  .............  Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters Association 
COTA  ................................................  Council of Tourism Associations 
DCC  ..............................................................  Development Cost Charge 
DCI  .......................................  Development Counsellors International 
DMO  ..........................................  Destination Marketing Organization 
EDAC  .........................  Economic Development Advisory Committee 
EDaC  ...........................  Economic Developers Association of Canada 
EDC  .........................................................  Export Development Canada 
EDD  ............................................  Economic Development Department 
EDS  ...................................................  Economic Development Strategy 
IEDC  ..........................  International Economic Development Council 
LC  ....................................................................................  City of Langley 
MV  ...............................................................................  Metro Vancouver 
NAIOP  .....  National Association of Industrial and Office Properties 
OCP  ................................................................  Official Community Plan 
TOL  .......................................................................  Township of Langley 
TL  ..................................................................................  Tourism Langley 
UCB  ......................................................  Urban Containment Boundary 
WED  ...............................................  Western Economic Diversification 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Sustainability Charter, adopted by Township of Langley 
Council on June 23, 2008, is the result of research, expert advice, 
and community input.  It presents a vision of the community that 
meets the social/cultural, economic, and environmental needs of 
current residents while ensuring that those needs can continue to 
be met for future residents. 

One of the foundations of the Charter is a strong local economy, 
founded on fiscal health, quality infrastructure, integrated 
transportation planning and liveable communities.  The 
achievement of the Charter’s vision is facilitated by corporate 
instruments that encourage a positive business environment, a 
strong and diversified local economy and ensure a sufficient supply 
of serviced employment lands to meet current and future needs.  
These instruments include the Official Community Plan (OCP), 
Rural Plan and Economic Development Strategy (EDS). 

The existing EDS, endorsed by Township of Langley Council in 
May 2002, identified specific action items for implementation, 
including development of agri-industrial parks, light industrial 
areas, warehouse/distribution centres and high quality business 
office parks.  The strategy is now essentially implemented and 
requires updating in light of economic and community progress 
since 2002. 

The Township, therefore, intends to develop a new EDS to ensure 
that it is able to expand and develop a diverse economy in 
harmony with its rural and urban communities.  The new EDS will 
create a vision for the Township of Langley that: 
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• Articulates a mission statement and the values that define 
the Mission statement. 

• Creates realizable objectives supporting the mission 
statement. 

• Sets out an Action Plan that includes specific tactics 
designed to achieve the realizable objectives. 

• Identifies resource requirements to implement each tactic. 
• Delineates a set of metrics to evaluate the progress towards 

completing the realizable objectives. 

More specifically, the new EDS will: 
• Assess the current and projected economic development 

opportunities in the Township in the context of its potential 
role within the region, province, Canada, and abroad. 

• Incorporate the findings of the Employment Lands Study to 
ensure the Township of Langley is able to encourage higher 
intensity employment uses, (specifically, higher value and 
knowledge-based jobs). 

• Recommend an economic development communications 
strategy, highlighting an appropriate mix of media uses 
(including social media), that will cultivate and 
communicate a business friendly environment and 
reputation to optimize Langley’s position as a desirable 
business location. 

• Help to increase total investment in the Township of 
Langley by increasing the diversity of economic activities 
offered in the local economy. 

• Recommend short-, medium-, and long-term actions for the 
Township of Langley to build a competitive local economy 
that offers a wide range of good jobs, broadens the 
municipal tax base and provides the capacity for sustained 
capital projects. 
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A Request for Proposal (RFP) was issued by the Township in 
November, 2010 for the preparation of the new Strategy.  In 
December 2010 a consulting team led by Lions Gate Consulting was 
selected to undertake the project with a proposed project 
completion of June 30, 2011. 

1.2 Purpose 

This report consists of the strategic plan, including vision, mission 
and goal statements, an action plan designed to deliver on those 
goals and a monitoring and evaluation framework for helping the 
community track plan progress. 

The appendices provide an understanding of the local economy 
and key development trends that are driving community progress as of
early 2011.  Appendix A - the Current Situation Analysis describes 
demographic, labour force, and key sector trends, examines the local 
planning context, provides stakeholder views on economic issues that 
were obtained through an online community survey and series of focus 
groups, and reviews senior government economic development programs.  
GP Rollo and Associates produced both Appendix B - Industrial Land Use 
Analysis and Appendix C - Commercial, Office, and Insitutional Land Use 
Analysis. 

 
1.3 Method of Study 

In January, 2011 the consulting team embarked on plan preparation 
following a methodology outlined in Figure 1.  The first task was to 
assess the current socio-economic situation in the Township by 
gathering and analyzing available demographic, economic and 
sector data from various statistical and government agencies such 
as Statistics Canada and BC Stats.  The municipality made land use, 
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business licence, and community planning information such as the 
Official Community Plan (OCP) and neighbourhood plans, 
available through its online data centre. 

Figure 1: Economic Development Strategy Preparation Process 

Research and Analyse the Economy 

Demographics Economic Base Key Sectors 
Employment 

Lands 

 

Consult the Community 

Focus Groups Community Survey Interviews 

 

Frame the Plan 
Planning Workshop – Vision, 

Mission Goals Planning Workshop - Strategies 

 

Publish the Plan 

Development of Draft Township Review Final Report 

 

Implement the Plan 

Partnerships Resourcing Follow-through 
 

 

A series of focus groups (ten in all) was held in Langley on  
April 19-20, 2011 with participants representing major industry, 
tourism, agriculture, small business, technology, professional 
services, and government agencies.  The focus groups discussed 
important community development issues and what could be done 
to take better advantage of assets and correct weaknesses.  A set of 
follow-up interviews, most of them in person, were conducted with 
individuals who could not attend the focus groups.  A total of 82 
individuals contributed their time and thoughts to this process. 

Jan-Mar 
2011 

Apr-May 
2011 

Jun 
2011 

2012-2018 
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An online survey was made available to the community between 
March 15 and April 30, 2011.  A survey link was posted to the 
Township website during this time while an email blast with a 
survey link was sent to all Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce 
members in March.  A total of 160 responses were received and collated. 

Appendix A, the Current Situation Analysis reports the results of this 
online survey.  Appendix B, the Industrial Land Use Analysis and 
Appendix C, the Commercial, Office, and Institutional Land Use Analysis, 
are based on a review of the Township’s employment land inventory, 
current land uses, land prices, development trends and the potential for 
using low-value agricultural land for future employment lands.  
 
 A facilitated focus group session with representatives of the Urban 
Development Institute (UDI) was held at UDI offices in Vancouver 
on May 31, 2011.  The purpose of this session was to get UDI 
feedback on improving the business climate in the Township and 
how to effectively plan for future employment land needs. 

 
 
 
On June 8-9, 2011 two half-day planning workshops were held to 
frame up the EDS.  The first workshop addressed such issues as a 
future economic development vision, mission, goals and strategy 
themes.  The second workshop refined the output from the first 
workshop by identifying and prioritizing strategic initiatives and 
programs. 

 
 
 
In June, 2011, the consulting team took the strategy framework 
generated in the planning workshops and using the previous 
community consultation process as a guide, proceeded to work 
toward a draft plan, which was delivered later in the month for 
consideration by the Township.  Upon further review and 
amendments as directed by the municipality, a final report was 
approved for presentation to the Economic Development Advisory 
Committee and Council.  This Strategy represents the outcome of 
this process. 
 
  

dheichert
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2.0 Plan Direction 

2.1 Vision 

A vision conveys the organization’s future expectations about itself 
and the community.  It should articulate the current situation, 
provide a sense of future direction and what things will look like 
once the organization gets there.  The vision is a starting point for 
long-term planning that looks at least five and up to twenty years 
into the future, and imparts a positive outcome that will serve to 
inspire, motivate and energize. 

For a strategy that is to be implemented by a department 
functioning under a broader organizational mandate, a vision must 
align and support those organizational directives.  The Township’s 
Sustainability Charter provides some guidance in this respect.  Its 
vision is to “build a legacy for future generations by leading and 
committing the community to a lifestyle that is socially, culturally, 
economically, and environmentally balanced.” (TOL 2008) 
Economic-related sustainability goals include the following: 

• achieve fiscal stability and fiscal health  
• develop liveable and vibrant communities  
• strengthen our economy  
• invest in effective infrastructure  
• integrate transportation into community planning  

In consideration of the foregoing, the following vision was distilled 
from feedback received during the community consultation 
program and the planning workshops.  The vision’s reference point 
is the Township’s Economic Development Department. 
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The Township of Langley is the premier place to live, work, and invest.  

Diverse communities thrive in a harmonized urban-rural setting, where 

balanced land use recognizes our heritage while meeting the needs of a 

growing employment base.  The Langley economy generates more jobs 

than required by our working residents by leveraging our traditional 

industries and diversifying into emerging sectors.  Increased 

development densities have created a major town centre, fostered by 

quality transit and transportation infrastructure, high quality community 

amenities, and exceptional recreation features. 

 

 

2.2 Mission 

A mission statement is typically composed of three core elements: 

1) organizational purpose 
2) the constituents being served 
3) the basic approach of delivering value 

Mission statements are meant to be brief but not trite, and capture 
socially meaningful and measurable criteria.  They should also 
resonate with employees, board members, the business community, 
and residents. 

The mission statement for the Township’s Economic Development 
Department (EDD) is influenced by the corporate mandate of the 
municipality.  As with any municipal function, service targets 
should contribute to broader corporate objectives.  Economic 
development is not a silo service but one of many services the 
municipality delivers for the benefit of taxpayers.  The economic 
development function was established to promote and facilitate the 
economic diversification and sustainability of the community. 
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In 1990, the Township initiated the Langley Tomorrow Program, a 
community goal setting process that led to the development of a 
corporate mission statement that committed the community to a 
lifestyle that is socially, culturally, economically and 
environmentally balanced. 

The mission statement adopted in the 2002 Economic Development 
Strategy was “To expand and develop Langley’s diverse economy 
in harmony with its rural and urban communities.”  

The Township’s Community Development Division, of which 
Economic Development is a department, has a mission to “provide 
exceptional service for the development of a sustainable 
community” (TOL. 2010). 

With this context and broader organization purpose in mind, 
planning workshop attendees created and refined the following 
mission statement over a two-day period in June, 2011. 
 

  
The Economic Development Department helps to attract, retain, and 
grow industry, investment, and jobs in the Township of Langley.  As the 
central voice of economic development, we directly serve Township 
Council and assist residents, taxpayers, local businesses, and those from 
outside the community who are interested in visiting or investing.  Our 
major roles are researching economic issues and opportunities, 
encouraging the development of existing and potential businesses, 
promoting the community, and attracting new sources of investment and 
economic activity. 

 

2.3 Goals 

Goal-setting is an important component of the strategic planning 
process.  Goals are those measurable targets that unite the values 
expressed in the vision statement with the purpose outlined in the 
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mission statement to set a high level direction for subsequent 
strategic initiatives.  Each goal will obtain their measures or metrics 
from the strategies that follow. 

This EDS will be implemented during a period of significant global 
economic change bringing many external forces to bear which will 
either enhance or dampen the success of the Strategy’s 
implementation.  The goals are designed to maximize the impact 
where local effort has the most influence, strength, and local 
capacity to deal effectively with the ever changing external forces. 

The goals for economic development, as determined in the two 
planning workshops, are shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Economic Development Goals 

1.  Help create additional jobs so that there are more jobs than 
working residents to maintain employment opportunities for 
local workers 

2.  Maintain the diversity of the local economy by helping 
existing companies to expand and by attracting new industries 

3.  Facilitate infrastructure improvement that contributes to 
economic development 

4.  Contribute to town centre development 

5.  Help create a learning community 

6.  Enhance quality of life for Langley residents 
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3.0 Strategic Initiatives 

The strategic themes for this Strategy and how they link to key 
economic development programs are outlined in Figure 3.  The 
foundation of the plan comprises the existing organizational and 
policy framework of the Township’s EDD.  Place is the natural and 
built environment but also the community as perceived and valued 
by its residents; it reflects a mix of natural resources and human 
development but also shapes a sense of what makes the community 
unique or special.  People captures the human element, youth, 
students, retirees, workers and visitors who animate and give life to 
the community.  Business is the third dimension that links to people 
and place in creating economic activity and wealth. 
 

Figure 3: Plan Themes and Framework 

 
 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

     

   

 

     

 

Business Retention, 
Expansion, and 

Attraction 

Workforce 
Development 

Learning 
Community 

Quality of Life Infrastructure Land 

Organization, Leadership, and Policy 

“The thing is, 
continuity of strategic 
direction and 
continuous 
improvement in how 
you do things are 
absolutely consistent 
with each other.  In 
fact, they're mutually 
reinforcing.” 
 

Michael Porter 
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3.1 Business 

Diversification and expansion of the business base is the key 
vehicle for economic development in the Township of Langley.  
The Township’s goal of matching job growth with labour force 
members will only be achieved by increasing the number and size 
of local businesses.  Without this, TOL will revert to a bedroom 
community with an increasing reliance on the job producing 
capabilities of other municipalities and an increasingly congested 
transportation system due to the commuting needs of workers and 
their families.  Diversification can entail working with existing 
companies on market, product and human resource development, 
encouraging new investment and entrepreneurial enterprises, and 
attracting new companies and industries to the community. 
 
Diversification requires a focus on key assets and inherent 
strengths of the Township, but it does not mean narrowly focussing 
resources within a narrow range of sectors in the hope of picking 
the winners of the future.  The local economy is relatively diverse 
and changing rapidly in response to global economic trends.  It will 
be important to ensure all businesses, particularly those with an 
external, export-oriented focus, be given the encouragement and 
support to help grow the job and income base. 
 
Construction, manufacturing, transportation, and warehousing all 
play major roles in the current economy but they are also subject to 
varying degrees of change and may look much different in the 
future than they do today.  The emergence of the service economy, 
which is outpacing goods production, will place more emphasis on 
knowledge-based industries and a learning culture that emphasizes 
people and innovation rather than natural resources.  Tourism is 
emerging as a more dynamic contributor to the economy and will 
likely play a larger role in generating future community wealth. 
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Initiative 1 Website 

 
In Area Development Magazine’s 25th Annual Corporate Survey 
(2011), 76% of corporate executives (mainly in manufacturing, 
warehousing, and distribution industries) indicated that they use 
the Internet for their site and facility planning, with the two most 
important pieces of information being listings of available sites and 
buildings and information on specific locations.  Contact 
information for economic development and real estate services, 
industry news, and topical articles were also listed as being 
obtained primarily through the Internet.  In a companion survey of 
site location consultants, two thirds of respondents stated that they 
used the Internet daily when researching locations for their clients. 

In its last corporate survey of site location professionals, 
Development Counsellors International (DCI) found that the 
Internet had become the most effective marketing channel 
surpassing public relations, visitation, special events, direct mail 
and advertising (DCI. 2008). 

An enhanced website presence was the highest-ranked initiative by 
participants at the economic development planning workshops 
held in Langley in June, 2011.  The main thread of discussion was 
that because the Internet was now a critical means of getting the 
message out on development issues and opportunities, the website 
should be functioning more as an integral marketing and 
communications tool. 

• The EDD should consider the development of a dedicated 
website as the basis for a platform for the information, 
marketing, and communications activities outlined further 
on in this Strategy.  Ninety-seven percent of members of the 
Economic Developers Association of Canada indicated that 

“If you’re not online, 
you don’t exist”. 
 

Anonymous 
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they maintained their own economic development website 
(EDaC. 2010).  A review of award winning websites for best 
practices in different applications would help determine the 
best options for the EDD.  Brenham Texas and Winter 
Garden Florida are leading examples of GIS-driven site 
location tools, while Airdrie Alberta and Bismark North 
Dakota have good general purpose websites. 

• A checklist of content, functionality and design features 
would include multi-language versions of key landing pages 
something that many sites lack.  Initiatives Prince George 
has Chinese, Japanese, Korean, French, German and Spanish 
versions of its main landing page with translated profiles 
and brochures.  The capacity for Facebook, blog, and twitter 
opportunities is also essential. 

• The process of creating a new website could take as long as a 
year and must be based on a clear work plan that outlines 
objectives, design, content, technical development, launch, 
and maintenance.  Content itself could take as long as four 
months.  Once up and running, a website requires updating 
daily (social media), weekly (news and events), monthly 
(databases, reports, and statistics) and bi-annually (all other 
site content). 

• A dedicated domain or stand-alone URL should be assessed 
to improve visibility and overall web presence.  Information 
architecture, which is the design, structure, hierarchy, and 
navigation features, should allow any user to access 
information in three mouse clicks.  This is unlikely to be 
achieved by linking through TOL website.  At present, EDD 
is part of the Community Development Division and 
economic development information is distributed among 
several different land pages, none of which are linked into a 

http://www.brenhamprospector.com/�
http://www.wintergardenflprospector.com/�
http://www.wintergardenflprospector.com/�
http://www.airdrie.ca/airdrienow/�
http://www.bmda.org/�
http://www.bmda.org/�
http://www.initiativespg.com/�
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cohesive whole.  Effective architecture and design conveys 
professionalism, reduces costs and saves on internal 
documentation—it will generate benefits to the community 
in terms of investment enquiries.  A separate domain would 
also allow the EDD to establish place branding and 
messaging, which is further discussed in the Initiatives that 
follow below. 

  
Initiative 2 Information and Content 

 
Participants in the planning workshops indicated that economic 
development programs in Langley would have a better chance of 
being implemented, and effective, if stakeholders were more aware 
of the economic issues of the day.  Economic development is more 
than just business development; it touches all aspects of community 
life, including jobs, wealth, quality of life and the environment. 

It is important, therefore, that the public, even those who may 
appear peripherally interested in economic issues, be viewed as 

“The new electronic 
independence re-
creates the world in 
the image of a global 
village.” 
 

Marshall McLuhan 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/marshallmc115909.html�
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stakeholders who are potential participants in the process of 
community economic development. 

Public outreach should be empowered by relevant economic 
research and news of interest.  The EDD does have a role in 
collecting, interpreting and disseminating data and information as 
a core economic development function.  As information broker the 
EDD can encourage more political, business and civic dialogue 
around these issues as an agent of change, innovation and overall 
community betterment. 

• An online community profile structured according to the 
International Economic Development Council’s site selector 
database standards should be prepared.  Industry Canada 
uses the database for its Invest in Canada website, while 
Invest BC has taken the Industry Canada version and 
modified it for BC communities. 

• EDD should generate more economic research from existing 
sources, including internal TOL databases such as land 
inventories, GIS data and business licence records, and other 
external secondary sources such as BC Stats, Statistics 
Canada, BC Assessment Authority and the Agricultural 
Land Commission.  Content from the current Data Centre 
could be packaged into a “leading indicators” info-sheet and 
distributed through various media, including the website.  A 
time series would contribute to the monitoring and 
benchmarking of change.  The indicators themselves would 
reflect issues germane to the Township, incorporating land 
use and development, labour market, and socio-economic 
indices.  Tracking employment and population densities, as 
examples, would help inform the debate on the best policy 
approach to securing future employment lands. 
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• EDD should be gathering content on economic 
development news, including business development, capital 
investment, jobs and incomes, growth versus diversification, 
innovation, human capital, and quality of life measures 
through a collective of RSS feeds.  Feeds can be easily 
established from a handful of important content providers 
including leading economic development agencies  
(e.g. International Economic Development Council) and leading 
economic journals (e.g. Economic Development Quarterly).  The 
same tools can be used to track and monitor the 
community’s marketplace “reputation”.  An aggregator or 
reader such as Google Reader will have to be selected, and a 
storage medium as well (e.g. dig, evernote, newsvine). 

• EDS progress should be communicated to the public and 
business community throughout the implementation period.  
The executive summary and full plan, including baseline 
reports, can be posted to the website for public access.  An 
annual report card on the progress of economic 
development initiatives should be prepared and released to 
the public. 

• A regular EDD newsletter would be the primary mode of 
communication for the above-noted content.  It would be 
delivered through email and made available on the website 
and would appear quarterly in the first year of plan 
implementation, and gradually increase in frequency to a 
monthly cycle in the third year.  We recommend a one-page 
newsletter so recipients are encouraged to scan, if not fully 
read, and follow-up on calls to action.  Once a newsletter 
template is prepared, it can be easily populated with 
research, news and plan progress and promote further traffic 
to the EDD website. 
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• Targeted social media delivery would help increase 
exposure for the EDD and create another, more publicly 
accessible, avenue for publicizing important economic 
events and issues.  Technology is changing the way people 
get their information and it is clear that the traditional forms 
of broadcast and print media are far less influential than in 
the past.  Preparing and distributing content for multiple 
platforms, particularly the Internet, is now the norm rather 
than the exception in media and public relations.  A basic 
media relations program entails creating the story, telling 
the story and delivering the story online/digitally through 
social media.  The first two steps will be greatly facilitated 
by the preceding strategies in this plan, which focus on 
content.  Combining local news with RSS feed news 
identified above will create ample content for re-
distribution.  Co-ordination with and carry-over from the 
social media tools on the Township’s website would also be 
practical.  In economic development practice, content 
delivery is most likely to be through Facebook, Twitter, 
Youtube, Flickr, Ning, blogs, podcasts and online discussion 
forums.  EDD can then supplement that news with its own 
opinion pieces, with contributions from EDAC members 
(some of whom are already active writing and distributing 
in social media) and other Township staff. 

 
Initiative 3 Business Networking and Development 

 
Business networking is a social activity with an economic purpose 
by which people or organizations pursue business opportunities.  
The central concept, is to build mutually beneficial relationships 
and opportunities.  Business networks are usually a low-cost 
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activity that involve personal commitment but rarely a significant 
contribution of capital. 

Feedback from the focus groups and planning workshops noted 
that in Langley stakeholders were very interested in creating and 
expanding local partnerships to exchange ideas and share 
opportunities.  The EDD could play an active role in supporting 
business networks because they further municipal socio-economic 
objectives, including a sustainable tax base with competitive 
businesses and stable, well-paying jobs. 

• A business visitation program is usually the cornerstone of 
a community’s business retention and expansion efforts.  
Business visits allow the economic developer to measure the 

pulse of the local business 
community, understanding the 
issues, concerns, barriers to 
development and of course 
development opportunities.  Business 
visitation grew out of attempts to 
identify at-risk businesses in under-
performing or disadvantaged 
economic areas, so funding, technical, 
and other forms of business support 
could be provided as a way of saving 

jobs and community incomes.  Over time, it became a more 
generally applied business retention and expansion tool. 

The majority of business visitation in North America is 
carried out as a one-time survey of businesses within a 
specific geographic or sector cluster.  Our recommendation 
here is for an ongoing outreach program to monitor business 
issues, concerns and opportunities.  The key elements of the 
program would include: 
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1) the identification of target companies and expected 
outcomes 

2) the visitation team, which should include EDAC 
members 

3) the data and information to be collected 
4) the technology for collating and tracking this data 
5) strategies for follow up business assistance 

Information that is maintained, interpreted and tracked in 
the system can be used to inform municipal staff, elected 
officials and the business community itself about evolving 
issues.  Many communities in BC have used the Labour 
Market Partnership sponsored by the province’s 
Employment and Labour Market Services section to fund 
their visitation programs. 

• A regular networking event would be a “go-to” event that 
would have good appeal amongst a cross-section of Langley 
and perhaps regional businesses.  It would keep businesses 
interested, informed and on top of topical economic 
development issues.  In its 2010 survey of economic 
developments across Canada, the Economic Developers 
Association of Canada found that special events were the 
single most effective marketing tool, surpassing websites 
and social media, and far surpassing print and broadcast 
media advertising (EDaC 2010).  The City of Surrey has been 
successful with its Surrey Regional Economic Summit, which 
in 2011 attracted former US Presidents George W. Bush and 
Bill Clinton as featured speakers.  The Summit is actually 
hosted by the Mayor’s office but it is easily the premier 
economic and economic development event on the BC 
calendar after only three years of existence.  It is also an 
expensive undertaking and for that reason alone may have 
limited appeal for the Township.  However, other event 
models could be explored, perhaps with a specific economic 
or sector theme.  In June, 2011, Pacific Customs Brokers 

“A successful 
economic development 
strategy must focus 
on improving the 
skills of the area's 
workforce, reducing 
the cost of doing 
business, and making 
available the resources 
business needs to 
compete and thrive in 
today's global 
economy.” 
 

Rod Blagojevich 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/r/rod_blagojevich.html�
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hosted its inaugural Building Bridges to Prosperity symposium 
in Surrey in co-operation with the Surrey Board of Trade.  
The symposium focused on cross border trade and many 
aspects would be relevant for Langley.  Other possibilities 
include a breakfast or luncheon speaker series, an annual 
Open House, a seminar series, and a roundtable series.  A 
partnership with the Greater Langley Chamber of 
Commerce (which has its own breakfast series and other 
special events) or industry association could help defray 
costs and increase the networking and marketing potential.  
The nature and scope of the event would require some 
further planning which could be undertaken by an EDAC 
task force struck to prepare and deliver a development 
concept for implementation in 2013. 

• The EDD can provide ongoing business support services to 
the many local businesses who regularly contact the 
municipality seeking assistance accessing resources, making 
new investments or resolving business barriers.  The EDD 
can refer these enquiries and broker service assistance within 
the Township.  Referent senior government assistance 
programs include Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Innovation 
(trade and investment offices, Asia-Pacific Initiative, trade 
and investment agreements), Industry Canada (Trade and 
Commissioner Service, Canadian Commercial Corporation), 
Export Development Canada, Business Development Bank, 
the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, 
and Western Economic Diversification.  A resources page on 
the new website could help local businesses navigate and 
access technical assistance from these agencies. 
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Initiative 4 Place Marketing and Investment Attraction 
 
A business diversification program should be structured around 
the retention and expansion of existing local businesses, but just as 
important is the recruitment and attraction of new businesses, 
entrepreneurs and investment from outside the community.  
Business attraction is important because as Langley grows in 
population it will have to add an equal share of new jobs if it hopes 
to maintain its current job to labour force ratio.  Business attraction 
focuses on identifying companies from outside the area and 
enticing them to expand or relocate into a community in order to 
secure new jobs and investment.  Businesses are constantly closing 
in the Township and business attraction activities help ensure that 
new businesses replace them. 

Other communities are equally focused on drawing in their own 
share of outside businesses so the competitive 

aspects of business attraction should be 
recognized and factored into programming.  
By focusing efforts on increased market place 
awareness it should be possible to generate 
new relocation and investment enquiries and 
land an appropriate share of the Lower 

Mainland’s production and job-creation 
capacity.  This means perpetuating a cycle of 

targeting, marketing, selling and evaluating attraction efforts. 

It is important to note that business attraction does not entail 
putting all program resources into luring a single, headline-
grabbing plant relocation.  These are actually relatively rare in the 
province and many communities have expended considerable 
efforts chasing major prospects even though the probability of 
actually land a new facility was low to begin with.  The majority of 
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business attraction entails small and medium-sized businesses that 
may not individually account for significant investment and 
employment growth but which collectively and over time can make 
substantive contributions to the Township’s employment targets. 

• Corroborate target sectors that will be the focus of 
marketing and attraction activities.  Focus group and 
planning workshop feedback indicated that some sectors 
should be prioritized for development because they 
complement the natural and built assets of the Township, 
generate well-paying jobs and will likely continue to grow in 
the future.  This approach would not ignore or exclude other 
targets but rather focuses resources on those that have the 
best chance of attraction success.  Our recommendation 
targets are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Attraction Target Recommendations 

Target Rationale 

Manufacturing • Major source of businesses and jobs in the Township 
• Above average wages 
• Available development space for advanced manufacturing 

Transportation 
and Storage 

• Major source of businesses and jobs in the Township 
• Above average wages 
• Strategic assets include location, border services, transportation infrastructure 

Professional 
Services 

• Strategic assets include two major post-secondary institutions, good quality of 
life and reasonable housing prices 

• Central to population growth in Metro Vancouver 
• Amenable to telecommuting 

Green 
Technologies 

• Broad based industries sharing environmental and sustainability concepts 
• Strategic assets include high quality of life, location and availability of services 
• Available, growing business areas 

Education • Strategic assets include two major post-secondary institutions, good quality of 
life and reasonable housing prices 

• Growing international student market values Canadian education standards 

Sports and 
Leisure 

• Strategic assets include access to natural and built recreational features 
• Cluster of visitor attractions 
• Family-oriented community 
• Appeals to young families and new work force entrants 
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• With a more active marketing program, the EDD should 

explore and establish more marketing partnerships to 
increase reach and lower costs.  All partnership initiatives 
outlined in this Strategy could include co-operation on 
promotional activities whether project specific or for general 
place marketing.  Co-operation makes good sense especially 
when the marketing goals of potential partners align to 
generate mutually beneficial results.  Tourism Langley, the 
City of Langley and the two universities are obvious 
candidates for co-operative marketing efforts. 

• The LinxBC initiative is a partnership of 12 BC communities 
which has positioned itself as the first stop for businesses 
looking to locate within BC.  It offers a single point of contact 
for enquiries, first stage investment reports on the member 
communities and sectors, and research on opportunities and 
emerging markets.  A Community and Site Finder service 
directs investor enquiries to those communities with suitable 
locations and facilities.  Participation by EDD would be 
another avenue of exposure for a low cost and would create 
opportunities for inter-community collaboration. 

• Participation in the province’s Asia-Pacific Initiative would 
create a logical reference point for all matters related to 
investment and business attraction from the Asia region.  
The Initiative is made up of five key strategies, including 
branding as Canada’s Pacific Gateway and North America’s 
Asia-Pacific destination, strengthening BC’s trade and 
investment relationships, developing world-class supply 
chain and gateway infrastructure, and developing and 
attracting a skilled labour force.  The EDD could directly 
liaise with the province’s trade and investment offices in 
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Asia, participate in government and business trade missions, 
and use services at the Asia-Pacific Business Centre. 

• Consideration should be given to participation in Metro 
Vancouver Commerce programs, where they support and 
promote investment attraction and economic development 
projects in the Township.  Current participants include 
Vancouver, Richmond, North Vancouver (City and District), 
Surrey, Coquitlam, and Ridge-Meadows.  This initiative 
originated with Olympic-related opportunities and is now 
being re-evaluated for new targets. 

• Event attendance, whether conferences, seminars, or other 
networking events that are associated with priority sectors, 
should be a core marketing and promotion initiative for the 
EDD.  Key events include: 

  International Council of Shopping Centers 
Annual Conference 

 GROW conference (technology) 
 NAIOP & UDI meetings and seminars 

• EDD should share marketing tools with Tourism Langley to 
make the most efficient use of resources and ensure 
consistency in marketing efforts.  Tourism Langley has trade 
show booths and displays, multi-media features including B-
roll, kit folders, flat sheets and a recently-developed brand 
identity that incorporates the City and the Township. 

• A Business in Vancouver advertising supplement would 
reach out to business leaders and decision makers in the 
Lower Mainland and create a new level of awareness for the 
Township.  Average weekly readership is in the range of 
45,000, with the business profile of readers heavily oriented 
to commercial and professional services.  A full, 4-page 
advertorial would be a centre-page insert in a regular 
Business in Vancouver edition of choice.  Another 1,000 copies 
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would be provided to the Township for their own use, while 
another 1,000 copies would be direct-mailed to a custom 
mailing list of Township’s choice.  Business in Vancouver 
supplies photography and some copy writing and editing as 
part of these costs.  One of the advantages of this form of 
advertising is it can be effectively measured through the 
tracking of enquiries responding to the call to action. 

• Copy used in the Business in Vancouver campaign could be 
used to generate awareness in site selection publications.  
Major site selection periodicals, include: 
 Business Facilities is a major location advisor, regularly 

featuring Canadian articles.  It also has a Canadian 
community listing, which does not include Langley. 

 Development Alliance is an alliance of communities, which 
present their site selection information.  There are 
community profiles and listing of economic development 
agencies and contacts.  British Columbia has its own 
listing, which should include Langley. 

 Area Development Online bills itself as “…the world's 
leading magazine and information source for site and 
facility planning.”  The site has numerous resources and 
articles on various global locations, their positioning and 
what they are doing to attract business. 

 A related site to Area Development is Location Canada, a 
site developed in conjunction with the Canadian 
Consulate in New York to promote foreign direct 
investment into Canada, as well as to support the federal 
and provincial governments’ investment promotion 
efforts.  It provides many resources and articles on 
Canadian locations. 

 Site Selection Online has regular national and international 
reports. 

http://www.businessfacilities.com/�
http://www.developmentalliance.com/portal/�
http://www.areadevelopment.com/�
http://www.locationcanada.com/�
http://www.siteselection.com/�
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3.2 People 

People are the human capital that activate the dimensions of 
Business and Place and serve as the primary input into a modern 
knowledge-based economy.  In recent decades, highly skilled 
workers have become increasingly more mobile.  Furthermore, 
high demand for skills in industrialized countries has led to intense 
international competition for these mobile workers.  Not 
surprisingly earnings remain an important driver in attracting 
skilled migrants or encouraging Canadians to relocate.  However, 
other economic factors such as the level of business conditions, 
especially the state of demand in certain key industries, affect the 
flow of highly skilled workers (Skills Research Initiative. 2008). 

In addition, non-pecuniary factors play an important role for 
workers considering migrating to a particular area.  For example, 
research in the biotechnology industry in Vancouver noted the 
importance of firm-level networks and financial partnerships in the 
exchange of scientists and executives (Richardson. 2006).  Other 
non-pecuniary factors highlight the role of geography, linguistics, 
and cultural “distances” as they are negatively related to cross-
country flows of workers (Globerman and Shapiro. 2006).  
Conversely, life satisfaction and family issues are significant factors 
in migration decisions (Helliwell. 2006).  Specific quality of life 
factors such as climate, environment, access to quality schools for 
children, public safety, and health care system all play a role 
(Richardson. 2006). 

Overall, the Township of Langley is well situated to draw skilled 
workers to the area.  Already Langley and the surrounding Metro 
Vancouver communities have a large, diversified, and skilled 
workforce and with significant population growth anticipated in 
the Langley area over the next three decades the workforce is 
anticipated to grow noticeably.  In addition, the Langley area 

“Quality of life 
factors of migrants 
and their families are 
often found to be 
significant factors in 
migration decision.” 
 

John Helliwell 
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experiences the influx of a larger number of students each year to 
study and live in the community while attending the region’s post-
secondary institutions.  This creates an excellent foundation to 
begin achieving several of the Townships economic goals. 
 

Initiative 5 Education Economy 
 
BC is a leader in Canada in attracting and supporting international 
students at all levels of the education system.  In 2010, BC 
welcomed almost 94,000 international students to the province.  
These students spent $1.8 billion on tuition, accommodation, and 
discretionary spending and created 21,540 jobs.  Much of the 
economic impact from international student spending accrued to 
Metro Vancouver (Kunin and Associates. 2011). 

The Langley area is no exception with Langley School District 
hosting 470 non-resident students in 2011 while at the post-
secondary level Trinity Western University enrolment of 4,000 
includes approximately 18% international students and 14% US 
students and Kwantlen Polytechnic University hosts upwards of 
1,000 international students annually.  Educational institutions in 
the Langley area are well positioned to capitalize on continued 
growth in supporting international student attraction. 

• Working with the educational institutions in the Langley 
area, the Township can support and augment the marketing 
efforts to attract international students by highlighting the 
local assets and exploring possibilities for collaborative 
marketing of the local area.  In addition, the Township can 
work to leverage the efforts of the provincial government to 
raise the profile of British Columbia as a destination for 
international students to learn and study. 
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• International students that come to Langley often are 
accompanied or visited by family members.  This creates an 
excellent opportunity to promote the community and its 
business and economic potential to these visitors.  Already 
Tourism Langley has done some promotion and information 
with Trinity Western University to highlight Langley 
tourism activities to new students.  Working collaboratively 
with educational institutions and Tourism Langley, the EDD 
should develop a co-operative campaign for marketing to 
families of international students and feature Langley as a 
place to live, work, and invest. 

 
Initiative 6 Local Post-Secondary Graduates 

 
As noted in the Metro Vancouver Regional Growth Strategy, 
educational institutions have a vital role in the region providing a 
key link with many sectors in the economy (Metro Vancouver. 
2011).  The Township is fortunate to be in close proximity to several 
quality post-secondary educational institutions in Metro 
Vancouver.  Specifically, Trinity Western University is within the 
boundaries of the Township of Langley, and Kwantlen Polytechnic 
University, Simon Fraser University, and University of the Fraser 
Valley have campuses in adjacent municipalities. 

Every year many post-secondary students graduate from these and 
other area post-secondary institutions creating a valuable talent 
pool of future skilled workers.  In addition, post-secondary 
international students from eligible programs have an opportunity 
to remain in Canada after graduation and could become an 
important source of skilled labour for businesses in Langley.  These 
nearby post-secondary institutions offer many degree programs 
that would allow international students to qualify to apply for 
permanent residency in BC. 
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As the economy and the workplace continue to evolve, skilled 
workers will be in greater demand.  Employers that are able to 
attract and retain skilled workers will have a distinct business 
advantage.  At the same time most graduates are looking to find 
quality employment that will utilize their skills.  Therefore, 
leveraging the local post-secondary educational institutions by 
supporting graduates in sourcing jobs in the community will also 
support business competitiveness and retaining a skilled workforce 
in the Langley area. 

• Trinity Western and Kwantlen Polytechnic Universities both 
offer co-operative education programs in a variety of fields 
ranging from sciences to business to nursing to information 
systems.  Many of the employers associated with the  
co-operative programs are from the local area, giving the 
businesses familiarity with the students.  Upon graduation 
the associated work experience and their accompanying 
education make many co-op students a desirable source of 
skilled labour.  The EDD should investigate where these 
graduates find their “first career jobs”1

• In partnership with the local educational institutions and the 
business community, undertake an initiative to proactively 
work to retain graduating international students to work in 
the community.  These students have a two year window 
after their graduation from an eligible Canadian degree 
program to apply to the Provincial Nominee Program under 
the education category.  By linking educational institutions, 
local business, and the Township an affective partnership 

 and explore a 
partnership effort that would retain co-op student 
graduates to work for Langley businesses after graduation. 

                                                           
1 University’s already keep detailed information on where graduates go and usually track them 
for a period of time after graduation.   
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may be constructed to support access to an important source 
of skilled labour. 

• Encourage educators to host more opportunities for 
graduates and business people to communicate and 
network.  An entrepreneurs week could be promoted and 
hosted on an annual basis.  It would allow high school and 
post-secondary graduates to learn the benefits of 
establishing and owning businesses.  Site visits to local 
businesses would inform participants about career and 
entrepreneurial opportunities. 

 
Initiative 7 Knowledge-led Economy 

 
As pointed out by the Intelligent Community Forum, innovation is 
as important as location, resources, or capital when it comes to 
community economic development (Zacharilla. 2011).  
Furthermore, knowledge, one of the key inputs to the innovation 
process, is regarded as the most important single factor in 
determining competitiveness and success in the global knowledge-
based economy (Cowan, Feldman, and Kogler. 2006).  Attracting 
skilled entrepreneurs and workers who could foster innovative 
development in the Langley area will be key in growing the local 
knowledge-based economy.  Also, in the future it will become more 
competitive to attract these individuals and that early organization 
around this opportunity will be important in establishing 
momentum. 

• Recruit young and mid-career professionals who value the 
Township’s lifestyle and quality of life.  US research has 
shown that many university-educated professionals will 
make a decision on where to live first, then look for a job 
within that area.  They are also more likely to use their own 
experience, the experiences of friends and families, and 

“Our future wealth 
lies in our human 
capital.  Technological 
innovations may be 
bought or imitated by 
anyone.  But 
productive processes 
that depend on skilled 
labour must stay 
where that labour is.” 
 

Robert Reich 
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community websites to assist with their decision making.  
Clean, safe, green, good schools, great place to raise 
children, and reasonable commute times were influential 
aspirations (TSC. 2006).  The Township scores well on the 
majority of these attributes, and with a local demographic 
that is already younger than the provincial average, it 
should have strong appeal for younger and mid-career 
professionals.  The formation of a Young Professionals 
group, to harness the collective power of young 
professionals already located in the area and lend them a 
meaningful voice in the economic development future of the 
Township, is recommended. 

• The EDD should attempt to attract immigrant 
entrepreneurs and skilled workers using the Provincial 
Nominee Program.  The BC government offers accelerated 
immigration for qualified entrepreneurs who have the 
ability to develop successful businesses in the province and 
to skilled workers that can fill job positions that businesses 
need and are having difficulty filling.  With other web-
marketing and investment attraction tools outlined earlier, 
special attention should be given to target international 
entrepreneurs and skilled workers that would lead to 
growth in the knowledge-based economy.  In addition, 
Langley should promote the community to Canadian 
immigrant consulting companies specializing in investors, 
entrepreneurs and skilled workers.  There may also be 
opportunity to work with other Metro Vancouver and BC 
communities as several are working on similar attraction 
efforts and all BC communities are competing with the rest 
of the world for the best professionals and entrepreneurs. 
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3.3 Place 

Place entails the infrastructure, natural resources, amenities and 
businesses that define the physical landscape.  It also includes sense 
of place, the unique features that characterize Langley as perceived 
by residents and those from outside the community.  The 
community has to develop an identity with ‘market value’ and use 
it to drive forward consistent branding and messaging. 

Built facilities such as infrastructure must be able to support 
business activity today, but it must also be scalable and of a quality 
to support business and investment needs of tomorrow.  Langley is 
essentially a semi-rural landscape with residential neighbourhoods 
and industrial clusters built around a diminishing resource 
manufacturing base.  The perceptions of this infrastructure in the 
midst of an expanding regional population and increasing 
congestion are equal parts positive and negative. 

Employment lands and the policies regulating how they are 
developed and managed are critical components of the local 
business climate that investors and business people focus on when 
they assess business location risks and advantages.  There will be 
tremendous growth pressures on the Township in the decades 
ahead and major policies such as the Regional Growth Strategy will 
place severe limits on where employment activity can go.  Surficial 

solutions like densification and 
infill might appear well suited for 
a municipality with the majority 
of its land base slated for 
protection from urban 
development, but without a 
considerable investment in new 
transportation infrastructure they 
may never be realized. 
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Initiative 8 Brand Identity 
 
A brand is about delivering a unique selling proposition that 
identifies and differentiates the community.  Integrated branding is 
about making a promise and then sticking to it throughout all 
activities, all the time.  Preferably it is about a unique focus that is 
not easily duplicated by competitors. 

Many communities will trumpet their assets in a brand sort of way, 
but in most cases, they are simply stating minimum requirements 
that are easily duplicated by other communities and therefore do 
not fit the bill as unique.  For Langley, the brand should articulate 
what makes it distinctive, what it does well, what customers (i.e. 
investors, entrepreneurs, businesses, visitors) value and what 
becomes ownable over time.  A good brand should sell 
distinctiveness, not necessarily features and benefits. 

By consistently using the brand throughout all communication 
applications, you develop brand equity starting with awareness, 
recognition, and ultimately loyalty, creating a place in the mind of 
the customer that represents positive aspects of the community. 

The role of branding in the Township’s economic development 
programming, elicited strong opinions from focus group and 
workshop participants, many of whom felt the need for a stronger 
identity and unique selling proposition.  It was suggested forging 
an identity in relation to the rest of Metro Vancouver was 
important.  Neighbouring municipalities, including Abbotsford 
and Surrey, have established a brand in the minds of local residents 
and businesses and a similar effort in the Township would inspire 
marketing efforts and bring new focus to business attraction 
initiatives. 

 

“Place marketing 
means designing a 
place to satisfy the 
needs of its target 
markets.  It succeeds 
when citizens and 
businesses are pleased 
with their 
communities, and 
meet the expectations 
of visitors and 
investors.” 
 

Phillip Kotler 
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• Evaluate how a community brand for directing economic 
development could be developed or leveraged with other 
community organizations.  Rather than reinventing all brand 
elements, the EDD could co-operate with other stakeholders 
who are branding the area and seek consistency in visual 
design when promoting the community to the marketplace. 

• Create a brand proposition that would serve economic 
development marketing.  The output of this exercise would 
be a unique tag line(s) and messaging that would be 
appropriate for investment, business and people attraction.  
This should begin with a review of good practices in 
community branding, as well as the collection of baseline 
perception information from businesses and investors about 
Langley.  The RSS feeds discussed previously could be used 
to gather a catalogue of Langley-based discussions and 
perceptions.  Identification of Langley’s strongest 
differentiators, from an economic development perspective, 
is a critical step. 

 
Initiative 9   Business Climate  

 
Improving the business climate in Langley is a primary and critical 
function of the EDD.  Outcomes from public and developer 
workshops have provided some additional interesting 
recommendations, including promoting the development of a true 
downtown core, and the densification of developable lands. 

In looking for relocation options, other than price and availability, 
many participants in our developer workshop referenced the need 
for a mixture of amenities to attract businesses, including transit, as 
well as food, retail, and personal services options.  These types of 
amenities will only be available in a true downtown core. 
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• Communicate with private sector to identify issues with the 
development process.  A significant source of investment in 
the Township will come from real estate development; as 
such the EDD should aim to establish ongoing 
communication with the development sector and major land 
owners within the Township.  Through this dialogue, the 
EDD can play an important role as liaison between the 
Community Development Division and the development 
community to ensure the development process is not slowed 
or restricted by unnecessary procedures or by-laws.  The 
EDD should look to communicate with major land owners in 
the Township, as well as the Urban Development Institute 
(UDI), which is an active regional association of developers 
that can be approached to determine developer sentiment.  
The EDD should strive to hold at least bi-annual meetings 
with the Urban Development Institute (UDI) to understand 
any new issues facing the development sector.  The EDD 
could also use these meetings to relate any new initiatives 
from the Township, and gather commentary from the 
development sector. 

• As a result of its work as a liaison between the development 
community and the Community Development Division, the 
EDD can identify and help amend ineffective by-laws.  The 
outcomes of these discussions with the development 
community should be organized and discussed with the 
Community Development Division.  Any by-laws that 
potentially cause undue delays and increased costs to the 
development process should be closely reviewed to 
determine if the by-law is having unintended consequences.  
Through its ongoing discussions and communications with 
the development sector the EDD should work with 
Community Development Division staff to review the  
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by-laws in question and determine if the intended outcomes 
could be preserved without creating disincentives to 
development. 

• Work with the Community Development Division to review 
the effectiveness of estimates of likely approval of 
development applications.  This system has been 
established by other jurisdictions, and provides developers 
with an early indication of the issues their application faces.  
An initial indication can go a long way to promoting 
development and investment in the Township.  The 
Community Development Division does provide estimates, 
but given the importance of this issue to the development 
sector, the EDD could play a more active role in ensuring 
consistency and improving prediction confidence.  Potential 
roles include helping developers organize their applications 
in a pre-determined format, creating a database of past 
decisions including the rationale cited, as well as working 
with the Community Development Division in formulating 
the response to the application. 

• An omnibus investment guide would also be helpful for the 
development community and prospective investors 
interested in the building and development process.  The 
Township already makes available residential, multi-family 
residential, and greenhouse guides, but a consolidated 
document that combines baseline community data along 
with guidance for navigating the residential, industrial and 
commercial development processes would be another 
information tool for the EDD.  The guide would provide all 
the necessary information an entrepreneur, investor or 
developer would seek before establishing a business in the 
Township.  Content would include: 
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 Economic and community profile 
 Culture and history 
 Neighbourhoods 
 Infrastructure 
 Guide to Moving 
 Guide to Visiting 
 Guide to Investing 
 Guide to Developing (provincial and regional land use 

and development guidelines, subdivision process, 
building permits and licences, and access to utilities and 
services). 

 
Initiative 10  Land Use Policies  

 
It was a common sentiment amongst the participants in the focus 
groups, as well as in meetings with the development community, 
that promoting positive land use opportunities is a target initiative 
for the EDD.  Moreover, during the planning workshop there were 
a number of recommendations specific to local land use policies 
where the EDD could play an active role in resolving.  Many of 
these initiatives involve communications between the Community 
Development Division and the development community.  
Maintaining a strong connection to both of these groups will be 
critical to the success of the EDD. 

• Promoting the development of a downtown core for the 
Township of Langley was consistently referred to by 
participants in the focus groups and workshops.  The 
development of a new downtown core would help improve 
the sense of place for Township residents, and assist in 
attracting businesses with the mix of amenities that a 
downtown core would provide.  While this is primarily the 
responsibility of the Community Development Division, the 
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EDD could be providing assistance by becoming a champion 
of the cause.  Development of the Township’s downtown 
will likely take time, and leadership by the EDD will help 
remind the development sector and the Community 
Development Division to consider new projects in the 
context of whether it helps or hinders growth of the 
downtown core.  The EDD could also assist by remaining 
current with new initiatives to encourage downtown 
development, and promoting downtown investment among 
the development sector. 

• Promoting the densification of developable lands was also 
suggested as a broader goal for the EDD.  Densification of 
developable lands will allow for a greater mix of uses 
including residential, retail, office, and industrial.  
Densification of developable lands should also help to 
relieve pressure on agricultural lands.  Similar to the 
development of the downtown core, managing the 
densification of the Township is the responsibility of the 
Community Development Division; however, the EDD can 
assist by promoting densification through its 
communications with the development sector.  In this 
aspect, and other aspects, the EDD can help the Community 
Development Division meet its goals via it’s ongoing 
communications with the development sector.  To this end, 
very open communication channels between staff of the 
Community Development Division and the EDD will help 
the EDD communicate more effectively with developers. 

• The Township of Langley is home to a significant proportion 
of Metro Vancouver’s Agricultural Land Reserve.  However, 
a large amount of these ALR lands are not being used for 
agricultural production.  If the EDD were to promote 
utilization of productive ALR lands for agricultural uses, it 
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could result in increased jobs and economic growth for the 
Township.  The EDD should work in co-ordination with the 
Langley Sustainable Agriculture Foundation (LSAF) to 
highlight the issues keeping ALR lands from production, 
and promote solutions to create greater agricultural land 
use.  The EDD could assist the LSAF by liaising with the 
Community Development Division and the Township, 
providing research where necessary, promoting agriculture 
with businesses, and potentially assisting applications for 
funding from different levels of government or non-
government foundations. 

• Public outreach resulted in suggestions that the Township 
could promote use of Fraser River lands.  Land use along 
the Fraser River could be commercial/industrial, 
recreational, or potentially more residential.  Much of the 
lands along the Fraser River are within the ALR, but 
potentially the EDD could explore creative ways to promote 
agriculture and public access to the Fraser River at the same 
time.  The EDD could also explore uses of industrial lands 
along the Fraser River with land owners and local 
businesses.  Regardless of the land use, it was widely 
believed the Fraser River represented an important asset for 
the Township that is currently being under-utilized. 

• An employment land study has recently been completed 
which estimates land demand in the Township over the long 
term.  The EDD should monitor employment lands trends, 
including the estimates and assumptions used in the report, 
to ensure supply conditions do not constrain anticipated 
land needs in the Township. 
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Initiative 11   Infrastructure  
 

Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy underlines the need to 
foster healthy and complete communities by ensuring a range of 
services and amenities are available including affordable housing 
and quality transportation infrastructure (Metro Vancouver. 
January 2011).  In addition, Township policy documents have long 
highlighted the importance of developing affordable housing, 
better transportation, development of local university lands, and 
other infrastructure that will support the business and community 
well-being. 

As the Township grows, key infrastructure development will be a 
critical element in improving worker productivity, including 
reducing commute times, opening more lands for employment 
generating developments, and improving the quality of life for 
Township residents.  Already the Township is working on a variety 
of infrastructure initiatives to support the growth and liveability of 
the community; however, there is a role that EDD can play in 
supporting these projects.  Several infrastructure projects in the 
Township are discussed below and highlight specific roles for the 
EDD. 

• EDD should work collaboratively with surrounding 
municipalities and other community partners to ensure the 
U.S. border crossing at Aldergrove continues to be an asset 
to residents and local businesses.  This is an important 
trucking route for the movement of goods to and from the 
US, Canada’s largest trading partner.  There are multiple 
avenues for the Township to take advantage of the border 
crossing, including promoting a 24 - hour crossing, creating 
effective signage and wayfinding, connecting traffic to 
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Aldergrove, and developing adjacent employment lands in 
association with the crossing. 

• The most pressing infrastructure need in the Township is 
transit and transportation.  The EDD can play a role in 
providing strategic research on transportation issues and 
opportunities within the community highlighting business 
and labour market needs.  Specific areas of action include: 
 Support for announced projects.  As an example, the 

Township and Translink are co-operating on a new 
transit exchange and park & ride facility in Walnut 
Grove, which will enable a significant increase in both 
transit and park & ride services. 

 Research and business case development for new 
services and projects; and  

 Input into Translink’s long-term planning processes (i.e. 
the South of Fraser Area Transit Plan), including the future 
possibility of Skytrain or light rail services. 

• Development of Affordable Housing has been identified as 
a priority for the Township and Metro Vancouver with 
many municipalities in Metro Vancouver now having entry 
level housing prices above the affordability level of the 
median household income in their community.  Moving 
forward this will create challenges for entry level workers 
and their families to reside locally and could create 
challenges in the local labour markets over time.  The EDD 
can support research that highlights the importance of 
affordable housing and outline the importance of this 
linkage to the local labour market. 

• EDD can provide research and planning assistance for 
flagship developments that are being led by other 
community organizations.  This could involve providing 
baseline community data, searching for funding assistance, 
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sourcing consultants for feasibility and business planning 
and serving as a liaison with Township staff and elected 
officials.  Major opportunities identified through the course 
of this study include the following: 
 Agriculture Centre of Excellence, with linkages to 

educational institutions, equestrian sector, and important 
agricultural producers operating within the Township of 
Langley.  Agriculture will always be a critical component 
of the Township’s economy and identity.  With the 
creation of an Agricultural Centre of Excellence, 
agriculture in Langley can be celebrated and promoted. 

 Support development of a Performing Arts Centre 
(Langley Performing Arts Centre).  In the recently 
completed Arts and Cultural Service Plan for the 
Township a strategy focusing on “creation of new spaces 
for arts and cultural to thrive” was developed (Township 
of Langley. 2011).  The EDD participated in the Steering 
Committee for the development of this strategy and can 
provide expertise on business arrangements and support 
the preparation of a business plan for a new multi-use 
arts centre. 

• Develop sports and leisure amenities that would 
complement the marketing of sport tourism while 
appealing to younger families and new workforce 
entrants who value indoor and outdoor recreation 
experiences.  Public investment in recreational facilities 
has been declining since the 1970’s on a per capita basis, 
and the EDD can play an important role in highlighting 
the importance of providing modern recreational 
facilities for the public to help reverse this trend.  
However, Tourism Langley and the Sport Langley 
Advisory Committee are actively working to attract 

“Innovation is the 
central issue in 
economic prosperity.” 
 

Michael Porter 
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regional, provincial, and national events at venues such 
as the Langley Events Centre, McLeod Athletic Park, 
George Preston Arena, Thunderbird Park, and other 
major recreation facilities in the Township.  EDD could 
fulfill strategic roles in supporting further public 
investments in facilities and infrastructure that serve 
residents but would also have a sport tourism purpose 
and could be marketed for key events such as the 2012 
World Financial Group Continental Cup of curling. 

• Work with Trinity Western University (TWU) to pursue 
development of the proposed biotech research park.  The 
biotech research park concept aligns the Township goals of 
working and living locally.  The goal of further development 
at TWU is also identified in the Township’s Rural OCP 
(Township of Langley. 1993).  In addition, the Township 
owns strategic lands at the desired location.  It is possible 
that the biotech research park could be linked with other 
institutional projects including the Agricultural Centre of 
Excellence or the Performing Arts Centre.  The biotech park 
will also be a key element in development of a biotech 
business cluster in Langley with biotech firms already 
interested in being co-located at the site. 
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4.0 Implementation 

The delivery of this Strategic Plan marks the third of four stages in 
the planning process, as illustrated in Figure 4.  The fourth and last 
stage of the cycle is strategy implementation, which is comprised of 
a series of sub-activities that are mainly administrative in nature.  
The Economic Development Department will be implementing 
individual initiatives as outlined in this plan with the intention of 
achieving favourable economic outcomes.  This section outlines 
some additional tactical parameters with reference to 
responsibilities, partnerships, project costs and timing. 
 

Figure 4: Strategic Planning Cycle 

 
 

Situation 
Analysis 

Plan Direction Plan 
Development 

Implementation 
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4.1 Action Plan  

The initiatives outlined in Table 4 below are expected to commence in
2012 and continue for a seven-year period. 

Most of the strategies will be led by EDD, although several others 
call for a secondary role in support of partner organizations.  Lead 
roles for the EDD are only suggested where there is policy support, 
authority, and capacity to do so. 

The costs of implementation are identified for initiatives that 
require discretionary spending incremental to EDD’s core 
discretionary budget of $38,000.  Where no costs are estimated, it is 
assumed that the initiative can be implemented within the existing 
administrative framework. 

The timing of implementation for individual initiatives may change 
in the future depending on a number of factors.  EDD’s annual 
work plans should prioritize the current year initiatives in 
accordance with the plan but also in recognition of ongoing 
economic change, key events and emerging opportunities.  In some 
cases, new initiatives may emerge and require a shifting of 
priorities and reallocation of resources.  Several of the initiatives 
will require on-going follow-up and updating and their scope may 
change depending on performance.  Still others will need to be  
co-ordinated with planning processes outside of EDD’s control and 
their timing may have to be reassessed in consideration of these 
constraints. 

The plan is an organic document and should be flexible enough to 
allow for these tactical responses and adaptation to change.  As 
long as the overarching vision and goals of the plan are maintained, 
then annual plans and priorities can be adjusted to achieve 
optimum performance. 
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Table 4: Implementation Summary 

 
Initiatives EDD 

Role 
Partners Cost Timelines 

Year 
1 

Year 
2 

Years 
3-7 

Bu
si

ne
ss

 

1. Website development Lead  $30,000    
2. Dedicated domain Lead      

3. Online IEDC community profile Lead  $3,000    
4. Economic research Lead      

5. Economic development news Lead GLCC     

6. Outreach – EDS progress Lead EDAC     

7. Social media delivery Lead EDAC $10,000    

8. Business visitation program Lead EDAC 
Industry 

$5,000    

9. Networking event Lead EDAC 
GLCC 

$15,000*    

10. Business support services Lead      

11. Target sectors Lead      
12. Marketing partnerships Lead GLCC 

TL, LC 
TWU/KPU 

    

13. LinxBC Lead  $3,500*    

14. Asia-Pacific Initiative Lead      

15. Metro Vancouver Commerce program Lead  $3,500    

16. Event attendance Lead      

17. Shared marketing tools Lead TL     

18. Business In Vancouver supplement Lead      

19. Site Selection advertising Lead      

*Represents initiative that requires an annual service enhancement. 

EDAC  Economic Development Advisory Committee  TL  Tourism Langley 
GLCC  Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce  TWU  Trinity Western University 
KPU  Kwantlen Polytechnic University   LC  Langley City 
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Initiatives EDD 

Role 
Partners Cost Timelines 

Year 
1 

Year 
2 

Years  
3-7 

Pe
op

le
 

20. International student attraction Support TWU/KPU     

21. International student family marketing Lead TWU/KPU     

22. Co-op student graduates retention Support TWU/KPU     

23. Graduating international students 
retention 

Support TWU/KPU     

24. Entrepreneurs week Lead GLCC $2,500    

25. Young/mid-career professionals 
recruitment 

Lead GLCC     

26. Immigrant entrepreneurs attraction Lead PNP     

 
GLCC  Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce  PNP  Provincial Nominee Program 
KPU  Kwantlen Polytechnic University   TWU  Trinity Western University 
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Initiatives EDD 

Role 
Partners Cost Timelines 

Year 
1 

Year 
2 

Years  
3-7 

Pl
ac

e 

27. Community brand Lead TL $5,000    

28. Brand proposition Lead  $7,500    

29. Communicating with private sector Lead      

30. Bylaw amendments Support      

31. Development approval estimates Support      

32. Development guide Lead  $15,000    

33. Development of downtown core Support      

34. Densify developable lands Support      

35. Agriculture uses on ALR lands Support ALC     

36. Use of Fraser River lands Lead      

37. Employment land trends Lead      

38. US border crossing Support GLCC     

39. Transit and transportation services Support MV     

40. Research on affordable housing Support MV     

41. Research and planning assistance Support      

42. Sports and leisure amenities Support      

43. Biotech research park Support TWU     

total $100,000  
ALC  Agricultural Land Commission   MV  Metro Vancouver 
GLCC  Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce  TL  Tourism Langley 
TWU  Trinity Western University 
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4.2 Monitoring and Evaluation 

The Strategy should be monitored to evaluate the effectiveness of 
implementation and the achievement of expected outcomes.  A set 
of indicators, data sources and benchmarks for each of the main 
goals are identified in Table 5.  The monitoring process is important, 
but it should also be practical and not be unnecessarily onerous or 
time consuming.  The sources identified are relatively accessible 
while recommendations for benchmarking should facilitate the 
timely preparation of reporting.  The dissemination of results 
would be primarily through an annual reporting process. 

Table 5: Strategy Performance Measures 

Initiative Indicator Sources Benchmarks 

Strategy 
Implementation 

• Task achievement • Internal tracking • Tasks completed 
• Tasks on time 
• Tasks on/below budget 
• Leveraged funding 

Business • Employment • Census  • Total labour force 
• Non-resident labour force 
• Job-labour force ratio  

 • Business development • Business licences (TOL) 
• Establishment counts 
• Assessment values (TOL) 

• No. of businesses 
• Size of businesses 
• Industry mix 

 • Investor interest • Internal tracking • No. of investor enquiries 
• No. of hosted visits  
• No. of companies assisted  

Place • Perceptions of Langley • Major media • No. of citations 
• Diversity of topic areas 

 • Business climate • Internal tracking  
• NAIOP survey 

• Permitting times 
• Development costs 

People • Partnerships • Internal tracking • Projects assisted 
• Partnerships established 
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4.3 Resources 

The implementation effort for the economic development plan and 
the specific initiatives would be undertaken by the Economic 
Development Department, which currently has a core operating 
budget with approximately $38,000 annually in discretionary, 
project spending.  This will not be enough to implement initiatives 
that require incremental budgeting. 

Funding will therefore be an important factor in how and when the 
plan is implemented.  Even if contributions from senior 
governments and industry partners are expected to support new 
initiatives, leverage funding from the municipality will be required.  
The budget estimate of $100,000 to implement the Strategy is in 
addition to the Township’s current commitment to the economic 
development function. 

Table 6: Potential Funding Sources for Special Projects 

Project Program 

Business visitation Labour Market Partnership 

Employment lands  Real Estate Foundation of BC 
Smart Development Partnership Program 

Infrastructure funding* Building Canada Fund 
Towns for Tomorrow 
Community Access Program 
Green Municipal Funds 
Sustainable Development Technology Canada 
Innovative Clean Energy Fund 
Community Action on Energy and Emissions 
LiveSmart BC Green Community Awards 
BC Clean Air Research Fund 
BC Brownfield Renewal Funding Program 

Education initiatives British Columbia Knowledge Development Fund 

Culture initiatives Cultural Spaces Canada 

General* 

 

Invest Canada – Community Initiatives 

Note: * Projects not specifically identified, but programs represent potential source of funds. 

 

http://www.aved.gov.bc.ca/labour_market_partnerships/welcome.htm�
http://www.realestatefoundation.com/grants�
http://www.cscd.gov.bc.ca/lgd/intergov_relations/smart_development/index.htm�
http://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cap-pac.nsf/eng/home�
http://gmf.fcm.ca/Home/�
http://www.sdtc.ca/�
http://www.energyplan.gov.bc.ca/bcep/default.aspx?hash=6�
http://www.bcclimateexchange.ca/�
http://www.greencityawards.gov.bc.ca/�
http://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/programs/clear.html�
http://www.brownfieldrenewal.gov.bc.ca/�
http://www.sted.gov.bc.ca/TRI/research/funding/BCKDF/Pages/default.aspx�
http://www.pch.gc.ca/pgm/ecc-csp/frm/index-eng.cfm�
http://www.international.gc.ca/funding-financement/investment-investissement/index.aspx?lang=eng�
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The Township of Langley’s (TOL) Sustainability Vision commits the community to a lifestyle 
that is socially, culturally, economically, and environmentally balanced.  The Sustainability 
Goals articulate the Sustainability Vision and the commitment to a balanced lifestyle in greater 
detail and focus.  One of the goals is to strengthen the local economy, with associated objectives 
to achieve it.  To help implement this goal, corporate instruments are put in place to provide a 
positive business environment for a strong and diversified local economy and ensure a 
sufficient supply of serviced employment lands to meet current and future needs.  These 
instruments include the Official Community Plan (OCP), Rural Plan, and Economic 
Development Strategy. 

The existing Economic Development Strategy (EDS), endorsed by Township of Langley Council 
in May 2002, identified specific action items for implementation, including development of 
agri-industrial parks, light industrial areas, warehouse/distribution centres, and high quality 
business office parks.  The strategy is now essentially implemented and requires updating in 
light of economic and community change since 2002. 

The Township of Langley, therefore, intends to develop a new Economic Development Strategy 
to ensure it is able to expand and develop a diverse economy in harmony with its rural and 
urban communities.  The new Economic Development Strategy will create a vision for the 
Township of Langley that: 

• articulates a mission statement and the values that define the mission statement 
• creates realizable objectives that support the mission statement 
• sets out an action plan that includes specific tactics designed to achieve the realizable 

objectives 
• identifies the resource requirements to implement each specific tactic 
• delineates a set of metrics to evaluate the progress towards completing the realizable 

objectives 

More specifically, the new Economic Development Strategy will: 
• assess the current and projected economic development opportunities in the Township 

of Langley in the context of its potential roles within the region, province, Canada, and 
internationally 

• incorporate the findings of the Employment Lands Study to ensure the Township of 
Langley is able to encourage higher intensity employment uses (specifically, higher 
value and knowledge-based jobs) 

• recommend an economic development communications strategy highlighting an 
appropriate mix of media uses (including social media) that will cultivate and 
communicate a business friendly environment and reputation to optimize Langley’s 
position as a desirable business location 

• help to increase total investment in the Township of Langley by increasing the diversity 
of economic activities offered in the local economy 
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• recommend short, medium, and long term actions for the Township of Langley to build 
a competitive local economy that offers a wide range of good jobs, broadens the 
municipal tax base, and provides the capacity for sustained capital projects 

A Request for Proposal (RFP) was issued by the Township in November 2010 for the 
preparation of the new strategy.  In December 2010, a consulting team led by Lions Gate 
Consulting was selected to undertake the project with a proposed project completion of  
December 31, 2011. 

1.2 Purpose 
This report is published as part of the strategic planning process.  It consists of a socio-economic
profile describing demographic, labour force, key sector trends, and an examination of the local
planning context, including a presentation of the results of the community economic development 
survey.  Two other reports, an industrial land analysis, and a commercial, office, and institutional
land analysis, were produced under separate cover by GP Rollo and Associates to identify employment
land supply and demand conditions and trends.  All three reports are analytical studies whose purpose 
is to inform stakeholders about current community and economic conditions and the trends 
driving economic and community change.  It will also help inform the preparation of the strategy itself. 

1.3 Report Structure 
This report has five chapters; introduction, community profile, business and sector review, 
economic development context, and local planning context.  The final report comprising the full 
strategic plan will be submitted in December 2011.  
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2.0 Community Profile 

2.1 Location 
The Township of Langley is located within Metro Vancouver.  As outlined in Figure 1, the 
Township is bordered by the US border to the south, the City of Surrey and City of Langley to 
the west, District of Maple Ridge to the north, and the City of Abbotsford to the east. 

Figure 1: Map of Langley 

 

2.2 Distances 
Table 1 presents the distance, travel times, and routes from the Township of Langley to selected 
communities and locations inside and outside the region. 

Table 1: Highway Travel Distances and Times from Selected Communities to Langley 
Regional  

Community Mileage Travel Time 

Vancouver Airport 48 km 45 min 
Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal 42 km 40 min 
City of Vancouver 46 km 43 min 

Out of Region 

Community Mileage Travel Time 

Abbotsford, BC 27 km 21 min 
Seattle, Washington 198 km 2 hrs, 8 min 
Victoria, BC 116 km 3 hrs, 2 min 
Kelowna, BC 358 km 3 hrs, 38 min 
Calgary, Alberta 944 km 9 hrs, 59 min 
 

Source:  BC Ministry of Highways and Transportation internet site 
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2.3 Demographic Analysis 

2.3.1 Population 

In 1996, the population in the Township of Langley was 83,190 and rose steadily reaching 96,790 
in 2006.  As illustrated in Table 2, between 2006 and 2010, the population in the Township of 
Langley has grown by over 7,900 residents.  The growth of 8.2% between 2006 and 2010 is a 
pace similar to that seen in the larger Metro Vancouver (MV). 

Table 2: Population Change in Township of Langley and Neighbouring Municipalities, 
2006 to 2010 

 2006 2010 # Change % Change 

     

Township of Langley 96,790 104,695 +7,905 +8.2% 

District of Maple Ridge 71,455 76,420 +4,965 +7.0% 

City of Langley 24,900 25,860 +960 +3.9% 

City of Surrey 412,735 462,345 +49,610 +12.0% 

Metro Vancouver 2,199,125 2,374,630 +175,505 +8.0% 

British Columbia 4,243,580 4,530,960 +287,380 +6.8% 

Source:  BC Stats (2011) 
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2.3.2 Working Age Population 

Figure 2 presents age characteristics of the Township and the Regional District’s population in 
2006.  As illustrated, the Township of Langley had a larger share of its population in the 0 to 19 
year age group when compared to MV.  However, in 2006 the median age in both the District of 
Langley and MV was 39.1 years while the provincial average was 40.8 years. 
 

Figure 2: Township of Langley and MV Age Characteristics, 2006 

Township of Langley Metro Vancouver 

  

Total Population:  96,790 Total Population:  2,199,125 
 

Source:  BC Stats (2010a, 2010b) 
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2.3.3 Population Forecast 

Recent work undertaken for the Township of Langley forecasts the population for the Township 
to double from current levels to 200,000 by 2041 (Stantec and Site Economics 2010).  This 
suggests an annual growth rate of just over 2.1% for the community.  As illustrated in Figure 3, 
this would translate into the population for the Township rising from current levels to 131,590 
in 2021 and to 161,985 by 2031.  This represents an increase of over 55,000 residents in the total 
population in the Township of Langley over the next 20 years. 

Overall, the Township of Langley is anticipated to grow at a much quicker rate than the larger 
Metro Vancouver area which is forecast to rise by 53% between 2006 and 2041. 
 

Figure 3: Population Forecast for the Township of Langley, 2006 to 2031 
 

 
Source:  Stantec and Site Economics Ltd.  (2010) 
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2.3.4 Personal Income 

Table 3 presents the total personal median income in Township of Langley (TOL), MV, and 
British Columbia in 2008.  Overall, median incomes for the total population are comparable to 
those observed at MV and the provincial level.  However, there is considerable variation 
between male and females with median incomes in the Township being noticeably higher for 
males than in the other jurisdictions.  Meanwhile, median incomes for TOL females are well 
below their male counterparts and noticeably below female median incomes observed at both 
MV and BC level. 

Table 3: Total Median Income, Township of Langley, MV, and BC, 2008 

 Male Female Total 

Township of Langley $39,520 $22,750 $29,765 

Metro Vancouver $36,310 $24,530 $29,690 

British Columbia $37,440 $24,010 $29,830 

Source:  BC Stats (2010c) 
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2.4 Labour Force 

2.4.1 Labour Force by Industry 

Table 4 presents the 2006 experienced labour force for the Township, MV, and BC. 

 

Table 4: Experienced Labour Force, 2006 

 Township of 
Langley MV Township 

of Langley MV BC 

 Number Percent of Total 

Agriculture  1,850 9,865 3.5% 0.8% 1.8% 
Fishing 55 1,540 0.1% 0.1%  
Logging & Forestry 105 1,150 0.2% 0.1% 1.0% 
Supporting Serv. Agric. & Forestry 100 1,335 0.2% 0.1% 0.3% 
Mining/Oil and Gas 315 4,380 0.6% 0.4% 0.9% 
Utilities 285 5,700 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 
Construction 5,115 73,385 9.6% 6.3% 7.5% 
Manufacturing  5,180 97,800 9.7% 8.4% 8.5% 
• Wood products manufacturing 800 8,410 1.5% 0.7% 1.7% 
Total Goods Producing Sector 13,005 214,385 24.4% 16.7% 20.5% 
Wholesale 3,300 61,655 6.2% 5.3% 4.1% 
Retail 6,260 124,960 11.8% 10.7% 11.2% 
Transportation & Warehousing 3,235 65,600 6.1% 5.6% 5.2% 
Info & Cultural Industries 1,095 42,145 2.1% 3.6% 2.6% 
Finance & Insurance 1,835 55,640 3.5% 4.8% 3.8% 
Real Estate & Rental/Leasing 1,050 29,575 2.0% 2.5% 2.3% 
Prof., Scientific & Technical Service 3,155 107,490 5.9% 9.2% 7.3% 
Admin & Support, Waste Management 2,025 55,875 3.8% 4.8% 4.4% 
Education Services 3,815 83,200 7.2% 7.1% 6.9% 
Health Care & Social Assistance 4,485 107,065 8.4% 9.2% 9.6% 
Arts, Entertainment & Recreation 1,165 27,350 2.2% 2.3% 2.3% 
Accommodation 2,890 91,595 5.4% 7.8% 8.1% 
• Accommodation services 240 14,120 0.4% 1.2% 1.7% 

• Food serv. & drinking places 2,650 77,465 5.0% 6.6% 6.4% 
Other Services 3,055 59,070 5.7% 5.0% 4.9% 
Public Administration 2,425 44,115 4.6% 3.8% 5.0% 
Total Services Sector 39,790 955,335 74.9% 81.7% 77.7% 
Unclassified 365 19,230 0.7% 1.6% 1.8% 

Total Labour Force 53,160 1,169,720 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source:  Statistics Canada (2006) 
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The Township had a larger share of its workforce in construction, manufacturing, and 
agriculture in 2006 than observed in MV and BC.  Overall, this contributed to the Township 
having 24.4% of its total experienced labour force in the goods producing sector in 2006 
compared to 16.7% observed for MV and 20.4% for BC. 

Table 5 below outlines the gender makeup within the goods and service producing sectors in 
both the Township and MV.  As illustrated, the goods producing sector in both jurisdictions 
was dominated by males with men making up approximately three-quarters of the total 
experienced labour force in the goods producing sector.  Conversely, women made up the 
larger share of the experienced labour force in service producing in both the Township and MV. 

 

Table 5: Male/Female Distribution in Goods Producing and Service Producing Sectors, 
2006 

 Township of Langley 
 

Metro Vancouver 
Male Female Male 

 
Female 

(#) (%) (#) (%) (#) (%) (#) (%) 
Goods Producing 9,855 35.4% 3,110 12.4% 145,645 23.9% 49,510 8.8% 

Service Producing 17,840 64.0% 21,850 86.8% 455,215 74.7% 500,125 89.3% 

Unclassified 160 0.6% 205 0.8% 8,770 1.4% 10,460 1.9% 

Total 27,855 100.0% 25,165 100.0% 609,630 100.0% 560,095 100.0% 

Source:  BC Stats (2010a, 2010b) 
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2.4.2 Labour Force by Occupation 

Table 6 outlines the 2006 experienced labour force by occupation in TOL and MV.  In addition, 
the shares in each occupation category for the Township and MV are compared to the BC level.  
Overall, the Township has a higher share of experienced labour force in Trades, Transport, and 
Equipment Operators occupations and occupations Unique to Primary Industries than observed 
at MV and the provincial level; and noticeably smaller share in Natural and Applied and 
Related occupations and occupations associated with Art, Culture, Recreation, and Sport. 

 

Table 6: Experienced Labour Force By Occupation, 2006 

 Township of 
Langley MV Township of 

Langley MV BC 

 Number Percent 

Management  6,245 130,375 11.7% 11.1% 10.3% 
Business, Finance & Administration 10,115 219,410 19.0% 18.8% 16.9% 
Natural & Applied Science, Related 2,460 85,070 4.6% 7.3% 6.2% 
Health 2,530 62,455 4.8% 5.3% 5.4% 
Social Science, Educ., Gov’t Services & Religion 4,085 98,845 7.7% 8.5% 8.0% 
Art, Culture, Recreation, and Sport 1,295 47,595 2.4% 4.1% 3.4% 
Sales and Services 12,380 291,540 23.3% 24.9% 25.1% 
Trades, Transport & Equipment Operators 9,505 148,810 17.9% 12.7% 15.2% 
Unique to Primary Industry 2,435 20,550 4.6% 1.8% 3.9% 
Unique to Processing, Manufacturing & Utilities 1,745 45,840 3.3% 3.9% 4.1% 
Unclassified 365 19,230 0.7% 1.6% 1.5% 

Total Labour Force 53,160 1,169,720 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Source:  BC Stats (2010a, 2010b) 
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2.4.3 Location Quotient Analysis 

Location quotients are a tool for comparing a community’s labour force distribution with a 
benchmark area (in our case, the province of BC) to identify comparative advantages and 
disadvantages.  A location quotient of 1.0 for a basic sector indicates the region employs the 
same proportion of its labour force in that sector as the province does and the region has no 
comparative advantages or disadvantages.  A location quotient greater than 1.0 indicates that 
relatively more people are employed in that sector and there are comparative advantages at 
work1

Figure 4, which compares the Township’s 2006 industrial and occupational employment to 
BC’s, indicates the advantages occur primarily in the goods-producing sectors, while the 
Township is under-represented in key service industries, including information and culture, 
professional services, health care, accommodation, and food services (a leading indicator of 
tourism activity).  The occupational data mirrors the industry data, although the under-
representation of occupations unique to processing and manufacturing is an anomaly.  This 
divergence may be indicative of an evolving skill structure, where an increasing proportion of 
jobs are actually shared with other industries and, therefore, less likely to be unique. 

.  Conversely, a location quotient less than 1.0 indicates there are relatively fewer people 
employed in that sector and there are likely comparative disadvantages affecting activity. 

 

Figure 4: Location Quotient Analysis, 2006 

 Advantage-LQ>1 Level-LQ≅1 Disadvantage-LQ<1 
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• Other Services 
• Transportation 
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• Retail Trade 
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1 The comparative advantages are not identified.  The location quotient analysis assumes that if a region has proportionally more 

employment than what it is being compared against (in this case, the province of BC), the region possesses comparative 
advantages vis-à-vis the benchmark (BC).  The comparative advantages are relative so using another benchmark, such as 
Canada or a city, could give a different result.  
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2.4.4 Labour Force Mobility 

Township of Langley place of work status for the employed labour force is shown in Figure 5.2

Figure 5
  

The employed labour force outlined in  and Table 8 below is slightly smaller (51,180) 
than the experienced labour force outlined in Table 5 (53,160) above because it does not 
included unemployed in the experienced labour force. 

Overall, proportionately more labour force participants work from home in the Township (11%) 
than in MV (8%) or the province (9%).  The proportion working at their usual place of work (i.e. 
their employer’s usual place of business) was 74% for the Township compared to almost 79% 
for MV and 77% for the province.  The remaining employed force either had no usual place of 
work or worked outside of Canada. 

 

Figure 5: Township of Langley Employed Labour Force Place of Work Status, 2006 

 
Source:  BC Stats (2010a) 
 

For the Township’s employed labour force that had a usual place of work, further insight can be 
gained into the commuting that takes places among Township residents to other communities 
for employment.  Table 7 outlines the 2006 commuting destination for the 37,800 employed 
labour force participants with a usual place of work residing in the Township.  Overall, in 2006 
more workers travelled to other municipalities in MV than had a usual place of work within the 
Township.  Another 5,645 employed labour force participants worked from home, a small 
number worked outside of Canada, and the remainder had no fixed work address. 

                                                           
2 The employed labour force is defined as persons who, during the week prior to Census Day (May 16, 2006):  

(a) did any work; (b) were absent because of vacation, illness, a labour dispute, or any other reason.  
The experienced labour force includes the employed or unemployed who worked for pay or in self-employment since  
January 1, 2000. 
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Most notable among MV communities were the neighbouring cities of Surrey and Langley 
which collectively was the workplace for more Township residents than had a usual place of 
work in the Township.  Also of interest was the much larger share of Township women that had 
a usual place of work within the Township than men from the Township who were more likely 
to travel to other municipalities for their usual place of work. 

Table 7: Commuting Destination for Employed Labour Force with Usual Place of Work, 
2006 

Place of Work Male Female Total 

  
In Township of Langley  

Township of Langley 4,870 7,590 12,460 
    

Neighbouring Metro Vancouver    
City of Surrey 4,000 4,040 8,040 
District of Maple Ridge 135 75 210 
City of Langley 2,215 2,605 4,820 

 6,350 6,720 13,070 
Elsewhere in Metro Vancouver      

City of White Rock 75 265 340 
District of Delta 1,010 380 1,390 
City of Port Coquitlam 170 105 275 
City of Coquitlam 310 245 555 
City of New Westminster 310 315 625 
City of Richmond 1,070 400 1,470 
City of Burnaby 1,130 710 1,840 
City of Port Moody 50 25 75 
City of Vancouver 1,480 1,125 2,605 
City of North Vancouver 80 35 115 
District of North Vancouver 70 55 125 
District of West Vancouver 65 25 90 
Metro Vancouver Electoral Area A 55 25 80 

 5,875 3,710 9,585 
Fraser Valley RD     

City of Abbotsford 1,105 1,210 2,315 
District of Mission 10 70 80 
District of Chilliwack 75 90 165 
District of Kent 20 0 20 
Upper Sumas Indian Reserve 6 35 0 35 
 1,245 1,370 2,615 
Other Communities    
Other Communities  35 35 70 

Total 18,375 19,425 37,800 

Source:  Statistics Canada (2006) 
Notes:  1 Employed (in reference week) is for persons who, during the week prior to Census Day (May 16, 2006): 

  (a) did any work for pay or in self-employment or without pay in family farm, business, or professional practice 
  (b) were absent from their job or business, with or without pay, for the entire week because of a vacation, an illness,  
    a labour dispute at their place of work, or any other reasons. 
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3.0 Business and Sector Review 

3.1 Business Profile 
The number of business licences issued in the Township between 2001 and 2010 are plotted 
against local population in Figure 6.  The population has increased approximately 15% during 
this period, whereas business licences issued increased 58%.  The growth in the number of 
licences is indicative of buoyant business activity, but it may also be the result of better 
compliance with the licensing bylaw. 

 

Figure 6: Number of Business Licences Issued in Township of Langley, 2001-2010 

 
Source:  TOL (2010) 
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The distribution of business licences by major industry issued by the Township in 2010 is 
shown in Figure 7.  Service businesses dominate the list, but construction and manufacturing 
enterprises are also prominent. 

 

Figure 7: Number of Business Licences by Industry in Township of Langley,  
December 31, 2010 

 
Source:  TOL (2010) 
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Figure 8 shows the percent change in business licences issued, by industry, between 2005 and 
2010.  Growth was evident in most industries with only utilities and primary activities (e.g. 
agriculture, forestry, fishing, and hunting) showing relative declines.  The figure does not show 
absolute change so some categories, such as public administration, may have experienced 
relatively high growth but still represents a very small proportion of total licences. 

 

Figure 8: Percent Change in Business Licences by Industry in Township of Langley,  
2005-2010 

 
Source:  TOL (2010) 
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Statistics Canada regularly tracks the number of establishments by employment type and 
region through its Business Register.  The establishment counts for the Township in 2008, as 
shown in Figure 9, offer a different perspective on the local business profile than Figure 7, even 
after accounting for the two-year difference in time.  The total number of businesses greatly 
exceeds the number of licences issued, which may be a reflection of licensing requirements and 
compliance.  For example, there are many more agriculture establishments than agriculture 
operations obtaining a business licence because farms do not require a licence.  Real estate 
establishments also outnumber the number of licences issued, but the reasons for this disparity 
are unknown. 

 

Figure 9: Number of Business Establishments in Township of Langley, 2008 

 
Source:  Statistics Canada (June 2008) 
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As seen in Figure 10, over half of all establishments in the Township had less than five 
employees, while three quarters had less than 10 and 95% had less than 50.  While 
establishments of 50 or more employees constituted only five percent of the total number of 
operations in 2008, they contributed roughly 45% of all employment. 

 

Figure 10: Business Establishments by Number of Employees in Township of Langley, 2008 

 
 
Source:  Statistics Canada (June 2008) 
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3.2 Sector Profiles 
The following pages provide brief profiles of the six key private sectors of the local economy, 
including: 
 

• manufacturing and industrial 
• transportation, warehousing and storage 
• agriculture 
• construction 
• retail and commercial 
• tourism 

The profiles, which present statistical and trend data, are intended to complement the preceding 
demographic, labour force, and licence data with more of an industry perspective on regional 
economic activity.  All areas of the economy are covered except for public services. 
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Table 8: Manufacturing and Industrial Indicators and Trends for Township of Langley 
Indicator Value  

Total Labour Force (number, 2006) 52,665  
Manufacturing Labour Force (number, 2006) 5,145  
Manufacturing Businesses Licences (number, 2010) 391  
Average Hourly Wage Rate ($, 2008) $22.33  
Industrial Floor Space (millions square feet, December 2010) 17.146  
Industrial Floor Space Absorption in 2010 (square feet, 2010) 692,444  
Industrial Vacancy Rate (percent, December 2010) 6.1%  

Major Employers Product  

• Armtec • Engineered products, steel pipe, pre-cast concrete 
• Britco Structures • Modular buildings 
• Canada Bread Company • Bakery products 
• Coast Spas Manufacturing  • Spa equipment 
• Freybe Gourmet Foods • Meat products 
• Thomson Technology • Power generation controls, switchgear 
• Weldco-Beales • Transportation equipment 

Global and Local Trends  
• There is a continuing shift in production from developed economies to lower-cost emerging markets 
• Free trade agreements with the US, Mexico, and other jurisdictions are simultaneously creating 

market opportunities but also contributing to the loss of production facilities 
• In BC, manufacturing is becoming less resource-oriented, shifting away from wood products and 

toward electrical equipment, chemicals, plastics, clothing, and computers and electronics processing 
• Labour, material inputs, and energy remain the prominent drivers of competitiveness in 

manufacturing 
• Companies continue to adopt lean manufacturing systems to minimize waste/optimize productivity 
• Companies are increasing use of software applications to manage operations, sales, and sourcing  
• The delivery platform for software systems is migrating from in-house to the Internet  
• Manufacturing innovation and competitiveness is linked to the availability of highly skilled and 

talented workers 
• Key suppliers are shifting their relationships from role of vendor to that of a strategic partner 
• Economic uncertainty has increased hands-on management of supplier risk 
• Geography of sourcing is beginning to reflect consumer markets and not just the preference for low-

cost locations 
• Short product cycles, the chase for low-cost jurisdictions, customer demands, and pursuit of new 

markets has decreased manufacturing flexibility 
• Government policy, including trade, tax, and legal systems, physical infrastructure, investments in 

innovation, and research and development remain key site location factors 
• Local factors including the local supplier network, local business climate, and the availability, 

quality, and cost of health care are also determinants of manufacturing location decisions 
 
Sources:  Labour force – Statistics Canada (2006) 
  Licences – TOL (2010) 
  Wage rates – Government of BC (2010) 
  Real estate indicators – TOL Website (2011) 
  Major employers – BC Manufacturers Directory (2011) 
  Trends – KPMG (2010), Deloitte (2010) 
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Table 9: Transportation Indicators 
Indicator Value  

Total Labour Force (number, 2006) 52,665  
Transportation & Storage Labour Force (number, 2006) 3,235  
Transportation Business Licences (number, 2010) 204  
Average Hourly Wage Rate ($, 2008) $23.52  

Major Employers    

• EV Logistics • warehousing 
• K-Line Trailers • design, manufacture of transport trailers 

Trends  
• Global outsourcing has reduced production and purchasing costs but increased transportation, 

warehousing, and inventory holding costs 
• Alternatively, some retailers and manufacturers are trading higher production and transportation 

costs for lower inventories and storage requirements 
• The rise of global third-party logistics services provided by the likes of UPS and FedEx is forcing 

trucking companies to diversify their services into value-added logistics 
• Supply chain managers are having to respond to increased customer demand for reduced cycle 

times, better on-time delivery performance, and greater capacity for a wider variety of products and 
packages 

• Trade and security issues are becoming more prominent 
• Stricter security requirements at the US border have made trucking and shipping more costly and 

less convenient  
• New information and communication technologies have spurred business-to-business relationships 

and the real time tracking and tracing of vehicles and goods 
• Overall employment has remained relatively steady over the last 20 years, but this masks diverging 

trends in rail and air travel (significant declines) and trucking, courier, sightseeing, and storage 
(major increases) 

• Green technologies, especially those leading to reduced transport costs, are being adopted by 
transport companies 

• In Canada, urban areas are the fastest growing which is putting increasing pressure on sustainable 
transportation and transit options 

• Despite urban growth, job growth appears to be decentralizing to areas with more flexible land 
availability increasing the reliance on car, road, and highway transit use  

• In the lower mainland, port, rail, and highway congestion have increased opportunities for inland 
container terminals and other port facilities 
 

Sources:  Labour force – Statistics Canada (2006) 
  Licences – TOL (2010) 
  Wage rates – Government of BC (2010) 
  Major employers – TOL Website (2011) 
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Table 10: Agriculture Indicators 
Indicators Value  

Total Labour Force (number, 2006) 52,665  
Farms (number, 2006) 1,292  
Farm Capital ($millions, 2006) $1,919  
Farm Receipts ($millions, 2006) $228.4  
Farms with receipts greater than $10,000 (percent, 2006) 46.2%  
Average Age of Farm Operator (years, 2006) 54.2  

Top Crops (by area) • Alfalfa and alfalfa mixtures  
• All other tame hay and fodder crops Blueberries 

• Nursery products 
• Raspberries 

Niche Sectors • Berries  
• Equestrian 

• Greenhouses 
• Wineries 

Trends  

• Price pressures are increasingly eroding profits and demanding more cost-effectiveness in the 
logistics operations of producers 

• Rising production costs and currency levels, combined with low prices for many commodity 
markets, are slashing margins and hurting exporters  

• BC’s produce processing sector is relatively small in overall size, small in the size of its individual 
processing plants, and characterized by reduced economies of scale 

• More than a third of the agriculture industry’s GDP originates in the greenhouse, nursery, and 
floriculture industry; greenhouses in BC account for a significant percentage of total Canadian 
production of peppers, tomatoes, cucumbers, and mushrooms 

• Some greenhouse operators have expanded their operations to locations in the US and Mexico to 
manage risks associated with fluctuating currency exchange and productions costs 

• Production opportunities in BC are limited by international trade and market conditions, particularly 
lower production costs in other parts of the world; when combined with advancing cold storage and 
transportation capacity, means the delivered cost of imports are below the local cost of production 

• Labour supply and cost are significant issues in BC, and while programs to increase access to 
seasonal workers has helped farm operations, labour supply for processing facilities is more limited  

• Mad cow disease and avian flu have hurt BC farmers in recent years 
• Food safety concerns in general are increasing among North American consumers; in Canada, highly 

publicized stories of tainted food imports from Mexico and China have increased awareness of 
locally produced and processed products  

• Organic production has emerged as a major product segment 
• Growing interest in the “100-Mile Diet” and the locavore movement has stimulated interested in 

local food production and farmers’ markets 
• While the area farmed in Canada is holding constant, the number of farms continues to decline and 

the average farm holding is increasing; however, lower mainland production continues to be 
dominated by small farms and businesses 

• The average age of BC farmers is in the mid-50s raising concerns about succession issues and the 
continued viability of many farm operations; recent years of poor profitability is a disincentive for 
younger people to enter the industry 
 

Source:  Census of Agriculture, Statistics Canada (2006) 
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Table 11: Construction Indicators 
Indicators Number  

Total Labour Force 52,665  
Construction Labour Force 5,100  
Construction Business Licences 1,987  
Average Hourly Wage Rate ($, 2008) $23.00  
Building Permit Value ($millions, 2009) $273.6  

Major Employers   

• Mainroad Group • Highway construction and maintenance 

Trends  

• Employment growth in construction was amongst the highest of all industries in BC leading up to 
2008, but it has since dropped with the onset of the recession 

• Employment is partially driven by lagging labour productivity which is, in part, attributable to 
shortages in some trades and the increased hiring of inexperienced workers  

• Over the next decade, the BC construction industry will need to recruit thousands of workers from 
other industries, provinces, and countries 

• Construction is primarily linked to housing construction, although major industrial and 
infrastructure projects in the lower mainland continue to stimulate the labour market 

• In MV in 2008, spending on multi-residential units exceeded single detached residences for the first 
time in history 

• Continued robust population growth will drive demand for housing and population-related 
infrastructure 

• Federal and provincial stimulus programs led to an increase in infrastructure projects in 2009 and 
2010, but future activity may decline with the termination of this leveraged financial support  

• Approximately one third of all workers in construction are self-employed 
 

Sources:  Labour force – Statistics Canada (2006) 
  Licences – TOL (2010) 
  Wage rates – Government of BC (2010) 
  Major employers – TOL Website (2011) 
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Table 12: Retail and Commercial Indicators 
Activity Measures Number  

Total Labour Force (number, 2006) 52,665  
Retail and Wholesale Trade Labour Force (number, 2006) 9,540  
Services Labour Force (number, 2006) 13,355  
Retail and Services Business Licences (number, 2010) 2,683  
Average Hourly Wage Rate ($, 2008) (retail/all services) $16.76/$21.09  
Retail Vacancy Rate (June 2010) 2.2%  
Total Retail/Commercial Floor Space (millions square feet, June 2010) 2.55  

Major Employers   

• Envision Financial Services  • Banking, lending, insurance 
• Fraser Health Authority • Public health services 
• Inland Group • Kenworth dealer 
• Langley Memorial Hospital • Hospital care 
• Overwaitea Food Group • Food wholesale and storage (head office) 
• School District #35 • Education services 
• Trinity Western University • Degree-granting university 

Major Nodes 

• Aldergrove 
• Brookswood 

• Walnut Grove 
• Willowbrook 

Trends  

• The economy overall is gradually but consistently shifting from goods production to service industries 
• Technology and changing consumer and market preferences are key drivers 
• Self-employment and small business dominate this portion of the economy 
• In retail, regional, national, and international chains continue to increase their share of the market, 

while US giants are pushing new concepts, including big box retailing, warehouse club stores, factory 
outlets, and the “one-stop shopping”  experience, into the Canadian market 

• Wal-Mart has created industry-wide effects in terms of supply chain management and pricing 
• Internet shopping and ecommerce is now a fully engaged retail and service force  
• Professional, scientific, and technical services jobs, particularly computer-related activities, have 

increased substantially in the last 20 years 
• In finance, insurance, and real estate, technological change has allowed service providers to 

significantly increase labour productivity; many face-to-face transactions are now occurring online 
• Technology, particularly the Internet, wireless technologies, and digital media,  have had a 

transformative effect on information, cultural, and recreation industries, while emerging sectors such 
as film, software publishing (including games), and gambling have significantly grown both 
employment and GDP contributions to the provincial economy 
 

Sources:  Labour force – Statistics Canada (2006) 
  Licences – TOL (2010) 
  Wage rates – Government of BC (2010) 
  Major employers – TOL Website (2011) 
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Table 13: Tourism Indicators 
Activity Measures  Number  

Total Labour Force (number, 2006) 52,665  
Accommodation and Food Labour Force (number, 2006) 2,880  
Accommodation and Food Services Business Licences (number, 2010) 327  
Average Hourly Wage Rate ($, 2008) $13.00  

Key Regional Attractions 

• Farm Gates 
• Fort Langley National Historic Site 

• Regional Parks 
• Thunderbird Show Park 

• Greater Vancouver Zoo • Wineries  

Proportion of Sector GDP Attributable to Tourism3

• Car/truck leasing 75% 

 

• Clothing stores ~10% 
• Food stores 13% 

• Gasoline stations 15% 
• Restaurants/pubs ~27% 
• Taxi transportation 27% 

Trends  

• The nature of tourism experiences and visitor characteristics continue to evolve with an increasingly 
sophisticated well-travelled visitor demanding authenticity, quality, and memorable experiences 

• Tourism remains a discretionary expenditure and is, therefore, susceptible to overall changes in 
economic conditions 

• The sudden onset of the global economic recession in 2008 had a significant dampening impact on 
domestic and international visitor demand throughout BC  

• However, domestic and international tourism is predicted to continue growing at robust rates, while 
the province has enjoyed unprecedented global exposure by hosting the 2010 Winter Olympic Games 

• The appreciation of the Canadian dollar and price competition in competing destinations are creating 
a growth in outbound travel from BC at a time when inbound tourism growth is lagging 

• Inbound visitation from the US dropped measurably and consistently since 2000, and new passport 
requirements have curbed the likelihood of an imminent rebound in this market  

• Key emerging markets for BC include China, India, and Brazil; the formal agreement establishing 
Approved Destination Status between China and Canada will potentially create increased demand 
from this source 

• The termination of Tourism BC, changes to the Additional Hotel Room Tax (AHRT), and 
introduction of the Harmonized Sales Tax have all contributed to uncertainty  

• The recession had a direct effect on booking patterns with a short ‘booking window’ the new norm, 
which can create significant management issues for the hospitality sector 

• Anecdotal evidence indicates the average length of stay is declining while demand for shorter breaks 
has increased 

• The significance of the Internet in travel planning continues to grow as more than three quarters of 
Canadians booked part or all of their travel online in 2010 

• Social media and mobile technology is transforming tourism marketing and service delivery 
 

Sources:  Labour force – Statistics Canada (2006) 
  Licences – TOL (2010) 
  Wage rates – Government of BC (2010) 
  Attractions – Strategex (2006) 

                                                           
3 GDP (Gross Domestic Product) is the market value of goods and services produced in a given area and given period, less the cost 
 of goods and services utilized in production. Source for tourism-related GDP (BC) is BC Stats. 
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4.0 Economic Development Context 

4.1 Macro Trends 
Macro-economic change has a fundamental influence on the creation and flow of wealth at the 
national, regional, and local levels.  In particular, if a community’s productive capacity is to be 
sustainable, then it must be competitive and adaptable to those forces that drive investment in 
job creation, innovation, and value-added production.  The following paragraphs identify key 
trends and how they might affect the field of economic development in the Township of 
Langley in the years ahead. 

• The economies of industrialized, western nations continue to experience a transition 
from goods production to service production due to globalization, competition from 
emerging markets, and the increasing adoption of technology, particularly computer 
systems and the Internet. 

• A major manifestation of this trend is that manufacturing jobs continue to move 
overseas to lower cost jurisdictions with less onerous environmental regimes and 
proximity to emerging markets.  Services are being similarly affected. 

• Outsourcing continues to expand in terms of vertical industry reach and geographic 
scope as companies determine their core competencies and critical operating areas.  
Increasingly, these are linked to intellectual, technical, and human resource capabilities.  
Activities that are not considered a competitive advantage, including many routine 
business functions (such as basic manufacturing and customer service desks), are being 
outsourced, with technology the enabling mechanism. 

• Manufacturing has now become technology-led with integrated software systems, 
flexible manufacturing concepts, virtual production through computer modelling, 
sophisticated supply chain management, and the like. 

• However, the off-shore outsourcing phenomena may be slowing as global productive 
capacity becomes more balanced.  Companies are now shifting their focus to competing 
for the global talent base that will help manage these increasingly multi-national 
production, marketing, and service systems. 

Regions experiencing growth have developed the network capacity and infrastructure that 
appeal to growing companies, their workers, and capital.  Business networks and 
communications technology are especially important in attracting globally mobile labour and 
capital that is the foundation of high-value job creation.  The growth of high productivity 
sectors such as computer-related, professional services and healthcare is allowing service 
occupations to lower the wage gap with historically higher value goods-production. 
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The Canadian economy, and many of its communities, was built around the exploitation of 
extractive resources whose economic rents allowed companies to prosper, gave workers 
relatively high wages, and helped grow communities.  Increased worldwide production, 
increased business costs, substitution effects, and other competitive drivers eventually 
eliminated those rents and the competitive advantage producers used to benefit from.  In BC, 
the agriculture, wild commercial fisheries, and forest sectors all experienced this transition and 
are no longer able to provide the tax, employment, income, and other economic benefits  
they once did. 

Proximity to cheap, accessible natural resources is no longer a strategic advantage for many of 
our industries.  Instead, communities with assets and strengths that provide a closer fit with the 
technological, human resource, and quality of life features that the new economy is seeking will 
be the beneficiaries of investment flows and job opportunities.  Investment will be attracted to 
those regions and communities with the right combination of business and social attributes that 
fits the new economy.  Key dimensions include: 

• Developing regional knowledge and technology capacity.  Traditional avenues of 
stimulating technology transfer and real estate development are being supplemented by 
advancing networks and alliances among research facilities, educational institutions, 
government, and businesses. 

• Raising the bar on the skilled, educated labour pool through increasing education 
attainment levels, continuing education and training opportunities (especially for in-
demand technical and professional skills), and greater involvement of the private sector 
in human development programs. 

• Enhancing quality of life features that serve the recruitment and retention of 
technologists, technicians, skilled trades, and professionals.  The QoL is determined by 
reasonable housing costs, strong basic education achievement, access to colleges and 
universities, low crime rate, accessible health services, diverse retail, personal and 
business service capacity, cultural vibrancy, healthy tourism sector, efficient 
transportation systems, and an attractive, clean environment. 

• Creating a positive business climate with a reliable, efficient development process, 
cohesive land use and zoning that encourages appropriate business expansion and 
retention, and the deployment of infrastructure that will catalyze private investment. 

Also, it will be important to understand the time frame and consistency of effort required to 
achieve the desired outcome in a competitive market place.  For example, a high level of 
coordination between local, regional, provincial, and federal partners with a common focus and 
committed resourcing over a long period of time will create a higher likelihood of shaping the 
local future economy than if working alone. 
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Finally, the future local economy will also be influenced by the development of specific local 
expertise that will drive forward further cluster development and create the comparative 
advantages that provide the best opportunities to achieve local and regional economic 
development goals. 

4.2 Senior Government Programming 
The provincial and federal governments engage in and facilitate economic development in 
different ways, primarily in terms of trade, taxation, monetary, infrastructure, employment, 
land use, and other policies that collectively create the investment climate.  These policies and 
programs are important from the local perspective because they explicitly recognize the role of 
government in shaping the environment in which economic development occurs and in helping 
communities adapt to macro-economic change. 

The US Department of Commerce uses the following definition of economic development, 
which more directly states the government role.  “Economic development is fundamentally 
about enhancing the factors of productive capacity - land, labour, capital, and technology - of a 
national, provincial, or local economy.  By using its resources and powers to reduce the risks 
and costs which could prohibit investment, the public sector often has been responsible for 
setting the stage for employment-generating investment by the private sector.”4

It is beyond the resources of this study to delineate all the policies that affect economic 
development in Canada and the province.  However, a short-list of major government 
programs is presented in 

 

9.0, focusing on those that provide outreach to individual 
communities.  The province also offers a suite of economic development programs for rural 
British Columbia, but these are not applicable to the Township of Langley. 

Provincial programs are targeted at trade relations (through the Asia Pacific Business Centre 
and the network of international trade and investment offices), forestry innovation, and labour 
recruitment.  Assistance and partnership opportunities are available to economic development 
organizations, industry associations, and individual companies. 

Federal programs tend to be more comprehensive and involve capital assistance, international 
contracting and procurement, export financing, competitiveness research, community-based 
technology and innovation assistance, and many other programs aimed at business, industry, 
and economic development.  Western Economic Diversification is the leading voice of federal 
economic programming, and it frequently partners with the province, regional, and local 
governments in funding and logistics assistance. 

 
  

                                                           
4 What Is Economic Development, Economic Development Administration, US Department of Commerce, web: 
 http://www.osec.doc.gov/eda/html/2a1_whatised.htm 
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4.3 Comparative Communities 
The economic development plans of five neighbouring communities in MV were reviewed to 
identify their approaches in terms of objectives, priorities, and key strategic initiatives.  
Specifically, the plans for the communities of the City of Langley, Abbotsford, Surrey, Maple 
Ridge, and Coquitlam were reviewed.  This comparison is important as it highlights the 
potential collaboration on like-minded initiatives and the importance of these surrounding 
municipalities to the economic success of the Township of Langley. 

Over the past several years, there has been greater effort to undertake regional planning in 
Metro Vancouver.  At the same time, municipalities across British Columbia have started to 
collaborate more amongst themselves and with the provincial government to undertake group 
marketing and international investment attraction in an effort to share costs and maximize 
exposure to target markets in an increasingly competitive and sophisticated international 
economic development environment. 

In addition, as seen in the previously presented Table 7, the economic activities in the Township 
of Langley’s five neighbouring communities are an important component for the employed 
labour force locally.  Specifically, 15,660 or 41% of the Township’s employed labour force with a 
usual workplace are employed in these neighbouring municipalities, a higher number than are 
actually employed within the Township itself.  Moving forward, successful business attraction 
and job creation in the neighbouring communities will likely create jobs and income wealth for 
residents from the Township of Langley. 

Table 14 outlines the economic development vision and mission for the City of Langley, 
Abbotsford, Surrey, Coquitlam, and Maple Ridge.  Table 15 outlines the objective/goals in the 
five communities while Table 16 highlights the key initiatives in each community. 
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Table 14: Comparative Community Economic Development Vision and Mission Statements for Neighbouring Communities 

Community Vision Mission 

Abbotsford Abbotsford is the most sustainable, liveable, and prosperous 
city in British Columbia. 

We deliver excellent services that improve the 
sustainability and quality of life in Abbotsford. 

Surrey The City of Surrey strives to support a high quality of life for 
its residents, workforce, and visitors through sustainable 
development that carefully integrates economic, 
environmental, and social /cultural interests. 

Surrey will be known as the premier city for business 
investment and job creation in the Metro Vancouver 
region. 

Coquitlam Coquitlam in 2021 will be a community of neighbourhoods 
within a vibrant, urban city where people of all ages, 
abilities, and cultures choose to live, learn, work, and play. 

To sustain Coquitlam’s high quality of life for current and 
future generations, we serve the public interest through 
leadership, innovation, and a focus on community 
priorities and strengths. 

Maple Ridge Maple Ridge is a community of passion, choice, and 
opportunity.  It welcomes diversity and provides a safe, 
secure environment for residents and visitors alike.  The 
economy is balanced, stable, and provides jobs for residents.  
Maple Ridge is a green community that values the 
environment and will work to balance land protection and 
green zones with job creation and sound development.  
Low-density living will coexist with smart development in 
the urban core, where a vitalized downtown will provide a 
new focus for community cultural and economic activities. 

The Maple Ridge Economic Advisory Commission is an 
experienced and interested group of volunteers passionate 
about the future of Maple Ridge and intent on serving as a 
beacon for local government and the community. 
The Commission’s role is to provide advice to the Maple 
Ridge Economic Development Department and District 
Council with a view to positively influence the local 
business climate, facilitating economic growth, and 
providing guidance to the community on economic 
development issues. 

Pitt Meadows N/A Pitt Meadows Economic Development Corporation is 
dedicated to creating an inspiring, client-centred 
environment where business is vibrant and entrepreneurs 
build legacies. 

City of Langley N/A City of Langley is here to help our existing businesses 
flourish and to invite new businesses to join our thriving 
community. 

Source:  City of Abbotsford (2010), City of Surrey (2008), City of Coquitlam (2009), District of Maple Ridge (2006), Pitt Meadows (nd), City of Langley (2004) 
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Table 15: Comparative Community Economic Development Objectives/Goals for Neighbouring Communities 

Community Objective/Goals   

Abbotsford • Achieve economic and fiscal balance 
• Pursue economic competitiveness and innovation 

Surrey • Expand and diversify employment opportunities, including high value jobs 
• Establish Surrey as a premier investment location 
• Strengthen Surrey’s dual roles as a vibrant urban economy and a centre of agriculture production 

Coquitlam • Capitalize on major transportation infrastructure to create new business opportunities 
• Support business success through simplifying and improving regulatory processes 
• Build on our cultural diversity to create trade and investment opportunities 
• Leverage community assets to drive investment and job creation 

Maple Ridge • A greater selection of jobs for residents that provides options for working within the community, more quality time with 
family, and avoiding traffic congestion and long commutes 

• A balanced and realistic tax base that contributes employment to the community and financial security to the District 
• A sufficient supply of stable and adaptable employment land tresponsive to industry needs 

Pitt Meadows • Job creation – strengthening the existing business base through retention efforts/recruiting new business to the community 
• A happy, healthy, resilient, sustainable community – PMEDC contributes to community sustainability 

City of Langley • Position the City of Langley as central hub for MV with a denser downtown where people can work, live, and shop in a 
central core 

• Market the City of Langley to exploit its strengths/niches 
• Continue to work toward creating an environment of personal safety 
• Build a transportation system that contributes to liveability and economic sustainability 
• Exploit the City of Langley’s potential for new tourism products 
• Ensure future manufacturing and industrial activity fits in with the compact nature of the community 
• Create a more service-oriented service sector with a good host philosophy with cross-promotion and program development 

linked to Gateway development 
• Foster development of educational institutions so they continue to contribute to City’s quality of life, culture, and economy 

Source:  City of Abbotsford (2010), City of Surrey (2008), City of Coquitlam (2009), District of Maple Ridge (2006), Pitt Meadows (nd), City of Langley (2004) 
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Table 16: Comparative Community Economic Development Objectives/Goals for Neighbouring Communities 
Community Key Initiatives    

Abbotsford • Aggressively pursue commercial and industrial development and employment 
• Focus on infrastructure maintenance and sustainability 
• Pursue new revenue sources to support City services 
• Expand economic capacity of the Abbotsford International Airport 
• Strengthen agriculture, the university, and health services 
• Improve the efficiency of the transportation system 

Surrey • Ensure an appropriate supply of serviced industrial land on an on-going basis 
• Focus on developing City Centre as an important catalyst for broader economic development in Surrey 
• Continue to protect Surrey’s agriculture land base and enhance the viability of agriculture enterprise 
• Continue to operate the business retention and expansion (BR&E) program 
• Continue to build the education and skill profile of Surrey’s resident workforce 

Coquitlam • Through its transportation investments (Port Mann Bridge/Gateway Project, Evergreen ALRT Line), Coquitlam will 
leverage new opportunities for development that will attract private sector investments 

• Be the best place in the lower mainland to start or grow business by streamlining business application, create BR&E 
program, support business improvement areas, and ensure zoning supports new business opportunities 

• Harness the potential of community diversity to increase investment and trade opportunities through twinning cities and 
multiculturalism 

• Generate business, tourism, and community and economic benefits from the community’s assets and strengths (Riverview 
Hospital lands, outdoor sports and recreation opportunities, culture, Q-net, and position as the largest city in Northeast 
Metro) 

Maple Ridge • Business Climate - create community dialogue and increase understanding of the priority sectors 
• Employment Lands – work with the planning department to identify additional employment lands 
• Infrastructure – support new transportation infrastructure and the District’s information technology initiative 
• Downtown – promote implementation of Town Centre Concept and participate in Neighbourhood Plan development 
• Business Retention and Expansion – continue to support 
• Business Attraction – expand the local advanced manufacturing sector, attract high technology firms, and create more 

opportunities for expanded education services 
Source:  City of Abbotsford (2010), City of Surrey (2008), City of Coquitlam (2009), District of Maple Ridge (2006) 
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Table 16: Comparative Community Economic Development Objectives/Goals for Neighbouring Communities (continued) 
Community Key Initiatives    

City of Pitt 
Meadows 

• Marketing and Attraction – focusing on website growth using social media, promote PMEDC brand, develop foreign 
investment plan 

• Business Retention and Expansion – grow BR&E program, increase opportunities to follow-up on, conduct BR&E related 
research 

• Community Outreach – increase opportunities to engage business, recruit volunteer community ambassadors, increase 
engagement 

• Tourism – increase tourism partnership opportunities, research feasibility of increased tourism infrastructure 
City of Langley • Business Retention and Expansion – establish business visitation and determine feasibility of enterprise facilitation service 

• Business and Investment Attraction – refine and target market planning 
• Support Downtown Retail Expansion – investigate parking solutions, assist merchants, and expand on niche development 
• Tourism and Recreation Development – encourage product development, focus on culture, and continue to market as a film 

location 
• Capitalize on Local Education Assets – develop closer network with the educational institutions 

Source:  City of Pitt Meadows (nd), City of Langley (2004) 
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5.0 Local Planning Context 

The Township and MV engage in different planning exercises that directly or indirectly impact 
economic and community development in the community.  The preparation of these studies 
and plans involved an extensive engagement of citizens, businesses, and community groups, 
which generated considerable documentation on a diversity of community economic 
development issues from land use and growth management to business climate and economic 
diversification.  A synopsis of each plan as it might affect economic development in the 
Township is provided in the paragraphs that follow. 

5.1 Official Community Plan 
The Official Community Plan (OCP) for the Township was adopted in 1979.  It has been 
regularly amended and updated since that time, with the latest addition in September 2010 of 
the Aldergrove Core Area Plan. 
 

Table 17: Summary of Economic-related OCP Policies 
Chapter Ref. Description 

Regional Context 1.2 Conform to the Liveable Region Strategic Plan by setting employment 
targets that will achieve a balance between population and employment 
to assist in the regional goal of achieving a compact metropolitan area 

Growth Rate 3.1 Over the long term, a balance between employed residents and jobs can 
be achieved at a population growth of about 3% per year 

Measuring Growth 3.2 2021 employment target – 83,000 

Policies 4.1A A community should provide a balance between jobs and residents to be 
achieved by: 

• creating a stable, diverse economic base 
• providing educational and cultural amenities that attract 

business 
• matching employment and population growth 
• designating employment lands in each community 
• supporting the agricultural sector by protecting agricultural 

areas and encouraging agricultural production for local markets 
Industrial 
Development 

4.4 Council will undertake a program that actively seeks and encourages 
industry having a high employment ratio to locate in the municipality 

Agriculture 4.5 Objectives are to protect agricultural lands and to encourage agriculture 
production 

Implementation 5.0 It is the responsibility of elected officials and municipal staff to 
frequently review the OCP to reflect ongoing social and economic 
change 

Source:  TOL (1979) 
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References to economic development and employment are made in the context of balancing 
population and employment growth to achieve compact communities.  The employment target 
made in 1979 for 2031 is 83,000.  The Township’s minimum target today is to provide one job for 
each resident in the labour force.  Policy guidance reinforces the population-employment 
objective through the diversification of the economic base, provision of community amenities 
that appeal to businesses, and the designation of employment lands in all communities.  
Agriculture is the only economic sector singled out for policy support through the protection of 
ALR lands. 

5.2 Regional Growth Strategy 
Metro Vancouver recently presented its recommended Regional Growth Strategy (2011) bylaw 
to member municipalities.  Implications for the Township include: 

• Langley Town Centre recommended as a regional city centre 
• Aldergrove and Willoughby recommended as municipal town centres 
• Langley Town Centre identified as Priority 2 for rapid transit expansion 
• estimated employment level in 2031 of 87,000 

In addition, the large majority of land in the Township is outside the strategy’s Urban 
Containment Boundary (UCB) and designated for agriculture protection. 

5.3 Studies 

5.3.1 Employment Lands Study 

The purpose of the Employment Lands Study (2010) was to review trends and best practices in 
employment land development, identify the amount of land needed to achieve population-
employment ratios, and recommend supportive policies the Township could implement in 
achieving those targets.  Key findings of the report are as follows: 

• Langley is positioned to enhance its role in transportation services, light industry, and 
commercial and institutional services 

• Carvolth is identified as a key component of future employment 
• future employment land demand will derive from industrial sectors (nearly two-thirds), 

followed by commercial, institutional, and office 
• there is enough future employment land, but the challenge is to ensure a match between 

available land and the requirements of future market demand, all within an appropriate 
policy context 

• recommendations for future land designations focusing on maximizing the potential of 
specific areas such as northwest Langley and Carvolth 

• obtaining the projected amount of office development will be a challenge, given the size 
of the overall market, competition with other locations, and potential regional policies 
limiting office growth in the community 

• Langley should revise its zoning bylaw and develop a new economic development 
strategy that includes, for example, an emphasis on high employment uses 
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5.3.2 NAIOP Survey Task Force 

In 2010, EDAC formed a task force to evaluate the results of NAIOP’s annual regional 
development cost survey and develop more specific findings and recommendations on how the 
Township could improve its development climate.  Major conclusions were as follows: 

• development-related permitting costs have risen significantly in the last decade to levels 
well above the rate of inflation 

• real estate companies generally give the Township a low ranking as a site location for 
industrial clients 

• Council should adopt more aggressive policy directions to ensure the community is 
competitive with neighbouring municipalities.  Specific recommendations included: 

o increasing municipal contributions to DCC levies in priority employment areas 
o instituting “fast-track” procedures for certain types of developments 
o consolidating zoning to allow developments to be more responsive and 

adaptable to market and employment forces 

5.3.3 2010 NAIOP Survey 

Subsequent to the above-noted EDAC Task Force report, NAIOP published its latest annual 
survey of office development costs in the lower mainland.  The results indicate that, while the 
Township has improved its performance over previous surveys, on a total cost basis, it still 
ranks only twelfth out of the 20 municipalities reviewed. 

 

Table 18: TOL Ranking in MV on Development Process Metrics, 2010 

Category TOL Rank in MV 
(out of 20) 

Total Fees, Costs, and Charges to Develop Property* $360,587 12 
Rezoning Application Fees $10,000 17 
Development Permit Fees $5,745 14 
Water Hook-up Fees $2,000 8 
Sewer Hook-up Fees $6,500 9 
Administration and Processing Fees $34,250 17 
Commercial Property Taxes $60,250 6 
Business to Industrial Tax Ratio 2.85 6 
Time Required to Complete Development Permitting* (days) 120 5 
Overall Municipal Fee Rank  12 
Source:  NAIOP (2010) 
Note: *2-storey, 50,000 sq. ft. Class B office building on 2.5 acres of land; total cost of building is $6.6 million 
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5.4 Township of Langley Economic Development Services 
In May 2002, Township Council adopted the Economic Development Strategy (EDS) as 
developed by Harris Hudema consulting firm with input from staff, the business community, 
and the Economic Development Advisory Committee (EDAC).  That EDS included a vision 
statement, 11 goals, and a set of action plans for each.  An Economic Development Officer was 
hired effective January 1, 2004 to implement these actions with input from the Township’s 
Senior Management Team and the EDAC. 

In December of each year, the Economic Development Manager reports progress on 
implementing the EDS.  Table 19 shows the status of major initiatives as at December 31, 2008. 

Table 19: Summary Table of Progress as at December 31, 2008 
 

Focus Area Not Started In Progress Ongoing Completed TOTAL 

Agriculture 4 2 7 4 17 
Business/Industrial Parks 1 0 7 3 11 
Commercial Development 0 1 8 2 11 
Community Image 1 1 9 2 13 
Convention Centre 2 1 1 4 8 
Education and Training 2 1 9 3 15 
Film Industry 4 1 5 6 16 
Heritage and the Arts 3 0 4 3 10 
Horse Industry 2 1 3 0 6 
Infrastructure 0 2 8 0 10 
Tourism 1 0 7 3 11 
TOTAL 20 

(16%) 
10 

(8%) 
68 

(53%) 
30 

(23%) 
128 

(100%) 

Progress was made on several key initiatives outlined in Table 20.  Marketing focused on the 
preparation of collateral and multi-media materials, distribution to local, regional, and national 
media, and outreach to local stakeholder groups. 

Improvements in the production, interpretation, and distribution of strategic intelligence that 
improved the local business climate and assisted local decision-making and investment 
activities were also achieved.  The creation of economic metrics has greatly facilitated the 
monitoring, evaluation, and reporting process to keep stakeholders and the public informed. 

Accomplishments were also made in improving organizational capacity for delivering a 
broader array of services and programs.  This helped lead to the creation of: 

• Aldergrove BIA not-for-profit society 
• Film Industry Task Force 
• Langley Education and Training Partnership  
• Tourism Langley 
• Walnut Grove Business Association 
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Table 20: Major Accomplishments of Township’s Economic Development Dept., 2004-2010 
2004 Creation of economic development function from scratch 
 Creation of the Langley Education and Training Partnership 
 Combined commercial/industrial floor space added during 2004:  871,879 sq ft 
 Business licences o/s at year end:  5,205 
2005 Major contribution to Township’s Sustainability Report 
 Completed Langley Sport Tourism Strategy 
 Created Film Industry Task Force and re-wrote Township’s Filming Guidelines 
 Combined commercial/industrial floor space added during 2005:  1,208,741 sq ft 
 Business licences o/s at year end:  5,639 
2006 Completed major feasibility study regarding 4 possible types of multi-plex facility in Township 
 Created Langley Circle Farm Tour 
 Created economic impact model to do analysis of Langley Labour Day Soccer Tournament 
 Completed 2006 Langley Economic Development Magazine 
 Completed Langley Tourism Strategy 
 Combined commercial/industrial floor space added during 2006:  1,034,620 sq ft 
 Business licences o/s at year end:  5,955 
2007 Implemented 2% Additional Hotel Room Tax 
 Created Tourism Langley 
 Created Aldergrove BIA not-for-profit society and filled Board of Directors 
 Created Sport Langley Advisory Committee 
 Created Langley 10 by 10 Challenge Committee 
 Helped Fort Langley BIA create a new five-year charter 
 Completed major business owner/consumer intercept study in Aldergrove to prioritize issues 
 Combined commercial/industrial floor space added during 2007:  1,312,929 sq ft 
 Business licences o/s at year end:  6,275 
2008 Attracted $22,000 grant for Langley 10 by 10 Challenge Committee 
 Created Sport Hosting Incentive Grant program for Township 
 Completed 3 industry profiles:  Education and Training Opportunities, Helicopter 

Concentration at Langley Municipal Airport, and Agribusinesses in Township 
 Implemented Langley Success Stories Program 
 Completed 2008 Langley Economic Development Magazine 
 Combined commercial/industrial floor space added during 2008:  302,416 sq ft 
 Business licences o/s at year end:  6,596 
2009 Completed promotional video for Langley 10 by 10 Challenge Committee 
 Created and hosted 2009 Langley Economic Forum 
 Completed “Winning Bids” report for Sport Langley Advisory Committee 
 Completed various Township demographic profiles from census data 
 Organized walking tour of Aldergrove for EDAC members 
 Helped to organize and create Langley Farmers Market 
 Completed Employment Lands Study 
 Combined commercial/industrial floor space added during 2009:  921,920 sq ft 
 Business licences o/s at year end:  6,732 
2010 Completed 16-page promotional insert for BC Business Magazine 
 Overhauled Business portion of Township’s internet website 
 Created 8-minute promotional video on interactive USB memory sticks for Township 
 Created Economic Development Newsletter 
 Completed and issued Terms of Reference for new Economic Development Strategy 
 Spearheaded three Task Forces for Council’s EDAC 
 Combined commercial/industrial floor space added during 2010:  303,645 sq ft 
 Business licences o/s at year end:  6,749 
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Partnerships and alliances were established with other community organizations to further 
assist with strategy implementation.  These included: 

• City of Langley 
• Community Heritage Commission 
• Economic Development Association of British Columbia 
• Economic Development Commission 
• Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce 
• Langley Agriculture Advisory Committee 
• Langley Horse Federation 
• Regional Economic Development Subcommittee 
• Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

At its April 1, 2009 meeting, EDAC resolved that the 2002 EDS was complete and that a new 
strategy was required.  At its May 6, 2009 meeting, EDAC passed the following 
recommendations related to the 2009 EDAC Work Plan: 

 That the Economic Development Advisory Committee advise Council that the 2002 
Economic Development Strategy is essentially complete; and further, 
That Item 2 of the draft 2009 Work Plan “commence and develop a 5-year Economic 
Development Strategy for the Township with appropriate economic indicators” form the 2009 
EDAC Work Plan. 

Creating a new Economic Development Strategy is now on the work program of the 
Township’s Economic Development Department. 
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5.5 SWOT Analysis 
In economic development, Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis 
is useful for helping communities find the best fit between local capital and mobile capital that 
leads to the creation of productive economic activity and wealth (Figure 11).  This type of 
analysis is not meant to profile any and all attributes, just those strategically relevant; that is, 
those that are the source of some form of competitive advantage or disadvantage.  These then 
become targets the community can sustain or enhance (in the case of strengths and advantages), 
mitigate and convert (in the case of weaknesses or threats), and/or develop and diversify (in the 
case of opportunities). 

Figure 11: Factors of Community Wealth 

An overview of key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the Township is 
provided in Figure 12.  The greatest strengths of the community are its location in proximity to 
growing regional markets, transportation infrastructure and services, an educated and skilled 
labour supply, access to trade, business, and educational networks and services, and an 
attractive quality of life anchored by viable town centres, reasonably-priced real estate, and 
quality recreational resources. 

Key weaknesses fall into two general areas; a vulnerable business climate that is a direct result 
of growth management issues, specifically regarding employment lands, and the absence of a 
strong economic or cluster identity for the Township. 

Economic development opportunities are primarily in service industries, but construction and 
advanced manufacturing also have potential.  Future business development will be driven by 
regional growth and the growing demand for knowledge-led productive capacity.  An 
adaptable labour market, partnerships with educational institutions, and growing business 
networks should help the Township achieve its employment targets. 

The threats to the local economy derive primarily from external forces, particularly the 
Township’s designation by MV as being mostly outside the urban containment boundary.   

Fixed Capital 

• land 
• natural 
• infrastructure 

Mobile Capital 

• financial 
• human 
• social 

Community 
Wealth 

• jobs 
• income 
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In a rapidly growing community, this will have obvious implications as the demand for land 
uses other than agriculture outstrips the available supply.  At the same time, the declining share 
of goods production in the provincial economy will continue to affect the nature of demand for 
employment lands and shift investment to municipalities that are able to offer competitive and 
adaptive development practices. 

 

Figure 12: Township of Langley SWOT Overview 

 Helpful Harmful 

In
te

rn
al

 

Strengths 
 
• Steady, above-average population growth 
• Sizeable home market/local demand 
• Highway, port, rail services 
• Proximity to US market 
• Access to regional business and trade 

centres 
• Local availability of business services  
• Skilled, educated labour market 
• Affordable real estate 
• Viable town centres 
• Two post-secondary education 

institutions 
• Recreational resources 
• Attractive quality of life 

 

Weaknesses 
 
• Restrictive land uses on ALR (77% of 

Township’s total land area) 
• Few consolidated employment land 

parcels 
• Zoning complexity 
• Perceived poor political climate 
• High development cost setting 
• Limited transit services to some areas 
• Lack of regional economic planning  
• Spending leakages to other communities 
• Few national or provincial headquarters 
• Lack of cluster development 
 

 

Ex
te

rn
al

 

 
• Regional population growth 
• Transportation, logistics 
• Inland port terminal 
• Advanced manufacturing 
• Greenfield development potential 
• Office development 
• Niche tourism 
• Value-added agriculture 
• Film and new media 
• High technology and knowledge 

industries 
• Post-secondary business partnerships 
• Local business networks 
• Growing Asian trade relationships 

 
 
 
Opportunities 

 
• Restrictive regional (MV) plans 
• Growing conflicts between urban and 

rural land use needs 
• Declining basic manufacturing base 
• Declining employment in goods 

production 
• Loss of industrial enterprises and tax base  
• Continued decline in forest economy 
• Competition from other communities 
• Labour shortages in key sectors (e.g. 

agriculture) 
• Port and highway congestion 
 
 
 
 

Threats 
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6.0 Findings and Conclusions 

The following are our conclusions concerning factors driving socio-economic change in the 
economy and the implications for the Economic Development Strategy. 
• Demographic change is occurring at a rapid pace.  Compared to the province, over the last 

10 years, the population in the Township has grown faster, stayed younger, and earned 
about the same personal and family incomes.  Projections for the next 20 years suggest 
that this young, growing, working family demographic is unlikely to change. 

• The local labour force is more likely to be working in goods production than either their 
MV or provincial counterparts with key sectoral strengths in manufacturing, construction, 
and related occupations.  Future construction demands driven by housing, institutional, 
infrastructure, and industrial developments as well as a strategic location strength suggest 
that goods production will continue to be the cornerstone of the economy in the future. 

• Still, the majority of employment in the local economy is in service producing sectors, and 
the long term structural shift in the economy towards services will be reflected in local job 
base of the future.  The retail and service industries, especially transportation, professional 
services, and public services, will continue to increase their share of the local labour force. 

• There are over 9,000 business establishments in the Township, which employ residents as 
well as a considerable workforce from other municipalities in MV.  The high levels of 
labour force mobility underline the Township’s position as one of many communities 
within a large, metropolitan economy.  Neighbouring communities are also investing in 
their economic development efforts to ensure they attract investment that will create the 
businesses and jobs of the future. 

• The greatest strengths of the community are its location in proximity to growing regional 
markets, transportation infrastructure and services, an educated and skilled labour 
supply, access to trade, business, and educational networks and services, and an attractive 
quality of life anchored by viable town centres, reasonably-priced real estate, and quality 
recreational resources.  Key weaknesses fall into two general areas; a vulnerable business 
climate linked to growth management issues, specifically regarding employment lands, 
and the absence of a strong economic or cluster identity.  Economic development 
opportunities are primarily in service industries, transportation, construction, and 
advanced manufacturing. 

• Future business development will be driven by regional population growth and the 
growing shift toward service sectors and knowledge-led productive capacity.  An 
adaptable labour market, a more prominent role for academic and research institutions, 
and evolving business networks that strive for innovation should help the Township 
achieve its employment targets.  The threats to the local economy derive primarily from 
external forces, particularly the Township’s designation by MV as being mostly outside 
the urban containment boundary.  In a rapidly growing community, this will have 
obvious implications as the demand for land uses other than agriculture outstrips the 
available supply.  At the same time, the declining share of goods production in the 
provincial economy will continue to affect the demand for employment lands and shift 
investment to municipalities able to offer competitive/adaptive development practices. 
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7.0 Community Survey Results 

During March and April 2011, an online economic development survey was placed on the 
Township website.  The survey was meant to get feedback from residents and businesses about 
the economy of the region, economic priorities, and thoughts about how the Township might 
develop in the future. 

A total of 160 surveys were submitted.  Since this was a blanket survey and not a random 
sample, there are no claims as to the statistical validity of the results, nor has there been any 
weighting of the results to conform to population demographics. 

 
Demographic Profile 
Are you currently employed?   

 Response Percent Response Count answered 
question 

skipped 
question 

Yes 90.1% 109   
No 0.8% 1   
Retired 5.8% 7   
Housekeeper 0.8% 1   
Student 0.8% 1   
Other 2.5% 3 121 39 
   What is your age?   

   
  

18-24 2.5% 3   
25-34 14.0% 17   
35-44 24.0% 29   
45-54 32.2% 39   
55-64 20.7% 25   
65+ 6.6% 8 121 39 

    For how many years have you lived in the Township?   

   
  

Less than 1 year 6.1% 7   
1 to 2 years 5.2% 6   
3 to 5 years 9.6% 11   
6 to 10 years 21.7% 25   
11 to 20 years 22.6% 26   
More than 20 years 34.8% 40 115 45 

     Are you a permanent resident of the Township?   

   
  

Yes 83.3% 100   
No 16.7% 20 120 40 
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Where do you live? 

  

 Response Percent Response Count 
answered 
question 

skipped 
question 

Aldergrove 15.3% 17   
Brookswood/Fernridge 13.5% 15   
Fort Langley 17.1% 19   
Murrayville 16.2% 18   
Walnut Grove 15.3% 17   
Willoughby/Willowbrook 22.5% 25 111 49 

     Do you own or operate a business in the Township?   

   
  

Yes 43.7% 52   
No 56.3% 67 119 41 

 

 

Question 1  
Over the next year, I feel the local economy will grow and prosper. 
  Strongly 

disagree 
Disagree Neither 

agree nor 
disagree 

Agree Strongly agree  

Total 2.5% 10.1% 18.4% 61.4% 7.6%  

       
Age       

18-24 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 66.7% 0.0%  
25-34 0.0% 5.9% 29.4% 64.7% 0.0%  
35-44 3.4% 6.9% 10.3% 69.0% 10.3%  
45-54 0.0% 5.1% 20.5% 69.2% 5.1%  
55-64 4.2% 12.5% 16.7% 54.2% 12.5%  

65+ 12.5% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 12.5%  

       

     answered question 158 

     skipped question 2 
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Question 2 
Which statement best describes your view regarding future growth in the Township? 

 

 

I would support less 
growth overall 

I would support the 
current level of growth 

I would support more 
growth overall 

Total 7.2% 38.2% 54.6% 

    Age    18-24 0.0% 33.3% 66.7% 
25-34 11.8% 41.2% 47.1% 
35-44 6.9% 27.6% 65.5% 
45-54 5.1% 30.8% 64.1% 
55-64 4.0% 44.0% 52.0% 

65+ 12.5% 37.5% 50.0% 

      answered question 152 

  skipped question 8 

 
 

Question 3 

How satisfied are you with the Township as a place to live? 

 

 

Not at all 
satisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied Satisfied Very 

satisfied Extremely satisfied 
 

Total 3.4% 10.8% 32.4% 42.6% 10.8%  
       Age       18-24 0.0% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 0.0%  25-34 5.9% 17.6% 29.4% 35.3% 11.8%  35-44 3.6% 7.1% 39.3% 39.3% 10.7%  45-54 2.6% 7.7% 35.9% 51.3% 2.6%  55-64 0.0% 8.0% 24.0% 56.0% 12.0%  65+ 12.5% 37.5% 12.5% 37.5% 0.0% 

        
     

answered question 148 

     
skipped question 12 
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Question 4 

How satisfied are you with the Township as a place to do business? 

 

 
Not at all 
satisfied 

Somewhat 
satisfied Satisfied Very 

satisfied Extremely satisfied 
 

Total 4.8% 17.0% 38.8% 32.7% 6.8%  

     
  Age 

    
  18-24 0.0% 66.7% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0%  25-34 0.0% 17.6% 47.1% 29.4% 5.9%  35-44 6.9% 13.8% 44.8% 27.6% 6.9%  45-54 2.6% 12.8% 33.3% 43.6% 7.7%  55-64 0.0% 25.0% 37.5% 29.2% 8.3%  65+ 0.0% 25.0% 37.5% 37.5% 0.0% 

 
       
     

answered question 147 

     
skipped question 13 

 

Question 5 

What percentages of your total shopping purchases are spent locally? 

 

 
Almost all 60-80% 30-60% 15-30% 0-15% 

Total 37.4% 34.0% 17.0% 7.5% 4.1% 

      
Age      18-24 0.0% 33.3% 66.7% 0.0% 0.0% 

25-34 35.3% 11.8% 29.4% 11.8% 11.8% 
35-44 34.5% 34.5% 24.1% 6.9% 0.0% 
45-54 46.2% 33.3% 7.7% 12.8% 0.0% 
55-64 37.5% 50.0% 8.3% 0.0% 4.2% 

65+ 62.5% 37.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

     
   

answered question 147 

   
skipped question 13 

 

Question 6 
What are the two most important economic opportunities in the Township today? 

 1. Agriculture, local food, equestrian 6. Manufacturing and industrial 
2. Tourism and recreation 7. Warehousing and transportation 
3. Real estate and affordable housing 8. Local infrastructure 
4. Land use and development 9. High technology 
5. Retail services  

Note:  Ranked by number of times mentioned 
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Question 7 
What are the two most important economic threats facing the Township today? 

 1. Transportation services, congestion, transit 9. Demographic change and aging population 
2. Municipal infrastructure quality 10. Employment opportunities 
3. Fractious mayor and council 11. Health of the economy 

4. Need for affordable housing and real estate  
12. Land use balance (preservation vs. 
development) 

5. Government spending and taxation 13. Red tape 
6. Growth pressures 14. Education services and classroom space 
7. Cost of living 15. Investment attraction 
8. ALR preservation and constraints 16. Competition from neighbouring communities 

Note:  Ranked by number of times mentioned 
 

Question 8 

Which development priorities do you feel are appropriate for the Township? 

 

 

not 
important 

somewhat 
important important very 

important 
extremely 
important 

Response 
Count 

Attract business to 
Township 1.6% 13.0% 27.6% 35.0% 22.8% 123 

Only assist businesses 
expressing interest in 
locating to Township 

12.6% 24.4% 32.8% 21.0% 9.2% 119 

Help existing  business 
expand/grow 0.8% 8.2% 22.1% 35.2% 33.6% 122 

Assist entrepreneurs and 
start-ups 3.3% 15.7% 27.3% 31.4% 22.3% 121 

Limit activities to 
marketing and 
promoting the 
Township 

24.6% 27.1% 31.4% 12.7% 4.2% 118 

Reduce red-tape 6.6% 7.4% 22.3% 29.8% 33.9% 121 
Offer development 

incentives 13.2% 20.7% 23.1% 23.1% 19.8% 121 

Improve infrastructure 0.8% 5.8% 13.2% 37.2% 43.0% 121 
Other      20 

  
answered question 123 

skipped question 37 

Top three opportunities listed under “Other” 

1. Transit services and transportation infrastructure  
2. Strategic land use planning (industry and agriculture) 
3. Green industries  

Note:  Ranked by number of times mentioned 
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Question 9 

Which of the following sectors of the economy do you feel hold the greatest opportunities for 
the Township? 

 

 
no 

potential 
some 

potential 
average 
potential 

good 
potential 

excellent 
potential 

Response 
Count 

Agriculture 0.8% 10.7% 15.6% 36.1% 36.9% 122 
Tourism, Heritage, Arts 3.3% 12.4% 19.0% 32.2% 33.1% 121 
Manufacturing 4.2% 15.0% 25.8% 40.0% 15.0% 120 
Construction 2.5% 9.9% 28.9% 43.0% 15.7% 121 
Transportation, 

Warehousing 5.8% 13.3% 21.7% 41.7% 17.5% 120 

Technology 3.3% 9.1% 21.5% 43.0% 23.1% 121 
Professional services 2.5% 5.8% 28.3% 43.3% 20.0% 120 
Other      12 

  
answered question 123 

skipped question 37 

Top three opportunities listed under “Other” 

1. Education sector development  
2. Sports and entertainment (tourism)  
3. Agri-food production  

Note:  Ranked by number of times mentioned 

 

Question 10 

What economic development goals should the community pursue? 
 

 
not 

important 
somewhat 
important important very 

important 
extremely 
important 

Response 
Count 

Diversify the economic 
base 0.0% 11.8% 31.9% 38.7% 17.6% 119 

Expand the tax base 5.9% 18.5% 33.6% 33.6% 8.4% 119 
Create more local jobs 0.0% 2.5% 24.6% 42.4% 30.5% 119 
Improve household 

incomes 2.5% 8.4% 24.4% 31.1% 33.6% 119 

Focus on sustainable 
businesses 0.9% 7.7% 22.2% 33.3% 35.9% 117 

Other      5 
  

answered question 120 
skipped question 40 

Top three opportunities listed under “Other” 
1. Incentives to attract business  
2. Pre-service development areas  
3. Create more green jobs  

Note:  Ranked by number of times mentioned 
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Question 11 

If you have a vision for the future development of the Township, please share it with us in a few 
short sentences. 
Provide infrastructure to keep goods and services on the move.  Maintain proper development, 
cooperate with neighbouring areas. 

The TOL should have a sustained economic development plan/strategy, supported by Mayor and 
Council.  Attract the investment dollars and businesses, and promote development of businesses already 
in the TOL and the rest will follow (increased tax base, increased tax revenue, attract future business 
development and investment). 

The TOL has, in my opinion, a relatively young resident demographic somewhere close to an average 
age of 40.  Fairly well educated, and fond of the TOL community, I believe that the average resident 
would prefer to live and work in the TOL.  As such, my vision is that the TOL should increase its focus 
on that objective (living and working in the TOL).  However, this will require higher paying economic 
opportunities, and as such, focus must be placed on attracting and retaining investment to support those 
opportunities.  One key component of this vision would be incentivizing business to set-up "shop" in 
key business park(s). 

I envision the future development of the TOL that embraces all facets in the community, such as the 
Kwantlen First Nation, and the many other culturally and ethnically diverse groups that call this 
beautiful place home. 

A modern family community nestled within a historical farming frame with well planned areas where 
residents can work and gather an education. 

Do not neglect the agricultural opportunities within the Township.  Support farmers and new farming 
initiatives.  Improve the flow of traffic so that residents and visitors will venture into Langley to conduct 
their business and shopping.  I hear of more people choosing to go to Surrey and Abbotsford because of 
traffic congestion (ex. 200 St. major traffic).  Preserve and promote heritage sites thus increasing tourism.  
Encourage the technology sector to grow in order to provide more local jobs.  These should be located 
close to high density housing.  In order to try and avoid bedroom communities.  We want people to 
work and spend their money here. 

Have greater overall service of basic living e.g. municipal water, sewer instead of septic and garbage 
pick-up for everyone making Langley a metropolitan city not a hick town. 

Slow down development and maintain current infrastructure. 

Densify the urban town centre areas, improve transportation in the urban areas (light rail, Sky Train 
extension), maintain the agricultural areas, protect and promote the tourism/cultural/historical areas 
and sporting opportunities. 

More "green" business (recyclers).  Fix the Zoning Bylaw to accommodate open-air facilities. 

We need to protect ALR lands.  This is Langley's beauty.  Makes Langley attractive 'where City meets 
Country' and added liveability.  We should respect having 'working farms' as part of our daily lives.  
Continue using that benefit to attract families.  A contented happy family makes for better workers and 
less stress on all. 

With regard to residential development, there is too much of it!  What about larger parcels of land 
instead of postage stamps.  Brookswood is great with 1/4 acre lots at best.  Too many developers are 
making too much money at the cost of our properties being compromised.  Sorry, but really aren't we 
supposed to be more "rural"? 
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I'd like to see more arts and culture in the Township.  I'd like the loudmouth blowhards that typically 
write to the local papers understand that they speak for themselves.  They do not speak for all Langley 
residents.  They certainly do not speak for me.  Residents have rights and, they have obligations. 

More growth and development. 

I live in the Brookswood area.  I love the area because of its small town feel.  Brookswood Village at 200 
St. and 40 Ave. is functional and attractive but with enormous possibilities for retail expansion, without 
losing that small village look and feel.  Encourage small boutique shops.  The neighbourhood right 
behind Starbucks/Shoppers Drug Mart, if developed right, would attract local residents to shop and 
tourists would welcome a trip out to the country/village. 

Grow & expand Langley without negatively impacting agriculture.  Reduce the number of compact 
residential neighbourhoods. 

We need to make use of the Township owned property, it is a very valuable asset that is not being used 
to its potential. 

I envision the Township continuing to be a city where I can work, shop, and enjoy outdoor and indoor 
recreational facilities. 

A vibrant, sustainable, beautiful place to live, play and work. 

I would like to see the Township remain strategic in its development with a focus on community and 
families.  I do NOT want to see it become another Surrey, with strip mall after strip mall, high density 
housing and an urban feel. 

Stop creating more infrastructure and housing developments and focus on what is already there.  I've 
lived in Langley all of my life and it is sad to see so much history be destroyed for a new subdivision. 

Attract people to Township Council who are willing to promote a unified vision for the future of the 
Township. 

The Township needs to look at the traffic congestion along 200 St. between 72 Ave. and Fraser Hwy.  It’s 
awful! 

High density, high rise development. 

Encourage all the different interests of the community to work together. 

In view of future development protect all the agricultural land possible.  Protect our water supplies and 
be sure of all infrastructure and most of all supply a good rail service from Vancouver to Chilliwack. 

The Township could have a more user friendly way of encouraging new businesses without the 
legalities and the rules and regulations go on for days and days and days.  If I did not believe that Fort 
Langley was the place for me...then I would have quit because it was a lot of work to jump through the 
hoops for the Township. 

Commercial development along 200 St. coupled with more higher-income housing in the Willoughby 
area is crucial to my business.  High density housing should be centralized in the core areas to reduce 
congestion and allow better use of transit. 

I would love to be able to drive to shopping places in Langley without spending 20 minutes waiting in 
traffic snarls and at red lights.  Because of frustration with traffic particularly in central Langley, I often 
choose to shop in Aldergrove or Abbotsford. 

I see a thriving job sector, easy access to all core job opportunities to all residents via a robust transit 
system.  I see new affordable housing projects.  Incentive programs for buying local produce and 
agriculture products... a vibrant Township of Langley 
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Relook at the examples of Art within city.  Try and improve number of trains travelling through the city. 

Secure water supply; increased support of agriculture (suggest you read Jeff Rubin's book "Why Your 
World is about to get a Whole Lot Smaller". 

We would like to see less red tape and more incentives for new businesses.  The way the Township runs 
things now makes it very difficult for new businesses to even afford to make a go of it.  Stop ridiculous 
increases in taxes for the sake of saying that it will improve or maintain services.  As a previous resident 
of Alberta, we find the services provided by the Township sadly lacking for such high taxes.  Make the 
Township worth what we're being taxed for! 

The Township would support the expansion of good sustainable businesses in the Township but do it 
with consultation with the different business sectors not by edict from staff that has no idea of how a 
particular sector works. 

Make Langley a place to locate and do business.  Offer the incentives necessary to attract and maintain 
solid employers.  Reduce property taxes. 

Concentrate on using tax dollars for infrastructure over recreation. 

Work towards redevelopment of downtown Aldergrove and create a tourism hub in Fort Langley. 

Issuing building permits without planning infrastructure is backwards.  Get back to basics in planning. 

Be a leader in practical energy efficient design, education and incentives. 

It should be a mixture of residential and agricultural lands and a central place where Vancouver can 
meet with the Fraser Valley to exchange business.  Higher density homes should be built and ALR lands 
should be preserved to a degree. 

Amalgamation; more professional council; improved image of our area; larger residential building lots; 
maintain green space; more schools to support influx of population; continue fighting for train. 

Sustainable, environmentally conscious growth.  My opinion is that we are headed for very difficult 
times globally in the future ... lack of food and water for example.  Thus we should be taking steps now 
to prepare for the future and set an example for other communities. 

Expand commercial and industrial land base for future development opportunities.  The shortage of 
these lands is creating high land values.  Get your tax base in line.  You're forcing businesses out of the 
community.  Wake up. 

Amalgamation. 

I would like to see more diversity, something for business yes but not forget we need to keep our 
environment balanced for families as well as the poor and marginal.  I love the Fort but I feel it’s a fight 
to keep it comfortable but still ok for business. 

Transportation barriers and the ALR have created a community of small communities.  There are 
synergies gained through linking them into a  productive large community.  Focus on links to build one 
strong Township. 

Sorry, if I had a vision I would be running for council office. 

To maintain the agricultural component of 77% and densify the urban core more.  Create transport 
systems with Surrey out to Chilliwack not north. 
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8.0 Establishment Counts In Township of Langley, 2008 

    
Number of Employees 

 

Total 
(A) Ind. (B) 

Sub          
(A - B) 1-4 5-9 9-19 20-49 50-99 

100-
199 

200-
499 500 + 

Total 9041 4899 4142 2295 825 498 328 116 50 22 8 

1111 -  Oilseed and Grain Farming 9 6 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1112 -  Vegetable and Melon Farming 13 5 8 3 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 

1113 -  Fruit and Tree Nut Farming 31 15 16 11 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 

1114 -  Greenhouse, Nursery, and Floriculture 
 Production 95 38 57 14 11 15 9 6 2 0 0 

1119 -  Other Crop Farming 28 17 11 3 3 1 3 1 0 0 0 

1121 -  Cattle Ranching and Farming 54 29 25 15 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 

1122 -  Hog and Pig Farming 5 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1123 - Poultry and Egg Production 67 32 35 28 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 

1124 -  Sheep and Goat Farming 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1125 -  Aquaculture 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1129 -  Other Animal Production 75 42 33 26 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 

1131 -  Timber Tract Operations 5 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1132 -  Forest Nurseries and Gathering of Forest  
 Products 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1133 - Logging 36 26 10 7 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

1141 -  Fishing 32 25 7 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1142 -  Hunting and Trapping 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1151 -  Support Activities for Crop Production 17 9 8 0 0 4 3 1 0 0 0 

1152 -  Support Activities for Animal Production 32 16 16 9 4 2 0 1 0 0 0 

1153 -  Support Activities for Forestry 3 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2111 -  Oil and Gas Extraction 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2121 -  Coal Mining 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2122 -  Metal Ore Mining 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2123 -  Non-Metallic Mineral Mining and Quarrying 3 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

2131 -  Support Activities for Mining and Oil and Gas 
 Extraction 12 10 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2211 -  Electric Power Generation, Transmission, and  
 Distribution 5 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2212 -  Natural Gas Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2213 -  Water, Sewage, and Other Systems 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2361 -  Residential Construction 418 274 144 105 23 5 9 1 1 0 0 

2362 -  Non-residential Building Construction 111 61 50 28 6 8 6 2 0 0 0 

2371 -  Utility Systems Construction 27 6 21 7 7 4 2 0 1 0 0 

2372 -  Land Subdivision 156 136 20 10 5 2 1 2 0 0 0 

2373 -  Highway, Street, and Bridge Construction 20 7 13 4 2 0 1 5 1 0 0 

2379 -  Other Heavy and Civil Engineering Construction 9 4 5 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 
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Number of Employees 

 

Total 
(A) Ind. (B) 

Sub          
(A - B) 1-4 5-9 9-19 20-49 50-99 

100-
199 

200-
499 500 + 

2381 -  Foundation, Structure, and Building Exterior 
 Contractors 245 123 122 58 34 19 10 1 0 0 0 

2382 -  Building Equipment Contractors 243 100 143 85 39 11 7 1 0 0 0 

2383 -  Building Finishing Contractors 283 198 85 50 17 10 6 2 0 0 0 

2389 -  Other Specialty Trade Contractors 221 110 111 70 26 9 2 4 0 0 0 

3111 -  Animal Food Manufacturing 5 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3112 -  Grain and Oilseed Milling 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3113 -  Sugar and Confectionery Product Manufacturing 4 1 3 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

3114 -  Fruit and Vegetable Preserving and Specialty 
 Food Manufacturing 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3115 -  Dairy Product Manufacturing 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3116 -  Meat Product Manufacturing 6 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 

3117 -  Seafood Product Preparation and Packaging 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3118 -  Bakeries and Tortilla Manufacturing 5 0 5 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 

3119 -  Other Food Manufacturing 4 1 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3121 -  Beverage Manufacturing 9 5 4 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3122 -  Tobacco Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3131 -  Fibre, Yarn, and Thread Mills 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3132 -  Fabric Mills 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3133 -  Textile and Fabric Finishing and Fabric Coating 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3141 -  Textile Furnishings Mills 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3149 -  Other Textile Product Mills 8 4 4 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 

3151 -  Clothing Knitting Mills 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3152 -  Cut and Sew Clothing Manufacturing 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3159 -  Clothing Accessories and Other Clothing 
 Manufacturing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3161 -  Leather and Hide Tanning and Finishing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3162 -  Footwear Manufacturing 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3169 -  Other Leather and Allied Product Manufacturing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3211 -  Sawmills and Wood Preservation 13 6 7 4 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 

3212 -  Veneer, Plywood, and Engineered Wood Product 
 Manufacturing 3 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3219 -  Other Wood Product Manufacturing 34 8 26 7 5 5 4 3 1 1 0 

3221 -  Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard Mills 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3222 -  Converted Paper Product Manufacturing 4 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

3231 -  Printing and Related Support Activities 21 10 11 5 0 2 3 0 1 0 0 

3241 -  Petroleum and Coal Product Manufacturing 3 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3251 -  Basic Chemical Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3252 -  Resin, Synthetic Rubber, and Artificial and 
 Synthetic Fibres and Filaments Manufacturing 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3253 -  Pesticide, Fertilizer, and Other Agricultural 
 Chemical Manufacturing 3 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
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Number of Employees 

 

Total 
(A) Ind. (B) 

Sub          
(A - B) 1-4 5-9 9-19 20-49 50-99 

100-
199 

200-
499 500 + 

3254 -  Pharmaceutical and Medicine Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3255 -  Paint, Coating, and Adhesive Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3256 -  Soap, Cleaning Compound, and Toilet 
 Preparation Manufacturing 4 1 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3259 -  Other Chemical Product Manufacturing 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3261 -  Plastic Product Manufacturing 24 4 20 2 1 2 7 3 3 2 0 

3262 -  Rubber Product Manufacturing 4 0 4 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3271 -  Clay Product and Refractory Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3272 -  Glass and Glass Product Manufacturing 5 3 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

3273 -  Cement and Concrete Product Manufacturing 12 2 10 0 3 1 5 1 0 0 0 

3274 -  Lime and Gypsum Product Manufacturing 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3279 -  Other Non-Metallic Mineral Product  
  Manufacturing 5 1 4 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 

3311 -  Iron and Steel Mills and Ferro-Alloy 
 Manufacturing 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3312 -  Steel Product Manufacturing from Purchased 
 Steel 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3313 -  Alumina and Aluminum Production and 
 Processing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3314 -  Non-Ferrous Metal (except Aluminum) 
Production  and Processing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3315 -  Foundries 4 0 4 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 

3321 -  Forging and Stamping 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3322 -  Cutlery and Hand Tool Manufacturing 4 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
3323 -  Architectural and Structural Metals 
Manufacturing 25 9 16 0 1 6 4 2 3 0 0 

3324 -  Boiler, Tank, and Shipping Container  
  Manufacturing 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3325 -  Hardware Manufacturing 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3326 -  Spring and Wire Product Manufacturing 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3327 -  Machine Shops, Turned Product, and Screw, 
 Nut, and Bolt Manufacturing 17 3 14 4 2 4 1 3 0 0 0 

3328 -  Coating, Engraving, Heat Treating, and Allied 
 Activities 3 0 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

3329 -  Other Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing 13 4 9 5 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3331 -  Agricultural, Construction, and Mining 
Machinery  Manufacturing 7 3 4 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 

3332 -  Industrial Machinery Manufacturing 9 2 7 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3333 -  Commercial and Service Industry Machinery 
 Manufacturing 7 3 4 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 

3334 -  Ventilation, Heating, Air-Conditioning, and 
 Commercial Refrigeration Equipment Man. 4 1 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

3335 -  Metalworking Machinery Manufacturing 6 3 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3336 -  Engine, Turbine, and Power Transmission  
  Equipment Manufacturing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Number of Employees 

 

Total 
(A) Ind. (B) 

Sub          
(A - B) 1-4 5-9 9-19 20-49 50-99 

100-
199 

200-
499 500 + 

3339 -  Other General-Purpose Machinery 
Manufacturing 7 3 4 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

3341 -  Computer and Peripheral Equipment 
 Manufacturing 4 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3342 -  Communications Equipment Manufacturing 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3343 -  Audio and Video Equipment Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3344 -  Semiconductor and Other Electronic Component 
 Manufacturing 3 0 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

3345 -  Navigational, Measuring, Medical, and Control 
 Instruments Manufacturing 5 1 4 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3346 -  Manufacturing and Reproducing Magnetic and 
 Optical Media 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3351 -  Electric Lighting Equipment Manufacturing 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3352 -  Household Appliance Manufacturing 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3353 -  Electrical Equipment Manufacturing 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

3359 -  Other Electrical Equipment and Component 
 Manufacturing 5 1 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3361 -  Motor Vehicle Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3362 -  Motor Vehicle Body and Trailer Manufacturing 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

3363 -  Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3364 -  Aerospace Product and Parts Manufacturing 5 2 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

3365 -  Railroad Rolling Stock Manufacturing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3366 -  Ship and Boat Building 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3369 -  Other Transportation Equipment Manufacturing 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3371 -  Household and Institutional Furniture and 
Kitchen  Cabinet Manufacturing 24 8 16 6 3 4 3 0 0 0 0 

3372 -  Office Furniture (including Fixtures) 
 Manufacturing 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3379 - Other Furniture-Related Product Manufacturing 3 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3391 - Medical Equipment and Supplies Manufacturing 11 6 5 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

3399 -  Other Miscellaneous Manufacturing 49 17 32 15 9 3 3 1 0 1 0 

4111 -  Farm Product Wholesaler-Distributors 22 13 9 1 3 0 4 0 1 0 0 

4121 -  Petroleum Product Wholesaler-Distributors 5 2 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4131 -  Food Wholesaler-Distributors 46 15 31 11 6 6 3 3 2 0 0 

4132 -  Beverage Wholesaler-Distributors 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4133 -  Cigarette and Tobacco Product Wholesaler-
 Distributors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4141 -  Textile, Clothing, and Footwear Wholesaler- 
 Distributors 10 8 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4142 -  Home Entertainment Equipment and Household 
 Appliance Wholesaler-Distributors 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4143 -  Home Furnishings Wholesaler-Distributors 11 9 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4144 -  Personal Goods Wholesaler-Distributors 29 12 17 8 5 2 2 0 0 0 0 
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Total 
(A) Ind. (B) 

Sub          
(A - B) 1-4 5-9 9-19 20-49 50-99 

100-
199 

200-
499 500 + 

4145 -  Pharmaceuticals, Toiletries, Cosmetics, and 
 Sundries Wholesaler-Distributors 7 4 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

4151 -  Motor Vehicle Wholesaler-Distributors 15 6 9 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 

4152 -  New Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories 
 Wholesaler-Distributors 25 5 20 8 2 5 5 0 0 0 0 

4153 -  Used Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories  
  Wholesaler-Distributors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4161 -  Electrical, Plumbing, Heating and Air-
 Conditioning Equip and Supplies Wholesaler-
 Distributors 19 3 16 6 3 2 3 1 1 0 0 

4162 -  Metal Service Centres 12 2 10 3 2 2 2 1 0 0   

4163 -  Lumber, Millwork, Hardware, and Other 
Building  Supplies Wholesaler-Distributors 80 28 52 23 9 10 6 3 1 0 0 

4171 -  Farm, Lawn, and Garden Machinery and 
 Equipment Wholesaler-Distributors 7 1 6 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 
4172 -  Construction, Forestry, Mining, and Industrial  
 Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies 
Wholesaler- Distributors 59 19 40 17 12 5 2 1 3 0 0 

4173 -  Computer and Communications Equipment and 
 Supplies Wholesaler-Distributors 17 9 8 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4179 - Other Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies 
 Wholesaler-Distributors 24 11 13 10 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4181 - Recyclable Material Wholesaler-Distributors 23 13 10 4 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 

4182 - Paper, Paper Product, and Disposable Plastic 
 Product Wholesaler-Distributors 3 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4183 -  Agricultural Supplies Wholesaler-Distributors 16 7 9 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

4184 -  Chemical (except Agricultural) and Allied 
Product  Wholesaler-Distributors 8 2 6 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 

4189 -  Other Miscellaneous Wholesaler-Distributors 63 38 25 15 6 2 2 0 0 0 0 

4191 -  Wholesale Electronic Markets and Agents and 
 Brokers 49 24 25 17 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 

4411 -  Automobile Dealers 12 9 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4412 -  Other Motor Vehicle Dealers 10 5 5 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 

4413 -  Automotive Parts, Accessories, and Tire Stores 29 15 14 5 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 

4421 -  Furniture Stores 8 1 7 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4422 -  Home Furnishings Stores 21 4 17 9 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 

4431 -  Electronics and Appliance Stores 41 18 23 11 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 

4441 -  Building Material and Supplies Dealers 32 9 23 7 9 4 2 0 0 1 0 

4442 -  Lawn and Garden Equipment and Supplies 
 Stores 20 7 13 4 6 1 2 0 0 0 0 

4451 - Grocery Stores 36 10 26 9 4 3 2 3 3 2 0 

4452 -  Specialty Food Stores 41 12 29 13 5 9 2 0 0 0 0 

4453 -  Beer, Wine, and Liquor Stores 10 0 10 0 1 2 5 1 1 0 0 

4461 -  Health and Personal Care Stores 63 12 51 17 22 6 6 0 0 0 0 

4471 -  Gasoline Stations 48 23 25 3 11 9 2 0 0 0 0 

4481 -  Clothing Stores 49 10 39 10 19 8 1 0 1 0 0 
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4482 -  Shoe Stores 9 1 8 1 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 

4483 -  Jewellery, Luggage, and Leather Goods Stores 17 6 11 3 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 

4511 -  Sporting Goods, Hobby, and Musical Instrument 
 Stores 35 13 22 5 7 7 2 1 0 0 0 

4512 -  Book, Periodical, and Music Stores 4 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4521 -  Department Stores 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 

4529 -  Other General Merchandise Stores 20 5 15 9 1 2 0 0 2 1 0 

4531 -  Florists 11 5 6 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4532 -  Office Supplies, Stationery, and Gift Stores 16 7 9 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 

4533 -  Used Merchandise Stores 5 2 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4539 -  Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers 45 20 25 21 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4541 -  Electronic Shopping and Mail-Order Houses 10 8 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4542 -  Vending Machine Operators 4 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4543 -  Direct Selling Establishments 18 10 8 5 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

4811 -  Scheduled Air Transportation 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4812 -  Non-Scheduled Air Transportation 9 4 5 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4821 -  Rail Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4831 -  Deep Sea, Coastal, and Great Lakes Water  
 Transportation 5 2 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4832 -  Inland Water Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4841 -  General Freight Trucking 294 176 118 81 21 6 7 1 1 1 0 

4842 -  Specialized Freight Trucking 175 74 101 65 17 13 4 1 1 0 0 

4851 -  Urban Transit Systems 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4852 -  Interurban and Rural Bus Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4853 -  Taxi and Limousine Service 5 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4854 -  School and Employee Bus Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4855 -  Charter Bus Industry 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4859 -  Other Transit and Ground Passenger 
 Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4861 -  Pipeline Transportation of Crude Oil 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4862 -  Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4869 -  Other Pipeline Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4871 -  Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation, Land 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4872 -  Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation, Water 7 5 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4879 -  Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation, Other 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4881 -  Support Activities for Air Transportation 18 10 8 4 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 

4882 -  Support Activities for Rail Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4883 -  Support Activities for Water Transportation 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4884 -  Support Activities for Road Transportation 26 10 16 4 6 2 2 1 1 0 0 

4885 -  Freight Transportation Arrangement 17 10 7 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4889 -  Other Support Activities for Transportation 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Total 
(A) Ind. (B) 

Sub          
(A - B) 1-4 5-9 9-19 20-49 50-99 

100-
199 

200-
499 500 + 

4911 -  Postal Service 3 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4921 -  Couriers 11 9 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4922 -  Local Messengers and Local Delivery 11 9 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

4931 -  Warehousing and Storage 21 10 11 4 2 3 1 0 1 0 0 

5111 -  Newspaper, Periodical, Book, and Database 
 Publishers 6 3 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 

5112 -  Software Publishers 6 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5121 -  Motion Picture and Video Industries 37 28 9 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

5122 -  Sound Recording Industries 7 5 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5151 -  Radio and Television Broadcasting 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5152 -  Pay and Specialty Television 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5171 -  Wired Telecommunications Carriers 3 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5172 -  Wireless Telecommunications Carriers (except  
 satellite) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5174 -  Satellite Telecommunications 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5179 -  Other Telecommunications 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5182 -  Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services 6 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5191 -  Other Information Services 4 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5211 -  Monetary Authorities - Central Bank 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5221 -  Depository Credit Intermediation 12 0 12 1 1 2 5 2 0 0 1 

5222 -  Non-Depository Credit Intermediation 28 19 9 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5223 -  Activities Related to Credit Intermediation 18 7 11 8 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 

5231 -  Securities and Commodity Contracts 
 Intermediation and Brokerage 12 7 5 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5232 - Securities and Commodity Exchanges 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5239 -  Other Financial Investment Activities 312 259 53 45 3 2 1 1 0 0 1 

5241 -  Insurance Carriers 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5242 - Agencies, Brokerages, and Other Insurance 
 Related Activities 39 7 32 19 8 3 0 0 2 0 0 

5261 -  Pension Funds 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5269 -  Other Funds and Financial Vehicles 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5311 -  Lessors of Real Estate 378 322 56 42 8 2 2 1 1 0 0 

5312 -  Offices of Real Estate Agents and Brokers 280 248 32 27 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5313 -  Activities Related to Real Estate 97 74 23 16 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 

5321 -  Automotive Equipment Rental and Leasing 24 19 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5322 -  Consumer Goods Rental 18 12 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5323 -  General Rental Centres 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5324 -  Commercial and Industrial Machinery, and 
 Equipment Rental and Leasing 46 31 15 11 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 

5331 -  Lessors of Non-Financial Intangible Assets 
 (except copyrighted works) 4 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5411 -  Legal Services 64 35 29 19 5 4 1 0 0 0 0 
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5412 - Accounting, Tax Preparation, Bookkeeping, and 
 Payroll Services 148 88 60 42 8 7 3 0 0 0 0 

5413 -  Architectural, Engineering, and Related Services 142 79 63 45 7 5 4 2 0 0 0 

5414 -  Specialized Design Services 52 32 20 17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5415 -  Computer Systems Design and Related Services 129 81 48 40 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 

5416 - Management, Scientific, and Technical 
 Consulting Services 270 193 77 67 6 2 2 0 0 0 0 

5417 -  Scientific Research and Development Services 14 9 5 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 

5418 -  Advertising, Public Relations, and Related  
 Services 37 26 11 8 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 

5419 -  Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical 
 Services 92 50 42 21 14 5 2 0 0 0 0 

5511 -  Management of Companies and Enterprises 420 326 94 67 9 8 4 3 1 2 0 

5611 -  Office Administrative Services 76 42 34 21 3 7 2 0 0 1 0 

5612 -  Facilities Support Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5613 -  Employment Services 11 6 5 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

5614 -  Business Support Services 22 13 9 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

5615 -  Travel Arrangement and Reservation Services 18 9 9 7 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5616 -  Investigation and Security Services 23 13 10 7 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5617 -  Services to Buildings and Dwellings 200 96 104 61 20 15 7 1 0 0 0 

5619 -  Other Support Services 45 34 11 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5621 - Waste Collection 18 5 13 8 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 

5622 - Waste Treatment and Disposal 7 2 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5629 -  Remediation and Other Waste Management 
 Services 4 1 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6111 - Elementary and Secondary Schools 7 1 6 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 

6112 -  Community Colleges and C.E.G.E.P.s 4 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6113 -  Universities 3 0 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

6114 -  Business Schools and Computer and 
 Management Training 13 8 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6115 -  Technical and Trade Schools 7 1 6 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6116 -  Other Schools and Instruction 60 28 32 16 9 4 3 0 0 0 0 

6117 -  Educational Support Services 6 2 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6211 -  Offices of Physicians 107 9 98 72 18 6 2 0 0 0 0 

6212 -  Offices of Dentists 48 5 43 12 14 15 2 0 0 0 0 

6213 -  Offices of Other Health Practitioners 59 15 44 33 9 2 0 0 0 0 0 

6214 -  Out-Patient Care Centres 16 9 7 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6215 -  Medical and Diagnostic Laboratories 6 2 4 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

6216 -  Home Health Care Services 6 3 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6219 -  Other Ambulatory Health Care Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6221 -  General Medical and Surgical Hospitals 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

6222 -  Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Hospitals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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6223 -  Specialty (except psychiatric and substance 
 abuse) Hospitals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6231 -  Nursing Care Facilities 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

6232 - Residential Developmental Handicap, Mental 
 Health, and Substance Abuse Facilities 5 0 5 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 

6233 -  Community Care Facilities for the Elderly 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

6239 -  Other Residential Care Facilities 3 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6241 -  Individual and Family Services 17 8 9 6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

6242 -  Community Food and Housing, and Emergency 
 and Other Relief Services 3 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6243 -  Vocational Rehabilitation Services 5 2 3 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

6244 -  Child Day-Care Services 29 2 27 15 6 2 3 1 0 0 0 

7111 -  Performing Arts Companies 6 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

7112 -  Spectator Sports 27 17 10 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7113 -  Promoters (presenters) of Performing Arts, Sports 
 and Similar Events 6 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7114 - Agents and Managers for Artists, Athletes, 
 Entertainers, and Other Public Figures 4 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7115 -  Independent Artists, Writers, and Performers 36 28 8 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7121 -  Heritage Institutions 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

7131 -  Amusement Parks and Arcades 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

7132 -  Gambling Industries 6 3 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7139 -  Other Amusement and Recreation Industries 44 17 27 7 5 6 5 4 0 0 0 

7211 -  Traveller Accommodation 13 5 8 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 

7212 -  RV (Recreational Vehicle) Parks and 
 Recreational Camps 8 2 6 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 

7213 -  Rooming and Boarding Houses 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7221 -  Full-Service Restaurants 97 17 80 14 21 17 20 6 2 0 0 

7222 -  Limited-Service Eating Places 103 25 78 15 19 20 8 13 2 1 0 

7223 -  Special Food Services 11 5 6 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 

7224 -  Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages) 15 3 12 1 1 0 8 2 0 0 0 

8111 -  Automotive Repair and Maintenance 138 60 78 42 22 11 3 0 0 0 0 

8112 -  Electronic and Precision Equipment Repair and 
 Maintenance 20 14 6 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
8113 -  Commercial and Industrial Machinery and 
 Equipment (except automotive and electronic) 
 Repair and Maintenance 81 47 34 19 10 3 2 0 0 0 0 

8114 -  Personal and Household Goods Repair and 
 Maintenance 42 23 19 14 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 

8121 -  Personal Care Services 85 32 53 25 18 4 4 1 0 1 0 

8122 -  Funeral Services 5 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

8123 -  Dry Cleaning and Laundry Services 15 11 4 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

8129 -  Other Personal Services 30 17 13 7 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 

8131 -  Religious Organizations 62 1 61 42 15 2 2 0 0 0 0 
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8132 -  Grant-Making and Giving Services 3 0 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8133 -  Social Advocacy Organizations 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8134 -  Civic and Social Organizations 9 1 8 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 

8139 -  Business, Professional, Labour, and Other 
 Membership Organizations 19 11 8 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 

8141 -  Private Households 107 6 101 96 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 

9111 -  Defence Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9112 -  Federal Protective Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9113 -  Federal Labour, Employment, and Immigration 
 Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9114 -  Foreign Affairs and International Assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9119 -  Other Federal Government Public 
Administration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9121 -  Provincial Protective Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9122 -  Provincial Labour and Employment Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9129 -  Other Provincial and Territorial Public 
 Administration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9131 -  Municipal Protective Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9139 -  Other Local, Municipal, and Regional Public 
 Administration 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

9141 -  Aboriginal Public Administration 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

9191 -  International and Other Extra-Territorial Public 
 Administration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source:  Statistics Canada (June 2008) 
Note: Ind. – Indeterminate 
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9.0 Government Economic Development Programs 

Table 21 Selected Provincial Business and Economic Development Programming 

Trade and Investment Division of the Ministry of Tourism, Trade, and Investment 

Asia-Pacific Business Centre 
 
604.660.9727 
trade.britishcolumbia.ca 
 

The Asia-Pacific Centre is: 
• A hub to develop trade, investment, and research, 

and development opportunities between BC and Asia 
• A first point of contact for BC-based businesses 

looking for strategic marketing intelligence, referrals, 
and information on doing business in Asia 

• A resource to help investors and business from Asia 
to connect to opportunities in BC 

• A capacity-building resource for BC companies in 
going international 

 
British Columbia Trade and 
Investment Representatives 
 
604.660.9727 
trade.britishcolumbia.ca 
 

BC’s trade and investment representatives promote BC as a 
destination for investment, a partner for trade and innovation, 
as well as showcasing BC products and resources.  BC’s trade 
and investment representatives are located in U.K., Germany, 
South Korea, Japan, China, India, and California. 
 

India Global Business Accelerator  
 
India Desk in Vancouver 
 
Michael Nicholas  604.775.2144 
 
Amardeep Gill  604.775.2133 
 
trade.britishcolumbia.ca 
 

In 2010, British Columbia launched the Global Business 
Accelerator at its trade and investment office in Bangalore, 
India’s Silicon Valley.  In addition to providing physical space 
for BC companies to conduct business, the accelerator 
provides invaluable local business connections and 
development advice from the BC trade and investment team 
including:  dedicated office space and meeting rooms; 
telephone, wireless internet, and office support; finance and 
banking guidance; assistance with finding local longer-term 
accommodation; matchmaking with potential partners, 
distributors, strategic partners, joint ventures; cross cultural 
and negotiation assistance; India market-entry strategy 
advice; advice on local communications and branding best 
practices; and strategic business plan advice. 
 

Forestry Innovation Investment Ltd. 
 
604.685.7507  
bcfii.ca 
 

Forestry Innovation Investment (FII) is a provincial agency 
that promotes the BC’s forest practices and products around 
the world.  Key programs include: 

• China Market Development – working with industry 
and the federal government to rapidly expand sales in 
China 

• Wood First – making BC wood the first choice for 
construction, interior design, and daily living 

Investment in BC forest sector – highlights investment 
opportunities in BC forestry sector 

 

British Columbia Provincial Nominee The BC PNP accelerates the permanent resident application 

http://www.trade.britishcolubmia.ca/�
http://www.trade.britishcolubmia.ca/�
http://www.trade.britishcolubmia.ca/�
http://www.bcfii.ca/�
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Program (BC PNP) 
 
BC Provincial Nominee Program 
730 – 999 Canada Place 
Vancouver, BC 
 
604.775.2227 
welcomebc.ca 
 

process for skilled and/or experienced workers, experienced 
business persons, and their family members who want to 
settle in BC permanently.  It is administered on behalf of the 
Province of BC by the Ministry of Regional Economic and 
Skills Development in collaboration with Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada (CMC). 
 
Applicants can apply to the BC PNP under one of two 
categories: 

• Strategic occupations – which helps employers recruit 
or retain qualified foreign workers to help meet 
current and future labour needs 

• Business Immigration – considers applications from 
experienced business entrepreneurs who plan to 
invest in/actively manage an eligible business in BC 

 

Table 22 Selected Federal Government Business and Economic Development Programming 

Business Development Bank of 
Canada (BDC) 
 
#160, 10362 King George Boulevard 
Surrey, BC 
 
604.586.2400 
bdc.ca 
  

The BDC helps create and develop Canadian businesses 
through building business capacity: 

• Financing – l-t loans for projects and working capital 
• Consulting services – consulting services focused on 

planning and management, market development 
assistance, improving efficiency, human resource 
development, product marketing, and innovation 

• Subordinate Financing – hybrid debt/equity financing 
• Venture Capital – direct and indirect investments in 

high technology companies 
There are over 100 offices across Canada with the BDC 
focusing on small businesses in manufacturing, exporting, 
innovation, and knowledge based industries.  Also, the BDC 
pays particular attention to start-ups, innovators, fast growth 
companies, manufacturers, and exporters focusing on 
entrepreneurs who are working to commercialize the fruits of 
R&D to create innovative products and global companies. 
  

Canadian Commercial Corporation 
(CCC) 
 
613.996.0034 
Toll-free in Canada:  1.800.748.8191 
ccc.ca 
 

CCC is a Crown corporation of the Government of Canada 
and acts as Canada’s international contracting and 
procurement agency.  It focuses on helping foreign 
government buyers benefit from Canada’s export capabilities 
through the negotiation and execution of government-to-
government contracts.  Foreign government buyers benefit 
from CCC’s procurement approach by: 

• expedited access to qualified Canadian suppliers 
• timely, cost-effective, rigorous, and transparent 

process 
• network of unique relationships to build the right 

solutions 
• strong contracting and procurement expertise 

 
Export Development Canada (EDC) EDC is Canada's export credit agency offering innovative 

http://www.welcomebc.ca/�
http://www.bdc.ca/�
http://www.ccc.ca/�
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Regional Office – Vancouver 
 
604.638.6950 
edc.ca 
 

financing, insurance, and risk management solutions to help 
Canadian exporters and investors expand their international 
business.  Key services include: 

• financing solutions for Canadian companies 
• financing solutions for Foreign companies 
• bonding solutions for Canadian companies 
• introduction to customer/credit information 

 

Industry Canada 
 
#2000, 300 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, BC 
 
604.666.5000 
ic.gc.ca 
 
 

Industry Canada’s mandate is to help make Canadian 
industry more productive and competitive in the global 
economy.  The many activities that Industry Canada carries 
out are organized  around three strategic outcomes including: 

• advancing the Canadian marketplace to ensure it is 
efficient and competitive 

• foresting science and technology, knowledge and 
innovation to ensure they are effective drivers of a 
strong Canadian economy 

• supporting businesses competitiveness ensuring  they 
continue to be sustainable wealth creation 

 

National Research Council of Canada 
(NRC) 
 
General Enquiry Office 
Toll Free in Canada:  1.877.672.2672 
nrc-cnrc.gc.ca 
 

The NRC is the Government of Canada's premier 
organization for research and development.  NRC comprises 
more than 20 institutes and national programs, spanning a 
wide variety of disciplines and offering a broad array of 
services.  Located in every province of Canada, NRC plays a 
major role in stimulating community-based innovation.  NRC 
institutes and programs are organized into five key areas: 

• life sciences 
• physical sciences 
• engineering 
• technology and industry support 
• corporate management 

 

Western Economic Diversification 
Canada (WD) 
 
700, 333 Seymour Street 
Vancouver, BC 
 
604.666.6256 
wd.gc.ca 
 

WD works to strengthen western innovation, business 
development, and community economic development.  To 
achieve this, WD receives an annual allocation for grants and 
contributions that support a wide range of programs 
responding to Western Canada’s development needs and 
priorities.  Primarily this is achieved through: 

• Partnership Agreements – delivered in partnerships 
with other levels of government  such as the global 
business accelerator as outlined above 

• Direct Agreements – projects supported directly by 
WD to eligible groups that includes universities and 
other academic institutions, research institutes, 
industry associations, and other not-for-profit orgs 

• National Agreements – this includes several programs 
including the Recreational Infrastructure Canada, 
Community Adjustment Fund, Economic 
Development Initiative, Infrastructure Canada 
Program, Municipal Rural Infrastructure Fund, and 
Building Canada Fund 

 
 
 

http://www.edc.ca/�
http://www.ic.gc.ca/�
http://www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/�
http://www.wd.gc.ca/�
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1.0 Introduction 
As part of the research background for a new Economic Development Strategy for the 
Township of Langley, Lions Gate Consulting together with G.P. Rollo & Associates provided 
the following industrial land analysis: 
 

• Township of Langley industrial land inventory review 
o total supply 
o total vacant lands 
o review of previous employment lands study 
o inventory compared to Metro Vancouver 
o historical absorption 

• Review of current land use in the Township of Langley based on North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS) Canada codes 

• Pricing of available industrial land in Langley compared to nearby jurisdictions 
• Trends in industrial land development 

o review land use trends of economic sectors using industrial lands 
o interview stakeholders 

• Review recent developments 
• Assess potential lands for removal from Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) 

o review soil quality data 
o prioritize lands for removal from ALR 
o discuss ALC criteria for removing lands from ALR 
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2.0 Industrial Lands in Township of Langley 
2.1 Overview of Industrial Lands 
According to data provided by the Township of Langley, the Township has approximately 1605 
acres of industrial land (Figure 1). 

Industrial land in the Township is divided between the following neighbourhoods: 

• Aldergrove 
• Fort Langley 
• Gloucester 
• Murrayville 
• Walnut Grove 
• Willoughby 
• other areas 

(See the map on the following page.) 

Figure 1: Industrially Zoned Lands, 2010 

Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township 

 

The area with the largest amount of industrially zoned land is Walnut Grove with almost 755 
acres of land.  Gloucester is the second most important area for industrial land with just over 
500 acres of land. 

The remaining neighbourhoods combine for just over 346 acres of industrial land. 
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Township of Langley by Statistical Area 
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Gloucester and Walnut Grove dominate in terms of built industrial space, both having over 6 
million square feet of built area as shown in Figure 2.  The neighbourhood with the third largest 
amount of built industrial space is Willoughby. 

 

Figure 2: Built Area on Industrial Land, 2010 

 

Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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2.2 Vacant Land in Industrial Areas 
Figure 3 displays BC Assessment data showing locations where sites are unimproved or have 
very low value improvements to determine the total area of vacant lands.  Satellite images were 
also used to determine unused lands in industrial areas. 

 

Figure 3: Vacant Land in Industrial Areas, 2010 

 

Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township 

 

Figure 3 displays the vacant land within industrial areas.  Some vacant lands may not be 
currently zoned for industrial use, however, they are found within one of the Township’s 
industrial neighbourhoods.  Gloucester has over 152 acres (6.6 million square feet) of vacant 
land; Walnut Grove has over 120 acres (5.2 million square feet). 
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2.3 Langley Inventory Compared to Metro Vancouver 
Historical statistics tracking absorption and built area of industrial space in Metro Vancouver 
have typically combined the Township of Langley with the City of Langley.  With the 
Township’s much larger land base, it can be assumed the data does reflect reality for the 
Township. 

 

Figure 4: Industrial Space (sq ft) & Vacancy (%) in Metro Vancouver, 2010 

 

Source:  Colliers International Industrial Reports 

 

Figure 4 above displays the historical growth of industrial space in Metro Vancouver, as well as 
the vacancy rate for industrial space. 

After 2007, the effects of the recession can be seen with an increased vacancy rate and smaller 
increase in new space in 2010.  The lower vacancy rate in 2010 should be considered as 
mirroring the improved economy. 
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Figure 5 below displays the total industrial square footage by municipality (Langley includes 
both the Township and the City). 

 

Figure 5: Industrial Space by Municipality in Metro Vancouver, 2000 and 2010 

 

Source:  Colliers International Industrial Reports 

 

During the past decade, industrial space in the Langleys (City and Township) more than 
doubled the highest percentage increase of any municipalities shown. 
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Figure 6 below compares each municipality’s industrial floor space as a percentage of total 
industrial built space in Metro Vancouver. 

 

Figure 6: Industrial Space by Municipality as Percent of Metro Vancouver Total, 2000 and 
2010 

 

Source:  Colliers International Industrial Reports 

 

During the past decade, the Langleys (City and Township combined) increased their share of 
the total Metro Vancouver industrial inventory by 151 basis points, the highest amount of any 
municipality shown. 
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2.4 Langley’s Historical Absorption 
The absorption of industrial space within Langley (Township and City combined) is presented 
in Figure 7.  The cycle of industrial development in Langley has followed periods of economic 
growth within the lower mainland, as 1998, 2002, and 2009 followed years where economic 
growth slowed. 

 

Figure 7: Absorption of Industrial Space in Langley (City and Township), 1998 to 2010 

 

Source:  Colliers International Industrial Reports 

 

According to the data compiled by Colliers International, 2007 saw the largest amount of 
industrial development in the Langleys (City and Township combined) with just under 875,000 
square feet of new industrial space absorbed. 
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3.0 Industrial Land Use by the North American Industrial 
Classification System (NAICS) Code 

The North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) has been used by the US, Mexico, 
and Canada since 1997 to classify businesses.  The NAICS numbering system uses a six-digit 
number code to classify all types of businesses.  BC Assessment Authority links NAICS codes to 
property addresses, which has allowed this study to track current industrial land uses within 
the Township. 

3.1 Township of Langley Top Land Uses 
Figure 8 reconfigures the data from Figure 2 and displays the largest business categories based 
on usage of industrial building space in the Township. 
 

Figure 8: Total Industrial Building Space by Category, 2010 

 

Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township 

 

Figure 8 highlights the categories using the largest amount of building area in industrial lands is 
the construction, manufacturing, and distribution sectors, respectively. 
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3.2 Top Industrial Land Uses by Statistical Area 
The Township has distinct industrial zones which could attract different types of businesses.  
The industrial zones differ in a number of ways, including transportation characteristics and 
land values.  Based on NAICS codes, the building areas on industrial lands were compared by 
statistical area. 

 

Walnut Grove 

The largest business sectors located in Walnut Grove are displayed in Figure 9.  The top three 
business sectors are: 

• general warehousing and storage 
• lumber, plywood, and millwork 
• electrical wiring and construction supplies 

 

Figure 9: Largest Business Sectors in Walnut Grove by Category, 2010 

 

Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Gloucester Industrial Estates 

The largest business sectors located in Gloucester are displayed in Figure 10.  The top three 
business sectors are: 

• food, beverage, tobacco agents, and brokers 
• piece goods, notions, and other dry goods 
• other building material dealers 

 

Figure 10: Largest Business Sectors in Gloucester Industrial Estates by Category, 2010 

 

Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Willoughby 

The largest business sectors located in Willoughby are displayed in Figure 11.  The top three 
business sectors are: 

• automotive parts and accessories stores 
• all other miscellaneous manufacturing 
• machine shops 

 

Figure 11: Largest Business Sectors in Willoughby by Category, 2010 

 

Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Aldergrove 

The largest business sectors located in Aldergrove are displayed in Figure 12.  The top three 
business sectors are: 

• food service contractors 
• self-storage mini warehouses 
• aerospace product and parts manufacturing 

 

Figure 12: Largest Business Sectors in Aldergrove by Category, 2010 

 

Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Murrayville 

The largest business sectors located in Murrayville are displayed in Figure 13.  The top three 
business sectors are: 

• support activities for air transportation 
• non-scheduled chartered air transportation 
• technical trade schools 

 

Figure 13: Largest Business Sectors in Murrayville by Category, 2010 

 

Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Fort Langley 

The largest business sectors located in Fort Langley are displayed in Figure 14.  The top three 
business sectors are: 

• used merchandise stores 
• hardware stores 
• fitness centres 

 

Figure 14: Largest Business Sectors in Fort Langley by Category, 2010 

 

Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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3.3 Top Land Uses by Category 
This section of the report looks at the most common business categories to provide more detail 
regarding the largest types of businesses in the Township. 

 

Distribution 

The distribution category is the largest.  The three most common subcategories of distribution 
companies include: 

• lumber, plywood, and millwork distributors 
• industrial machinery, equipment, and supplies distributors 
• electrical wiring and construction supplies distributors 

 

Figure 15: Largest Distribution Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Manufacturing 

The three most common subcategories of manufacturing businesses include: 

• all other plastic product manufacturing 
• metal window and door manufacturing 
• glass manufacturing 

 

Figure 16: Largest Manufacturing Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Warehousing 

The warehousing industry’s three most common subsectors include: 

• general warehousing and storage 
• refrigerated warehousing and storage 
• other warehousing and storage 

 

Figure 17: Largest Warehousing Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Food and Drink 

The food and drink industry’s three most common subsectors include: 

• food, beverage, tobacco agents, and brokers 
• limited service eating places 
• food service contractors 

 

Figure 18: Largest Food and Drink Industry Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Car Related Industry 

The car related industry’s three largest subsectors include: 

• tire distributors 
• new car dealers 
• automotive parts and accessories stores 

 

Figure 19: Largest Car-Related Industry Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Service Sector 

Although most services are located on retail/commercial land in the Township, the service 
industry’s three largest subsectors located on industrial land are: 

• engineering services 
• other printing 
• dry cleaning and laundry services 

 

Figure 20: Largest Service Industry Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Construction 

The construction sector’s top three subcategories include: 

• other building material dealers 
• electrical wiring and construction supplies distributors 
• metal window and door manufacturing 

 

Figure 21: Largest Construction Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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Steel Industry 

The steel industry’s top three subcategories are: 

• aluminum rolling, drawing, extruding, and alloying 
• cold rolled steel shape manufacturing 
• steel foundries 

 

Figure 22: Largest Steel Industry Subcategories, 2010 

 

 Source: BC Assessment data provided by the Township 
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4.0 Industrial Land Pricing 
4.1 Langley Industrial Lands 
The most common use of industrial lands in the Township is for distribution or warehousing 
purposes.  For these companies, access to highways, railways, and the port becomes critical. 

The further east from Vancouver and the greater the distance from Highway 1, the less 
expensive the industrial land. 

Industrial lands in northwest Langley (Walnut Grove/Willoughby) was more valuable than 
Gloucester.   

In April 2011, prices for industrial land in northwest Langley were reported by multiple sources 
to be in the $1.2 to $1.3 million an acre range.  This price range is directly comparable to 
industrial land in northeast Surrey, within the Port Kells area. 

As of early 2011, industrial land north of the Fraser River (Coquitlam, Maple Ridge, and Pitt 
Meadows) was typically less costly than in northwest Langley, though often more expensive 
than in Gloucester. 

Industrial land in the Gloucester area is valued at $700,000 to $800,000 per acre.  This price 
range is comparable to industrial land in Campbell Heights.  Industrial land in Abbotsford is 
less expensive than in Gloucester. 

Table 1 displays the average cost of renting industrial space in Metro Vancouver by 
municipality.  Industrial land stakeholders commented lease rates had not kept pace with 
industrial land values, which has slowed sales and speculative development in some cases. 

 

Table 1: Metro Vancouver Industrial Statistics by Municipality, First Quarter 2011 

 
 

Region 

Total 
Inventory 

(sq ft) 

Total 
Vacant 
(sq ft) 

Vacancy 
Rate 

Average 
Asking 

Lease Rate 
(per sq ft) 

Abbotsford 5,033,248 97,363 1.93% $6.75 
Burnaby 27,376,152 815,701 2.98% $8.90 
Coquitlam 8,564,142 482,590 5.64% $7.80 
Delta 21,698,012 1,822,650 8.40% $7.30 
Langley 15,508,095 1,051,263 6.78% $7.50 
Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows 2,163,254 59,194 2.74% $8.40 
New Westminster 3,923,000 131,491 3.35% $6.75 
North Vancouver 4,770,387 142,403 2.99% $13.25 
Port Coquitlam 8,521,663 227,862 2.67% $8.10 
Richmond 34,229,972 1,243,922 3.63% $8.75 
Surrey 28,891,515 1,210,047 4.19% $8.25 
Vancouver 23,558,246 703,213 2.98% $10.50 
Total 184,237,686 7,987,699 4.36% $13.25 
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5.0 Industrial Land Use Trends in Metro Vancouver 
This section reviews the trends of business sectors that are major users of industrial lands in 
Metro Vancouver. 

5.1 Land Trends by Sector 
5.1.1 Resource Extraction 

The forestry industry is the industry within the resource extraction sector utilizing the most 
industrial land.  Log sorts and sawmills are concentrated along the Fraser River as logs are still 
transported along the river, although this is decreasing over time.  Other resource extraction 
industries, such as fish processing plants and the oil and gas sector, also have waterfront 
locations. The vast majority of resource extraction lands are for heavy industrial use. 

Trends 

The majority of the resource extraction land uses in Metro Vancouver have been in their present 
location for a number of years.  Increasing land costs and pressures placed on heavy industries 
by a growing population make it likely resource extraction companies will see a reduction of 
their share of industrial lands over time. 

Within Metro Vancouver, the resource extraction sector is dominated by the forestry industry, 
which was strong during the first half of the decade due to the active US housing market.  With 
the US housing market downturn, sawmills in increasingly expensive locations may be 
considered for relocation. 

Many Metro Vancouver resource extraction sites have been in use for many years.  Often they 
are a legacy of Vancouver’s industrial history.  In many cases, resource extraction firms have the 
option to relocate to rural areas with lower land prices.  Demand for Metro Vancouver 
industrial land by the resource extraction sector is not expected to increase due to the increasing 
population of the region.  Related complaints regarding the heavy industrial land uses often 
typify the sector’s operations. 

 

5.1.2 Construction 

This sector comprises establishments primarily engaged in: 

• constructing, repairing, and renovating buildings 
• engineering works 
• subdividing and developing land 

The majority of industrial land required by the construction sector is for the various trade 
contractors.  Trade contractors prefer light industrial locations with outside and indoor storage 
for equipment, tools, and vehicles.  The trucks used are usually vans or pickup trucks.  Much of 
the industrial land is used for storage of building materials and equipment. 
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Roughly 10% of construction sector companies require heavy industrial land.  Demand for this 
type of land comes from building material suppliers, such as producers and vendors of concrete 
and rebar.  Often waterfront heavy industrial land is preferred as building materials are heavy 
and tend to be delivered by water. 

Trends 

According to the Vancouver Regional Construction Association, there has been little increase in 
density or efficiency of industrial land use over the past few years.  If the price of land continues 
to rise, pressure to make more efficient and creative use of land will increase. 

The demand for industrial land should mirror the growth in the construction sector, and this 
growth is closely related to both the economy of BC and regional population growth. 

Industrial users have been pushed eastward in the region as a result of the loss of industrial 
land, rising prices, and complaints from neighbouring property users.  The relocation of 
construction companies eastward in Metro Vancouver has caused an increase in truck traffic on 
the roads as well as an increase in construction costs associated with transporting goods and 
equipment across greater distances. 

The industrial land demand from the construction sector is based primarily on the growth rate 
of the regional population.  As the population of the region continues to expand, there will 
continue to be demand for additional housing, requiring the construction sector to maintain or 
expand its current land usage. 

 

5.1.3 Manufacturing – Non-Food 

The manufacturing sector can be difficult to define.  The traditional definition of manufacturing 
is the transformation of raw materials into components or finished products.  The definition 
preferred by the BC Division of the Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters Association 
includes all aspects of the business system, such as: 

• research and development 
• design 
• commercialization 
• supply/finance 
• production/assembly 
• marketing/sales/distribution 
• after sales service 
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This broad definition of manufacturing is preferred because some manufacturing companies 
incorporate this entire business system.  Other companies providing one step in the system rely 
on the entire process and a series of networks for their survival. 

Trends 

The manufacturing sector is going through dramatic changes, and these changes will impact 
land use.  The major trends in the manufacturing sector are: 

• smaller production runs 
• increased customization and higher value-added processes 

These changes are expected to have the following impact on the use of land by the 
manufacturing sector: 

• smaller production floors 
• growing requirement for mixed-use land and increased demand for office space 
• increased density 
• relocation to sites closer to highways, specifically Highway 1  
• a movement of manufacturing companies eastward in Metro Vancouver 

The exchange rate is commonly seen as one of the most important factors in determining the 
success of the manufacturing sector, yet many manufacturers are remaining successful in spite 
of the strong Canadian dollar.  As the Canadian dollar rises in value relative to other currencies, 
exports will likely be reduced. 

Some of these trends could make the manufacturing sector more resilient to a rising Canadian 
dollar.  Movement towards smaller production runs, increased customization, and an increased 
demand for office space allows companies to oversee the full manufacturing process.  This 
includes manufacturing or assembly where labour is less expensive which, in turn, will 
strengthen local manufacturers’ ability to cope with currency fluctuations. 

Land costs have also been a factor in the manufacturing sector, which has forced some 
companies eastward from Vancouver.  Labour costs will continue to be a factor in the 
manufacturing sector as well; as the nature of the sector changes, the importance of cheap 
labour will decrease. 

Finally, Port Metro Vancouver increasing cargo tonnage will impact the size of the 
manufacturing sector in Metro Vancouver.  Product assembly of parts shipped from Asia will 
likely increase significantly with the growth of the port. 
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5.1.4 Manufacturing – Food 

Food processing includes: 

• meat and poultry processing 
• fruit and vegetable processing and packing 
• bakeries, breakfast cereal manufacturing 
• confectionary products manufacturing 
• milk and cheese processing 
• alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages 
• fish processing 

Trends 

In the sectors where the value added is low, such as fruit and vegetable specialty manufacturing, 
it is likely land use efficiency gains have not yet been made, implying the potential for 
improvements in land use efficiencies going forward.  In other sectors, such as milk 
manufacturing, it is assumed land use is already quite efficient and utilizing modern machinery 
to increase the value added. 

While a significant portion of the food manufacturing sector serves the regional population, 
exports are also important; therefore, land and labour costs as well as the exchange rate will be 
factors influencing the land demanded by the food processing sector.  The most important 
factor affecting food processing is the local population.  Increasing importance is being placed 
on locally grown foods, and analysts believe the local population will be the primary driver of 
growth in the sector. 

Another area that could impact growth in the sector would be the increase of 
municipal/provincial support.  In other jurisdictions, there is significant government support 
for the food processing sector.  Currently, the same level of support is absent in Metro 
Vancouver municipalities, but is available in neighbouring Fraser Valley Regional District 
municipalities.  If this were to change, growth in the food processing sector’s demand for land 
would increase significantly. 

 

5.1.5 Wholesale Trade 

This sector includes companies primarily engaged in wholesaling merchandise and providing 
related logistics, marketing, and support services.  The wholesaling process is generally an 
intermediate step in the distribution of merchandise; many wholesalers are, therefore, 
organized to sell merchandise in large quantities to retailers and business and institutional 
clients. 

Often wholesale companies distribute goods to retailers, hotels, or other businesses and prefer 
to locate close to their client base.  Therefore, wholesale trade operations tend to locate in light 
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industrial districts close to population centres, retail concentrations, and manufacturing 
operations. 

Given the number of clients in Vancouver, industrial lands in and adjacent to Vancouver are a 
common location for small to medium sized wholesalers.  These types of wholesalers use land 
more efficiently than warehousing companies as the trucks used are generally smaller. 

Larger wholesalers are often found further east in Metro Vancouver, including companies 
frequently bringing goods back and forth across the US border.  Large wholesalers often use rail 
to transport goods and usually require larger land areas for loading trucks. 

Trends 

Compared to other users of industrial land, some segments of the wholesale sector have been 
less willing to move eastward in Metro Vancouver to take advantage of less expensive land as 
the majority of their clients are in the population centres.  For wholesalers who serve the 
downtown core, relocating east might not save the company money. 

As a result of remaining in some of the most expensive industrial land in the region, the 
wholesale sector has had to make much more efficient use of their space. 

Enhanced racking systems to increase inventory space and improved utilization of “Just in Time” 
delivery are two ways the wholesale sector has been increasing efficiencies.  Increased reliance 
on “Just in Time” delivery has meant not only reduced inventory levels and more efficient use 
of space, but also reduced delivery size and a reduction in the truck size necessary for delivery.   
Smaller trucks require less vacant land for loading and turning. 

Congestion is an issue for the wholesale sector, especially for wholesalers distributing to clients 
across the region. 

 

5.1.6 Retail Trade 

The majority of retail land use in Metro Vancouver is located within commercially zoned 
shopping centres or street front locations. 

Compared to other Canadian cities, Metro Vancouver has been underserved with retail for 
years.  The lack of developable commercial land, coupled with the availability of cheaper 
industrial land and compliant municipalities, has increased the rate of retail development on 
industrial land. 

The retail development occurring on industrial land is often in the form of power centres or big 
box developments. 

Other types of retail commonly found on industrial land include industrial type uses.  These 
would not necessarily be allowed in some commercial/retail neighbourhoods, such as 
automotive garages and dealerships or construction supply stores. 
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Trends 

The development of retail big box stores on industrially zoned land is decreasing.  More 
municipalities are realizing the importance of their industrial land base and are hesitant to lose 
additional industrial land to retail uses. 

Big box development is becoming less common especially as the region becomes denser, forcing 
large format retailers normally locating in power centres to move to urban sites.  Examples of 
this trend are the Home Depot in West Vancouver and the Canadian Tire and Best Buy on 
Cambie Street.  The trend of large format retailers locating in urban commercial areas is 
expected to continue and move eastward. 

 

5.1.7 Transportation and Warehousing 

The sector is dominated by truck use:  according to the BC Trucking Association, up to 70% of 
goods are moved by truck within Metro Vancouver.  Therefore, avoidance of congestion and 
ease of vehicular access are the major issues facing the sector.  Locating near transportation 
corridors is often critical to the sector. 

According to industry participants, locating near the airport is not a major attraction and is only 
seen as necessary for niche companies.  In general, industrial land near Vancouver International 
Airport is seen as too expensive.  It is more common for companies in the transportation and 
warehousing sector to locate near the various port facilities throughout Metro Vancouver.  Rail-
supported facilities and easy access to a US/Canada border crossing are also key locational 
factors for this sector. 

Trends 

With increasing costs of industrial land in the region, the transportation and warehousing sector 
has become increasingly efficient in its space use. 

New efficiencies in space utilization resulted, not in increased density, but rather in the 
capability to handle larger volumes of inventory in the building area used.  Techniques to 
increase building efficiency most likely result from modern stacking systems and “Just in Time” 
delivery inventory models. 

It is typical for transportation and warehousing companies to look for larger sites and to 
maximize the site coverage on their properties (usually site coverage is 50%).  The remaining 
site area is required to allow for truck manoeuvring and staff parking. 

The most important issue facing the sector is transportation and traffic congestion.  As a result, 
companies have been anxiously waiting for the completion of the Gateway Program.  Industry 
participants note traffic congestion is reaching the point where distribution and warehouse 
businesses have considered leaving the region.  It is estimated by the Greater Vancouver 
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Gateway Council that the congestion in Metro Vancouver would have cost the regional 
economy roughly $800 million per year by 2021 if improvements are not made. 

From a site location perspective, companies not required to be near the various port facilities or 
airport have been moving eastward, with the new industrial parks at Campbell Heights and 
Gloucester Estates attracting industry attention. 

The growth of demand for industrial land from the transportation and warehousing sector will 
depend on the success of the strategy to increase traffic at the various ports in Metro Vancouver, 
as well as the resolution of the congestion issues facing the regional transportation network. 

 

5.1.8 Film/Publishing (Information and Culture) 

Currently, the majority of the industrial land used by this sector is occupied with studio space. 
There are eight purpose built studios in Metro Vancouver, ranging in available studio space 
from 17,500 to roughly 308,000 square feet.  In total, the eight studio complexes comprise 
roughly 860,000 square feet of floor space.  The studios also include space for offices, production, 
and construction. 

In addition to the purpose built studios, according to the BC Film Commission, there are six 
studios in buildings that have been converted from a previous use.  While some of these 
converted studios are not on industrial land, such as buildings on the Pacific National 
Exhibition Grounds, most are on industrial land.  The total studio space provided by the 
converted studios is roughly 233,000 square feet. 

Almost all studios include office space and production space within the same complex, or 
within the same building.  Generally, there is some construction/warehouse space as well.  
Some studios also include a separate building housing prop rentals. 

Trends 

When the film industry started in Vancouver, it was important for studio space to be near 
downtown Vancouver; however, this is changing.  With a shortage of land near the city, the 
recently built or converted studio spaces are moving eastward. 

A very important factor influencing any new studio development is a tax credit provided by the 
province for filming occurring east of 200 Street.  This tax credit has had a major impact on 
budget conscious productions.  Conversations with industry insiders suggested the demand for 
more studio space in the region exists.  Due to the existence of the tax credit, it is most likely 
new studios would be developed in Langley, Maple Ridge, and Pitt Meadows. 

With the recent rise of the Canadian dollar versus the US dollar, the tax incentives introduced 
by the provincial government were revealed as potentially the most important factor in 
attracting film productions to Metro Vancouver.  If the value of the Canadian dollar remains 
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high, the continued success of the film industry in BC will depend on tax incentives from the 
provincial government, the reliability of which is difficult to predict. 

Given this sector also includes publishing uses, the regional population growth is also expected 
to have an influence on demand for industrial land. 

Without the industry tax incentives, it is unlikely Metro Vancouver will attract the productions 
necessary to warrant the creation of additional studio space. 

 

5.1.9 Office Use 

The current office use on industrially zoned land predominantly takes the form of suburban 
business parks.  As residential uses encroach on industrial lands, municipalities have looked for 
other employment generating land uses perceived to be easier to live beside for nearby 
residents. 

Business parks have been developed on industrial lands that are often described as light-
industrial parks.  Recently built business parks often combine some light industrial uses, such 
as wholesaling, with office uses on a second floor. 

Developments originally intended for light industrial users are increasingly being used for 
office space.  Examples would be the Kent Corporate Centre in South Vancouver and the 
Knightsbridge Business Park in Richmond.  These developments were originally designed for 
roughly 20% to 30% office space and are currently being filled with 60% to 80% office use. 

Trends 

Industrial users require office space, and one of the current trends in the manufacturing 
industry is for some manufacturers to increase demand for office space and reduce demand for 
production space. 

It has become common for developers of light industrial business parks to include a fair amount 
of office space, effectively blurring the line between office and industrial usage.  These types of 
developments are popular as they achieve faster absorption and can appeal to both office and 
light industrial users.  Light industrial parks with office space are popular with planning 
departments, as they add jobs and ensure residential properties near industrial lands will be 
less likely to complain about the nearby land uses. 
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5.2 Development Trends in the Township of Langley 
A number of industry insiders were contacted to discuss their thoughts regarding the future of 
industrial development in the Township.  The stakeholders interviewed included multiple 
developers, industrial brokers, and industrial consultants. 

Nearly every stakeholder interviewed suggested the shortage of available/developable land 
would be the most significant issue going forward.  Beyond the availability of land, the 
comments from the stakeholders have been combined into the following categories:  

• form of future developments 
• types of locations desired by users/developers 
• types of businesses likely to be attracted by the Township 
• comments on existing Township bylaws  
• infrastructure needs (including public transit for employees) 

Form of Future Developments 

• The development form of industrial buildings will likely not change demonstrably over the 
next 10 to 15 years. 
o More intensive usage of industrial lands found in Europe, such as multi-story 

warehousing, is not expected in Metro Vancouver in the near term. 
o Utilization of modern racking systems would allow businesses to make more efficient 

usage of warehouse space; these systems are not common in Metro Vancouver. 
• In some areas, office space would be included above warehouse space and office use would 

only be in areas where there were amenities for employees. 
o While the development of office space above light industrial/warehouse space in the 

Township has been well received by the market near 200 Street, similar form of 
development might not be as successful throughout Langley in the short term.  
Amenities for employees are seen as an important draw, although the market for office 
space in the Township might not be very deep. 

• While many commentators believed industrial development would not change in the near 
future, others suggested sustainability of industrial buildings was increasingly important 
for large companies. 
o Issues regarding sustainability are becoming increasingly more common in public 

planning guidelines, with many communities creating sustainable official community 
plans. 

o Features of industrial parks promoted as being sustainable include: 
 multiple parcel sizes for a mix of company sizes 
 wildlife corridors 
 natural stormwater management 
 combined facilities to treat wastewater  
 energy efficient building design 
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 improved on-site pedestrian movement 
 shared shipping and receiving area 
 waste energy facilities 
 synergies between tenants 

Types of Locations 

• The cost of industrial land is a critical factor impacting industrial development.  It has been 
suggested lease rates for industrial space have not grown as fast has industrial land values 
in Metro Vancouver, which has slowed speculative industrial development.  

• Location of land and access to highways for transportation purposes will be important for 
many companies. 

• The availability of developable industrial land was repeatedly mentioned as the most 
important challenge facing industrial development. 

• The sites in northwest Langley are more attractive to companies involved with distribution, 
given proximity to Highway 1 and Vancouver. 
o Some distributors prefer eastern Langley, as larger trucks coming from the north or 

east do not need to engage with traffic before unloading their inventory.   
o Smaller vehicles can then be used to transport goods into Vancouver if necessary. 
o Eastern Langley also has easier access to the US border and many small businesses do 

a lot of business with the US. 
• Large sites, 15 acres or larger, are scarce in Metro Vancouver and are increasingly difficult to 

assemble. 
• Affordable housing for staff is also a consideration of larger companies. 

Types of Businesses 

• The business sector most commonly referenced for its growth potential was distribution and 
warehousing. 
o Distribution is already one of the most important uses for industrial land in the 

Township, and it is expected to continue with Metro Vancouver’s growing population 
and the forecasted increasing traffic at the Port Metro Vancouver. 

• Manufacturing and light manufacturing is another important source for future growth of 
industrial demand. 

• The Township has a significant number of national and international industrial tenants 
including G.M., Real Pak, Weyerhaeuser, Tim Hortons, JELD-WEN , and Overwaitea and 
could, potentially, attract other large corporations to Langley. 
o After the economic slowdown in 2008, demand dropped from smaller companies, 

however, remained strong from larger corporations. 
• The Township has an established diversity of construction, distribution, manufacturing, and 

warehousing industries.  As transportation costs increase, attracting goods and service 
suppliers that support these sectors has growth potential. 
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• The high tech sector often attracts a lot of publicity; however, information technology is not 
expected to be a major growth node for industrial land in the Township in the short term. 

• Food processing companies from the US are seen as being a potential growth sector for 
Langley, given the easy access to the border. 

Comments on Existing Bylaws 

• Providing space for trucks to turn on on-site will remain a requirement, as trucking will 
continue to be an essential link to industrial lands.  It is not expected the site coverage on 
industrial lands could be increased beyond the current level of 60%. 

• Bylaw restricting clearing a site of trees before a development is planned and another bylaw 
requiring 3 metres at the back of a site for wildlife movement should be reviewed. 

• Retaining land use flexibility on industrial lands is seen as a positive and not necessarily the 
case in other jurisdictions. 
o Delta and Surrey have restrictions on storing containers outside.  This has been an 

issue for some businesses and an issue where the Township could look to capitalize.  
o Greenhouses on top of warehouses are beginning to develop in the eastern US.  

Allowing for such innovative uses of industrial lands should be anticipated. 
o Building office space above warehouses can be restricted in other municipalities on 

industrial lands.  Allowing this type of development could be an advantage for the 
Township. 

• Development cost charges are commonly a sticking point with a new development. 
• The Township is seen in a relatively positive light compared to other jurisdictions in Metro 

Vancouver, and staff is seen to be focused on increasing employment.  Burnaby and Delta 
were seen as the most complicated municipalities to deal with. 

Infrastructure Needs 

• With distribution being one of the largest business sectors in the Township, the ease of 
traffic flow throughout Langley remains an important infrastructure issue.   Also, recruiting 
local young employees is made difficult by the lack of public transit to local business parks. 

• Water availability in east Langley will become an issue if there are plans for additional 
industrial development beyond zoned industrial lands.  
o Extension of an enlarged water pipe has been authorized to go as far east as 

Murrayville.  Funding to extend the pipe to Gloucester and Aldergrove has not yet 
been organized.  

o New users in eastern Langley need to be questioned regarding planned water usage. 
• While community plans are currently under consideration for the Brookswood/Fernridge 

area, existing infrastructure is not yet in place to support large commercial/industrial 
development in this area.  

• The Willoughby area is reportedly in need of new sewer infrastructure.  This is to be 
addressed in the new community plan.  
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6.0 Potential to Remove Lands from the Agricultural Land 
Reserve 

6.1 Prioritizing Lands for Agricultural Land Reserve Removal 
When considering which lands could be removed from the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) for 
industrial use, sites adjacent to existing industrially designated lands were preferred.  Therefore, 
a review of all ALR lands adjacent to existing industrial lands were assessed and mapped below: 

 

Figure 23: ALR Parcels by Soil Capability Ranking, 2010 

 

Source:  Soil data provided by the Township 
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As Figure 23 indicates, there are ALR lands adjacent to development nodes having soil Class 4 
or lower.  Fort Langley, specifically, is largely surrounded by land classified as having Class 5 
soil. 

Given the ALC’s criteria for redesignating ALR lands, the ALC would potentially accept a 
transfer of lands with a higher soil classification or investment in existing ALR lands to make 
them productive. 

Looking forward, the potential for development around the 248 Street interchange exists, and 
there remains the potential for the construction of a new interchange at 216 Street. 

The map below displays soil classifications of lands surrounding 216 Street and  
248 Street intersections.  The lands northeast of the 248 Street intersection are Class 4, and some 
of the lands surrounding the intersection of 248 Street and Highway 1 are Class 4 and 5. 
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Figure 24: ALR Parcels by Soil Capability Ranking (around intersections), 2010 

Source:  Soil data provided by the Township 
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6.2 Agricultural Land Commission Criteria for Removing Lands from 
Agricultural Land Reserve 

The Agricultural Land Commission’s (ALC) mission is to protect agricultural land in BC and 
encourage and enable farming throughout the province. 

Removing lands from the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) has reportedly become more 
complicated in recent years, and Metro Vancouver’s draft Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) 
includes language regarding the importance of protecting ALR lands.  While the RGS has not 
yet been accepted, it appears as though it might strengthen the ALR and create additional 
hurdles for exclusion applications to clear. 

Conversations with ALC staff who review applications to have land excluded from the ALR 
revealed the following criteria: 

• staff will most likely not consider removing land with a soil classification from 1 to 3 
• if lands are to be removed from the ALR, the ALC will look for the subsequent concessions: 

o lands of equal area with equal or better soil quality which could be designated within 
the ALR or 

o Investment in existing but non-productive ALR lands could transform lands of equal 
area to the site to be removed from the ALR productive.  Investments could include: 
 site irrigation improvements 
 non-farm use removal on ALR lands 
 storm water drainage improvements 

 

Staff reiterated they are taking a more strict review of applications to have lands removed from 
the ALR.  Without referring to specific sites, it was felt the ALC had been too lenient regarding 
past applications. 

 

Abbotsford 2005 ALR Exclusion 

In the City of Abbotsford’s 2004 City in the Country Plan, it stated over 920 acres of excluded 
ALR lands would be required to meet the community’s growth targets. 

Ultimately, the ALC allowed for the exclusion of approximately 440 acres of ALR lands.  It 
refused to exclude 300 acres and deferred its judgment on the remaining 180 acres.  It is 
believed the ALC was swayed by the community’s argument of need for growth.  Abbotsford 
argued it could not meet its demand for industrial space without utilizing ALR lands. 

Some of the lands excluded were rated as high as Class 1, however, also included lands with 
lower soil classifications. 

Other arguments made by Abbotsford beyond the need to accommodate growth include: 
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• rehabilitating gravel pits within the ALR for farm use 
o the ALC’s decision letter indicated the reclamation of gravel pits was a key point in the 

application 
o the City in the Country Plan indicates there were 1,853 acres of land within the ALR 

with active extraction permits 
o these reclaimed gravel pit lands were offered as direct compensation for quality farm 

lands included in the exclusion application 
• not supporting future applications for ALR exclusion which, it was argued, would reduce 

speculation on Abbotsford ALR lands 
• promoting the land assembly of smaller ALR parcels 

o the ALC recognized smaller ALR parcels restrict farming activities 
• establishing an agricultural trust governed with the Local Government Act would create an 

endowment and distribute funds for projects promoting agricultural activities 
 

The 2005 Abbotsford ALR exclusion decision has received criticism from some commentators.  
The ALC has undergone a change in leadership since the Abbotsford decision, and there are 
indications the new board will consider arguments in a different way.  Therefore, there is no 
guarantee the ALC would make a similar decision if faced with the same arguments. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
A draft version of Appendix B –  Industrial Land Use Analysis was introduced to 
the Township’s Economic Development Advisory Committee on September 11, 2011.  After 
reviewing the draft document, task force members asked for a similar land analysis for the 
commercial, office, and institutional sectors.  The Township of Langley contracted G.P. Rollo & 
Associates to provide such a review.  This appendix summarizes the research of existing land 
usage in the Township of Langley from the commercial, office, and institutional sectors. 

To prepare this study, the Township provided GIS data including a categorization of lands by 
use.  Lands were categorized by both BC Assessment’s actual use codes and the standardized 
North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS).  Both methods of classifying 
property usage were utilized. 

Township of Langley data was sorted to provide an understanding of the top institutional, 
office, and commercial land uses in the municipality as a whole, as well as by neighbourhood. 

The Township of Langley was divided into 10 neighbourhoods, and the top institutional, office, 
and commercial uses for each neighbourhood is presented. 

This study concludes with the findings from stakeholder interviews for each land use.  
Stakeholders were interviewed to get their perspective on the current and future trends for land 
use that will shape development within the Township.  
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2.0 COMMERCIAL LANDS 

2.1 OVERVIEW OF COMMERCIAL LANDS 
According to data provided by the Township, the municipality has approximately 4.9 million 
square feet of commercial space. 

The neighbourhoods with the largest amount of built commercial space are: 

Willowbrook 1.9 million square feet 

Walnut Grove 967,000 square feet 

Aldergrove/Southeast Langley 848,000 square feet  

Willoughby 260,000 square feet 

2.2 LANGLEY INVENTORY COMPARED TO METRO VANCOUVER 
According to recent reports, the Township of Langley has 2.66 million square feet of retail space. 

The retail inventory data collected by brokerage firms only includes shopping centres with over 50,000 
square feet of space and would not include street front retail space and smaller strip centres.  Reliable and 
easily attainable data on total commercial retail inventory in Metro Vancouver does not exist. 

As of June 2011, the Township of Langley accounted for 8.5% of Metro Vancouver’s retail space.  
This is less than June 2008 when the Township had 9.8% of Metro Vancouver’s retail space. 

The following table displays the total retail space within different Metro Vancouver regions.  
Note that Vancouver has much less retail space than Surrey.  This difference might be negated if 
all Vancouver’s street front retail were included in the data. 
 
Figure 1:  Metro Vancouver Retail Centre Floor Space by Municipality – June 30, 2011 

 
 
Source:  CB Richard Ellis Retail Reports 
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The combination of Langley City and Township has the 6th highest concentration of retail space 
in the Metro Vancouver region, just below the Tri-Cities and above the North Shore.  

2.3 LANGLEY’S HISTORICAL ABSORPTION 
The development of Langley’s retail space is presented in the table below.  Development of new 
retail nodes consisting of more than 50,000 square feet occurred in early 2009 and again in early 
2011. 
 
Figure 2:  Langley (City & Township) Retail Centre Floor Space – 2008 to 2011 

 
 
Source:  CB Richard Ellis Retail Reports 
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3.0 OFFICE LANDS 

3.1 OVERVIEW OF OFFICE LANDS  
According to data provided by the Township, the municipality has a total of approximately 1.5 
million square feet of office space. 

The neighbourhoods with the largest amount of built office space are: 

Willowbrook 530,000 square feet 

Walnut Grove 353,000 square feet 

Willoughby 120,000 square feet 

Aldergrove/Southeast Langley 129,000 square feet  

3.2 METRO VANCOUVER OFFICE SUPPLY 
Historical data used to track Metro Vancouver’s office inventory does not take into account the 
Langley market as it is considered too small.  Historically, the brokerage firms that track this 
data do not account for office space east of Surrey. 

However, the growth of Metro Vancouver suburban office space displays the trend of growing 
demand closer to population bases throughout the region.  

The table below displays office inventory in square feet.  It highlights that since 2006, office 
space in suburban Metro Vancouver has grown more than in downtown Vancouver. 
 
Figure 3:  Office Floor Space in Vancouver and Metro Vancouver Suburbs – 2006 to 2011 

 
 
Source:  Colliers International Office Reports 
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While suburban office supply exceeds downtown Vancouver supply, absorption in the 
suburban markets has roughly mirrored downtown absorption over the past 6 years, as 
displayed in the chart below. 
 
Figure 4:  Office Absorption in Vancouver and Metro Vancouver Suburbs – 2006 to 2011 

 
 
Source:  Colliers International Office Reports 
 

The suburban areas accounted for in the data include:  

• Burnaby 
• New Westminster 
• North Shore 
• Richmond 
• Surrey 
• Tri-Cities  
• Vancouver’s Broadway Corridor 
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4.0 INSTITUTIONAL LANDS 

4.1 OVERVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL LANDS  
According to data provided by the Township, the municipality has a total of approximately 1.6 
million square feet of institutional space. 

The neighbourhoods with the largest amount of built institutional space are: 

Salmon River/Central Langley 630,000 square feet 

Willowbrook 580,000 square feet 

Murrayville 300,000 square feet 

Willoughby 120,000 square feet 

 

4.2 INSTITUTIONAL LAND SUPPLY  
Tracking institutional development is not a priority for local research departments, meaning 
there are fewer statistics concerning the development of institutional space within the Township.  

The municipality does track the value of institutional building permits.  The chart below 
displays the historical value of building permits for a range of non-residential land uses.  
 
Figure 5:  Building Permits by Land Use – 1999 to 2011 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The value of institutional building permits has lagged behind both commercial and industrial 
building permits.  However, with approximately $185 million in building permits since 1999, 
institutional development has been a consistent contributor to growth in the Township. 

Based on 2006 data compiled by Metro Vancouver, the Township of Langley has the largest 
percentage of Metro Vancouver’s institutional lands with 847 hectares.  The three largest 
institutional land holdings are: 

Township of Langley 18.3% 

Surrey 13.6% 

Vancouver 11% 

4.3 INSTITUTIONAL LAND USES 
The two major users of institutional lands in the Township of Langley are Fraser Health and 
Trinity Western University. 

Trinity Western has a campus of approximately 100 acres on the east side of Glover Road, 
which is mostly developed.  An additional 57 acres on the west side of Glover Road is mostly 
undeveloped.  

Fraser Health’s Langley Memorial Hospital is intended to serve a population of over 110,000 
people located mostly in Langley City and the Township of Langley.  Langley Memorial 
Hospital is considered a mid-sized community hospital with 190 acute care beds and 225 
extended care beds.  By means of comparison, Surrey Memorial Hospital is the second largest 
hospital in BC with 400 acute care beds and 200 residential care beds. 

Other institutional land uses in the Township include:  

• child care facilities 
• churches 
• government buildings 
• public schools 
• private schools 
• recreational facilities 
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5.0 USES BY NEIGHBOURHOOD 
In this section, the top institutional, office, and commercial uses are highlighted by 
neighbourhood. 

The data used in this section was provided by the Township of Langley and is based on 
information gathered by BC Assessment.  The site uses are based on either North American 
Industrial Classification System (NAICS) codes or the actual use codes, a coding system used by 
BC Assessment. 1

The following table displays the institutional, commercial, and office use by neighbourhood. 

  

 
Figure 6:  Floor Space by Land Use by Neighbourhood – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 

 

  

                                                           
1 After reviewing the quality of the data provided, it was decided to use NAICS codes for the office category and actual use 
codes for the institutional and commercial categories. 
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The map below displays how the various neighbourhoods were divided: 
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The following table displays the top institutional uses by category for the entire Township of 
Langley.  Schools, hospitals, and child daycare services represent the top three institutional uses 
in the Township. 
 
Figure 7:  Top Institutional Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The table below displays the top office uses with insurance brokers, food wholesalers, and 
lawyers representing the top three office users.  
 
Figure 8:  Top Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The following table displays the top commercial uses where department stores, grocery stores, 
and restaurants represent the top uses. 
 
Figure 9:  Top Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.1 ALDERGROVE/SOUTHEAST LANGLEY 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Aldergrove/Southeast Langley. 
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There were only three institutional uses in the Aldergrove/Southeast Langley area.  The largest 
is approximately 12,000 square feet of personal care services. 
 
Figure 10:  Top Aldergrove/Southeast Langley Institutional Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 

 

Office uses in Aldergrove/Southeast Langley include a range of community services using over 
4,000 square feet, including: 

• insurance agencies 
• credit unions 
• funeral homes 
• accountants 
• veterinarians 
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Figure 11:  Top Aldergrove/Southeast Langley Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial uses in Aldergrove/Southeast Langley are: 

• limited service eating 
• grocery stores 
• full service restaurants 
• financial services 

The building areas utilized by these commercial uses are in the mid-range of the Township, 
reflecting Aldergrove’s historical role as a commercial hub for eastern Langley. 

 
Figure 12:  Top Aldergrove/Southeast Langley Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.2 BROOKSWOOD 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Brookswood. 
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Brookswood has only one institutional use, which is a 3,845 square foot space categorized as 
child daycare services.  The building is actually Belmont Elementary School. 

The top office uses in the Brookswood neighbourhood focus in the health care area with offices 
of: 

• physicians 
• other health 
• dentists 
• medical laboratories 

Other office uses of note include trade contracting and computer/software companies. 
 
Figure 13:  Top Brookswood Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial uses in Brookswood are: 

• drinking places 
• limited service eating 
• liquor stores 

The building areas utilized by these commercial uses are quite small, affirming that 
Brookswood is not yet an important neighbourhood for commercial space. 
 
Figure 14:  Top Brookswood Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.3 FERNRIDGE/SOUTHWEST LANGLEY 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Fernridge/Southwest Langley. 
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Fernridge/Southwest Langley only has two institutional uses: 

• 10,000 square feet of community housing services 
• 1,496 square feet of child daycare services 

 

The top two office uses in Fernridge/Southwest Langley are iron and steel manufacturing and 
real estate property manager offices. 
 
Figure 15:  Top Fernridge/Southwest Langley Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial use in Fernridge/Southwest Langley is a lumber/plywood vendor.  Other 
commercial uses include other building materials and convenience uses such as:  

• fencing and stone 
• convenience stores 
• iron and steel 
• drinking places 

 
Figure 16:  Top Fernridge/Southwest Langley Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.4 FORT LANGLEY 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Fort Langley. 
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Fort Langley has three institutional uses: 

• 5,000 square feet of child daycare services 
• 4,000 square feet of sports facilities 
• 500 square feet of golf course and country clubs 

 

The top three office uses in Fort Langley are: 

• dentist offices 
• lawyer offices 
• physician offices 

Other office uses include the office component of furniture, home furnishing, and confectionery 
stores reflecting the specific qualities of Fort Langley. 
 
Figure 17:  Top Fort Langley Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial use in Fort Langley is for full-service restaurants.  Other commercial uses 
include: 

• beauty salons 
• used merchandise stores 
• gift stores 
• art dealers 
• furniture stores 

 
Figure 18:  Top Fort Langley Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.5 GLEN VALLEY 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Glen Valley.  
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Glen Valley has only one institutional use, a 600 square foot building area categorized as 
community housing services. 

There are no office uses in Glen Valley. 

The top commercial use in Glen Valley is for auto dealerships, utilizing almost 90,000 square 
feet of building area.  Other commercial uses in Glen Valley include: 

• motels 
• limited service eating places 
• gas stations 

 

The lack of office and institutional space in Glen Valley reflects the lack of population in the 
area, while the commercial uses are benefitting from low cost space for land intensive 
commercial uses. 

 

Figure 19:  Top Glen Valley Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.6 MURRAYVILLE 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Murrayville. 
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Murrayville has four institutional uses.  The most significant is the Langley Memorial Hospital 
with over 270,000 square feet.  Other institutional uses include: 

• child daycare services 
• sports stadiums and other 
• out-patient mental health 

 
Figure 20:  Top Murrayville Institutional Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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Many top office uses in Murrayville relate to the hospital, including: 

• physicians 
• other health practitioners 
• pharmacies 
• ambulatory care 
• psychiatric and substance abuse services 

 

Other office uses include: 

• insurance brokers 
• lawyers 
• restaurants 
• child daycare services 
• sprinkler systems 
• insulation companies 

 
Figure 21:  Top Murrayville Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial uses in Murrayville are: 

• grocery stores 
• restaurants 
• motels 
• financial services 

 
Figure 22:  Top Murrayville Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.7 SALMON RIVER/CENTRAL LANGLEY 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within Salmon 
River/Central Langley.  
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Salmon River/Central Langley has four institutional uses, the most significant of which is 
Trinity Western University with over 500,000 square feet.  Other institutional uses include: 

• child daycare services 
• religious organizations 
• other residential care facilities 

 
Figure 23:  Top Salmon River/Central Langley Institutional Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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Many top office uses in Salmon River/Central Langley relate to the construction sector, 
including: 

• building structure 
• electrical work 
• road construction 
• masonry work 
• site preparation work 

 
Figure 24:  Top Salmon River/Central Langley Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial uses in Salmon River/Central Langley are: 

• motels 
• general merchandise stores 
• gas stations 
• meat markets 
• used merchandise stores 

 
Figure 25:  Top Salmon River/Central Langley Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.8 WALNUT GROVE 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Walnut Grove. 
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Walnut Grove has four types of institutional uses.  Child daycare services utilize over 7,000 
square feet of space; schools/colleges use almost 5,000 square feet.  Other institutional uses 
found in Walnut Grove include religious organizations and sports organizations. 
 
Figure 26:  Top Walnut Grove Institutional Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top Walnut Grove office user is the Overwaitea Food Group warehouse.  Other office uses 
in Walnut Grove are: 

• insurance brokers 
• business associations 
• engineering services 
• navigational equipment 
• computer/software companies 

 
Figure 27:  Top Walnut Grove Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial uses in Walnut Grove are: 

• fitness and recreation centres 
• restaurants 
• grocery stores 
• movie cinemas 
• drinking places 
• hotels 

 
Figure 28:  Top Walnut Grove Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.9 WILLOUGHBY 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Willoughby. 
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Willoughby has only two types of institutional uses: 

• 8,000 square feet of fitness and recreational sports centres (Langley Events Centre)  
• 4,000 square feet of child daycare services 

 

The top Willoughby office users are: 

• labour organizations 
• religious organizations 
• insurance brokers 
• office administration services 
• financial services 

 
Figure 29:  Top Willoughby Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial uses in Willoughby are: 

• automotive dealers 
• restaurants 
• hotels 
• sporting goods 
• personal care stores 

 
Figure 30:  Top Willoughby Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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5.10 WILLOWBROOK 
The following map displays the locations of institutional, office, and commercial uses within 
Willowbrook. 
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Willowbrook has five institutional uses, with the municipal facility being the largest use with 
almost 250,000 square feet. 

 

Other institutional uses in Willowbrook include: 

• community care for the elderly 
• home healthcare services 
• child daycare services 
• religious organizations 

 
Figure 31:  Top Willowbrook Institutional Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top Willowbrook office users are: 

• lawyers 
• financial services 
• computer services 
• bakeries 
• banks 
• dentists 

 
Figure 32:  Top Willowbrook Office Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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The top commercial uses in Willowbrook are: 

• department stores 
• grocery stores 
• warehouse clubs and superstores 
• pharmacies 
• hardware stores 

 
Figure 33:  Top Willowbrook Commercial Uses – December 31, 2010 

 
 
Source:  BC Assessment data provided by the Township of Langley 
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6.0 DEVELOPMENT TRENDS 

6.1 DEVELOPMENT OF LANGLEY COMMERCIAL LANDS 
The comments on the future development trends for commercial lands in the Township of 
Langley are based on conversations with professionals involved with the Fraser Valley retail 
sector.  

It was mentioned that Langley traditionally has been the top market in the Fraser Valley for 
retail.  Retailers looking to expand beyond Vancouver/Burnaby will typically open a store in 
Langley.  Performance is closely watched to determine whether further growth is possible and 
what might be the next best location. The Langley market’s central location within the Fraser 
Valley allow retailers to track where their clients are coming from and, therefore, indicates 
where they could consider opening a new store. 

Given retailers’ attraction to the Langley market, the Willowbrook corridor typically has very 
tight vacancy.  However, the soft retail market of the past few years has resulted in an 
unusually high number of vacancies in the Willowbrook neighbourhood.  According to a recent 
analysis, there is approximately 140,000 square feet of vacant retail space in the Willowbrook 
corridor, which includes projects in Langley City as well as the Township of Langley.  

Those that follow the market closely believe the market is picking up and the vacancy rate will 
drop in 2012. 

Rates for Langley retail space can vary dramatically depending on exposure and who the co-
tenants are.  But regardless of location, lease rates for retail space have dropped after a few slow 
years.  For example, space in the Willowbrook corridor which used to cost $28 per square foot is 
now asking $20 per square foot due to reduced demand. 

Future Development Trends 

Willowbrook Mall is one of seven locations in the Lower Mainland for a new Target Store, 
which will certainly attract traffic to the area. 

Willowbrook is expected to remain an important regional hub for retail activity.  However, lack 
of developable space means infill projects will likely dominate within this neighbourhood until 
prices warrant a major redevelopment or new lands become available for commercial 
development.  

There are few large vacant commercial sites in the Township of Langley.  The most notable 
development site is approximately 10 acres located at 66 Avenue and 200 Street.  Development 
at the site has been rumoured for years with anchor tenants Rona, Lowe’s, and Sobeys all linked 
to this site at various times. 

Another commercial site that could see development in the short to medium term is the 
Wesgroup owned site close to the 200 Street Interchange.  Wesgroup is reportedly waiting to see 
if the Township of Langley will relax its covenant to allow for larger retailers near Highway #1 
before seriously proceeding with any development plans. 
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A retail development that recently proceeded is the Willoughby Town Centre at the intersection 
of 208 Street and 80 Avenue.  The site is being developed by Qualico and is slated to include 
125,000 square feet of retail space as well as 25,000 square feet of office space.  This project is 
reportedly being anchored by a Loblaws store.  The Willoughby Town Centre is designed with 
a village concept reminiscent of the Park Royal Village. 

The Park Royal Village has proven to be quite successful and has had a number of projects try 
to imitate its success.  For this reason, it will be worth monitoring whether the Willoughby 
Town Centre is similarly successful and if it attracts similar projects to the Fraser Valley. 

 

6.2 DEVELOPMENT OF LANGLEY OFFICE LANDS 
While the office market within the Township of Langley has been slow for the past few years, 
there are a number of signs that indicate increased interest for new office space in Langley.  

Factors motivating companies to locate in Langley include a desire to be close to both their 
employees and Fraser Valley customers.  Companies could satisfy these needs by locating in 
Surrey, but there is currently limited space available in Central Surrey and Langley rents are 
currently lower. 

New projects being discussed in Langley include:  

 Phase 2 and 3 of the Langley 200 Business Centre is located at 88 Avenue and 200 Street.  
The project will complete in July 2012 and include an additional 168,000 square feet of 
office space.  The project will also include some retail space.  Rental rates in the project 
are $25 per square foot.  Tenants in Phase 1 include Great West Life and Grant Thornton.  
 

 At 5935 Glover Road, a building with 40,000 square feet of office space is being proposed 
by Anthem Properties as a component of a proposed luxury auto mall.  The first tenants 
include BMW, Mini, and Audi.  The site is located in the City of Langley, just outside the 
Township of Langley border. 
 

 At 208 Street and 80 Avenue, the developer Qualico is proceeding with a project called 
Willoughby Town Centre that will include 147,000 square feet of commercial space and 
25,000 square feet of office space.  The project is looking for community serving 
businesses for its office space including medical/dental and legal tenants. 
 

 The Gateway East project, currently being marketed by Wesgroup, is part of the larger 
Gateway project on both sides of 200 Street.  On the west side of 200 Street, the project 
runs approximately from 83 Avenue to 86 Avenue.  The west side of 200 Street already 
includes Fraser Health, Pharmasave, and BC Government Employees Union.  The plan 
for the east side of 200 Street includes approximately 100,000 square feet of office space. 
 

 The Golden Ears Business Centre is located at 96 Avenue and 201 Street.  This project is 
expected to complete in 2012 and will include over 75,000 square feet of new Class A 
office space. 
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 There is also reportedly a 60,000 square foot strata office project being planned near 80 

Avenue and 200 Street.  A similar strata office project in South Surrey achieved sales of 
between $325 and $375 per square foot. 

 
Future Development Trends  

All these projects together will add up to over 400,000 square feet of office space.  This total 
would not include the remainder of the Gateway lands. 

People who track the Langley office market have doubts whether all this office space will be 
built and absorbed in the near term.  Rather, it is believed the project able to secure one of the 
large tenants currently considering space in Langley will be the first to go ahead.  

It has been reported that KPMG and Deloitte are looking for office space in Langley to service 
the Fraser Valley.  The accounting sector is the largest corporate sector looking for space in 
Langley right now, but other sectors might follow their lead. 

The decision making process for these accounting firms includes the following considerations:  

 Fraser Valley location close to their employees and clients 
 little vacant Class A office space in central Surrey 
 new space in central Surrey would be in a large building with other tenants, while the 

option exists to have a building in Langley built to the tenant’s specifications 
 prices in Langley are lower and the building would not include underground parking 

which would be part of a new development in Surrey 

Other sectors that could increasingly be interested in locating in Langley may include: 

 engineering 
 construction administration 
 financial services/investment advisors 

 

Lease rates for new Class A buildings in Langley range between $20 and $25 per square foot.  
Existing Class B buildings are achieving rents from $13 to $18 per square foot. 

Brokers and office developers were questioned if zoning or bylaws were inhibiting office space 
development.  On the whole, it was not felt that office development was being hindered by any 
Township policy.  It was much more dependent on the market and the growing acceptance of 
Langley becoming a desirable location for an office space. 
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6.3 LANGLEY INSTITUTIONAL LANDS 
Langley Memorial Hospital 

Langley Memorial Hospital is operated by the Fraser Valley Health Association.  Over the next 
three years, Fraser Valley Health is intending to review the master plans for all sites. 

Developing a new Langley Memorial Hospital master plan is scheduled to begin in April 2012.  
The public process will culminate with three plans based on different time horizons: 

• 0 – 5 years 
• 5 – 15 years 
• over 15 years  

The master plan goals will be based on demographic forecasts for Langley and assessments of 
the hospital. 

One of the issues facing Langley Memorial Hospital is the need to replace two residential care 
facilities; another issue is the need to increase staff parking.  

Recently completed or ongoing capital projects at Langley Memorial Hospital over $2 million 
include: 

 Memorial Cottage, a 25-bed facility, built on hospital grounds in 2009 to replace 
Riverview Hospital beds (estimated $8.5 million) 

 maternity ward addition and renovation underway with construction slated to 
commence in July 2012 and complete in 2013 (estimated $6.5 million) 

 computed tomography renovation (estimated $2.9 million) 
 electrical upgrade project related to the maternity ward addition and renovation 

(estimated $2 million) 

Trinity Western University 

Trinity Western University is located in the 7600 block of Glover Road.  The main campus on 
the east side of Glover Road includes over 100 acres of land.  An additional 57 acres of 
undeveloped lands sits on the opposite side of Glover Road. 

The most recent Trinity Western University master plan dates to 2008.  The plan looks to 
increase density on the main campus by developing multi-purpose buildings that will include 
teaching facilities as well as residences.  It is believed these types of buildings will create a 
village type atmosphere on campus. 

Trinity Western University officials recognize that as a private university its students pay high 
tuition fees.  The master plan aims to create a campus that provides a very inviting and 
attractive environment. 

Many campus buildings are 35 years old and require significant maintenance.  Over the next 
few years, university officials suggested a large portion of the planned campus investment will 
go towards maintenance.  
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In 2011, it was estimated the university spent $7 million on infrastructure.  In 2012, an 
additional $5.5 million in spending is expected.  From 2013 to 2015, the university forecasts to 
spend $12 million on campus infrastructure. 

Recent infrastructure investments included the $4 million Neufeld Science Centre Expansion.  
The federal Government of Canada invested nearly $2 million through its Knowledge 
Infrastructure Program, which was related to recent government stimulus spending. 

Beyond maintenance, future campus projects could include: 

• residences available for sale or rent 
• retail space 
• research park (potentially in partnership with a biochemical company) 
• extended care facility 
• law faculty building 

Moving forward, Trinity Western University officials commented they are planning to be more 
aggressive in lobbying the provincial government for investment.  They also mentioned the 
university would continue to consider opportunities to enter into joint venture partnerships 
with the Township of Langley for specific projects, such as new field space or cultural facilities. 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University 

The Langley campus for Kwantlen Polytechnic University is located in the City of Langley.  
University officials suggested the existing buildings still have capacity and do not expect any 
new development in the short term.  

Kwantlen Polytechnic University owns roughly 20 acres of land within the Township.  They 
plan to use this land for farming as part of its sustainable agriculture and horticulture programs. 

Other Institutional 

It is expected ongoing institutional investment in areas such as schools and child care facilities 
will continue based on population growth and demographics.  Municipal institutional 
investment in smaller facilities, such as works yards, is also likely in the short to medium term. 
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General Information
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 The Township of Langley strives to use environmentally responsible methods  
  and materials and encourages its residents to do the same. Please recycle.
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